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Abstract 
This is an experimental research which intends to explore the effects of learning 
phonics in a task-supported way. Phonics is proved to be an important reading skill 
for readers to comprehend a text; it also builds up EFL readers' confidence in reading 
out text which contains words they are not familiar with, and this develops their 
decoding ability. Meanwhile, task-based learning is a popular language teaching 
method worldwide, and so do it in Hong Kong, where there is a particular framework 
to adapt task-based learning in its local context. With the importance of phonics, 
potential benefits and the role of attitudes in language learning, a task-supported 
phonics (TSP) learning framework for EFL learners was then devised. • 
The experiment took place in a junior secondary school after-class phonics 
course, and the participants were two groups of secondary one student. The study 
aims at exploring whether TSP has any effects on: i) learners' articulation accuracy in 
reading aloud, ii) on their attitudes towards phonics learning and iii) their attempt in 
arriving at an approximate pronunciation when they need to read out a text. Data 
were gathered through self-report questionnaires, and reading aloud tests. The data 
collection processes were described, and the teaching and learning of the course was 
discussed. 
The quantitative data were compared by applying the independent sample test 
using the SPSS software, and the criteria for excluding data was explained in 
advance. The reading aloud performance was assessed in terms of phonics learning, . 
that is, using accuracy of the initial consonants, vowels, final consonants and number 
of word syllables, plus whether the learners omitted some words then they read. The 
questionnaire was analysed by comparing the mean scores of the latent variables. It 
was found that the data gathered cannot reject the three null hypotheses stated, but 
the TSL group has shown some significant changes in several observable indicators. 
Discussions, limitations of the study and suggestions for further research are 
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This chapter gives a general introduction to the background of the present study, 
which is an experimental study on the teaching and learning of phonics with or 
without the support of tasks. The chapter will first describe the teaching and learning 
of English and also English phonics learning in Hong Kong. In response to the 
situation of the latter in the EFL Hong Kong context, a task-based phonics 
programme is then designed and offered. The significant of this study is discussed. 
This chapter ends with an outline of the organisational structure of the dissertation. 
1.1 General Introduction 
We are in an era in which English language teaching and learning does not 
solely emphasised on linguistic factors like accuracy of language use, but also 
focuses on conveying meaning and other non-linguistic factors to enhance learners' 
English learning. Non-linguistic factors which affect people in learning a second 
language include aptitude, age, method of instruction, and certain affective variables 
such as attitude, motivation, self-confidence and empathy. (Midraj, 1998) Among 
these factors, the Curriculum Development Council (CDC) in Hong Kong has . 
emphasised in their latest English Language Syllabi and Curriculum Guide (1997， 
2002，2004) that teachers also need to enhance learners' attitudes towards English 
learning via a learner-centred approach, and they suggest that using task-based 
learning (TBL) and assessment can achieve this goal. The present study, based on 
this trend, explores whether using tasks with one of the English teaching areas, 
phonics, can increase learners' accuracy in reading aloud tasks and can enhance their 
attitudes towards phonics and English language learning. 
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1.2 Background of the Present Study 
1.2.1 English and Teaching English as a Foreign Language (EFL) in Hong Kong 
Hong Kong was a colony of the United Kingdom from 1842 to 1997, and the 
teaching of English as a second or a foreign language has been taking place here 
since the early 1840s (Chan, 2002; Evan, 1998). Whether English is a second (ESL) 
or a foreign language here is still an issue though, I take the view that it is an EFL in 
this thesis, not only because the term has been used in some official English language 
teaching documents (e.g. Education Department, 1993), but also from language 
censuses and surveys carried out in Hong Kong from 1911-1991 and two 
sociolinguistic surveys carried out locally in 1983 and 1993 which, together, tell us 
that less than one-third of people regarded themselves as a bilingual in Chinese and 
English, but only a certain kinds of Chinese dialects (Bacon-Shone & Bolton, 1998). 
In the context of education too, the limited function of English in Hong Kong as a 
medium of instruction other than in readings, examinations and written assignments 
is questionable (Hong Kong Education Commission, 1990; Pierson, 1998). This 
status of English is just like an 'auxiliary language' in our society (Luke & Richards， 
1982). Thus, in this thesis, which focuses on an educational context, I propose that 
English is mainly taught as a foreign language in schools for locals, regardless of the 
fact that there is a population who use English every day mainly for business 
purposes, as that is outside of the educational context. 
The teaching and learning of English has been changing, as reflected by the 
curriculum guides. In the 1970s, learners were expected to develop oral proficiency, 
minimum literacy and the ability to leam through English at the elementary level 
(CDC, 1976); and all were expected to achieve basic level of everyday English in 
nine years of basic schooling (CDC, 1975). At that time, language systems and skills 
were promoted as the main teaching content, and the teaching approach adopted was 
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the audio-lingual approach, in which English learning was based on 
behaviourism-stimulus and responses (Chan, 2002; Pang and Wong, 2000). In the 
1980s, when Hong Kong began to move away from manufacturing towards a service ‘ 
economy, and the government wanted students to acquire the maximum degree of 
bilingual competence, the teaching methodology then moved towards communicative 
approaches (CDC, 1981; Pang & Wong, 2000; Walker, et al., 2000). In addition to 
manipulative exercises, language arts activities like songs, verses, role-playing were 
introduced (CDC, 1981). In the late 1990s, Hong Kong became a well-established 
financial centre. In order to maintain its position as China's pre-eminent international 
city after its return of emigres, the syllabi aim to educate all learners achieve their 
potential English standard as citizens in a trilingual and biliterate society (Walker, et ‘ 
a l , 2000). With progressivism as the prevailing ideology of education and the 
intention for learners to gain knowledge and experience of a second culture (Pang & 
Wong, 2000)，the use of tasks was first introduced in 1994 as a way to improve the 
quality of learning (Clark, et al., 1994)，and a task-based approach was then 
recommended in the curriculum guides that were published afterwards (CDC, 1997, 
CDC, 1999). The present study explores the effects of using TBL in one of the 
English learning areas - phonics. More details about TBL in Hong Kong will be 
discussed in Chapter 2 - Literature Review section 2.3.2. 
In these syllabi and curriculum guides, the four language skills — listening, 
speaking, reading and writing - and language systems like grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation and punctuation are the common content to be covered. One area 
being highlighted in the Guide to the Primary Curriculum (GDI, 1993) in the area of 
linguistic learning is that, in the knowledge domain, the sound system of the 
language should be taught. In the following sub-section, we will turn our focus to 
talk about the place of phonics teaching in the local curriculum. 
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1.2.2 The Place of Phonics in Hong Kong English Language Curriculum 
The teaching and learning of phonics has been included in the primary 
English language syllabi and curriculum guides (CDC, 1976; CDC, 1981; CDC, . 
1997; CDC 2004)，but not the secondary ones: It is therefore clear that Hong Kong 
learners are expected to be educated with this skill in their elementary years. In all 
these documents, phonics is included in the 'reading' section, as it aims at helping 
learners to recognise the letter-sound relationships from print (Cunningham, 1995), 
and it is in line with Nunan (1989) that one element of successful reading is to use 
word attack skills such as ‘identifying sound/symbol correspondences' (p. 35). When 
the learners progress to secondary schools, speech training, which covers 'correct 
pronunciation of individual sounds and of stress, rhythm and intonation' (CDC, . 
1983)，rather than phonics is taught, and this area is covered under the 'speaking' 
section. 
In the last decade, there was a shift of the target learners of phonics. In the 
1970s and 1980s, phonics was recommended to be taught 'at a later stage only' 
(CDC, 1976) ‘after the pupils have acquired a considerable sight vocabulary taught 
by the "Look and Say" method' (CDC, 1981); but in the 1990s, the attention has 
shifted to 'young children', who are officially referred to as primary 1，2 and 3 
learners in Hong Kong primary schools (Education Department English Section， • 
2000)，and the argument was that ‘phonics can help learners build up strategies for 
decoding (in reading) and encoding (in spelling) words at an early stage of learning, 
(CDC, 2004). Hoffman (1991) and Kamada (2000) provide a better reason for this: 
Children possess certain qualities that favour second language acquisition (SLA). For 
example, “children are good at acquiring a native-like accent in second language and 
that they may have a special facility no longer available to adults for neuro muscular 
patterns during which it is easy to acquire features of pronunciation" (Kamada, 2000， 
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83). Hoffman (1991) further notes that children "make good mimics, they lack some 
of the inhibitions that get in the way of many adult language learners, and they have 
a greater capacity for learning by playing" (p. 37). It is therefore felt that English 
pronunciation aided by phonics should be introduced from early years to enable 
learners to ‘advance to a high level of English speaking accuracy" (Kamada, 2000, 
83). This stand remains true today in which young children in Hong Kong should, as 
recommended in the intended curriculum, start learning phonics in the first two years 
of their formal school education. The local territory-wide assessment for young 
learners, the so-called ‘Basic Competency Assessment' (BCA) has even set a 
question testing primary three learners' rhyming knowledge in their 2004 exam paper 
(HKEAA, 2004a). The washback it creates is that many schools have been trying to 
train learners' phonological awareness in Key Stage 1 of their learning. 
In the intended curriculum, it is recommended that phonics instruction takes 
place in the school's General English Programme as well as Reading Workshops, 
rather than assigning some regular English lessons to do it, because by doing so 
learners can connect their learning experience gained in the previous learning to the 
phonics learning. 
Although phonics has been included in the school curriculum for two decades, 
some learners' are still being criticised regarding their pronunciation after 11 years of 
formal school education (Tinker Sachs & Mahon，2003). For example, in the 2004 
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination (HKCEE), which is a high-stake 
school leaving exam to determine whether students are suitable to study at a higher 
level, the examiners criticise the candidates' poor pronunciation or even claim that 
they don't even know the pronunciation for words like ‘deal’，'fake', 'trip' and 
‘frequency，(HKEAA, 2004b). As a result of these news, it seems appropriate to ask 
whether a better way forward can be found to improve the situation. 
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1.3 A Response; The Present Study 
One intention of evolving language teaching methodologies is to enhance 
learning, and the idea of task-based learning also intends to provide positive effects 
on second language learning. Nowadays, we have task-based reading (e.g., CDC, 
2004; Chanduloy, 1986; Gharehaghaj, 2000; Williams, 1986), task-based speaking 
(e.g. Skehan & Foster，1997a，1997b; Yuan & Ellis，2003)，task-based writing (e.g. 
Berry, 2004)，task-based listening (e.g. Richards, et al, 1995)，task-based vocabulary 
(Visser, 1990)，and even task-based grammar (Littlewood, 2000)! With TBL as an 
influential pedagogical methodology and with the intention to explore alternative 
phonics teaching method, a task-supported phonics course (cf. Chapter 3) was 
conceived and designed by the researcher. The effects of this innovation on learners 
will be explored and reported in this study. 
1.4 Significance of the Study 
The task-supported phonics course designed for this study aims at enhancing 
learners' accuracy in reading words out from printed sources as well as their attitude 
towards English learning. The results of the study will have implications for phonics 
teaching design in Hong Kong or in other EFL contexts. In addition, as phonics is 
basically aimed at primary school students, this study will offer English teachers and 
English Language education stakeholders some insights on whether it is necessary 
for junior secondary learners as well. 
1.5 Organisation of this Thesis 
This dissertation contains six chapters. Chapter One is an introduction which 
outlines the background of the study, and the significance for carrying out the present 
study. 
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Chapter Two offers a detailed discussion of task-based learning in Hong 
Kong and phonics teaching and learning in the context of EFL, followed by a brief 
discussion on the measure of attitudes. This serves as the theoretical underpinning of 
the design of the task-supported phonics programme. 
Chapter Three, the methodology chapter, begins by stating the research 
questions and null hypotheses, followed by outlining the settings and the instruments 
used to collect data. Details of the pilot study, the data collection procedures, and the 
teaching and learning of phonics, which is the experimental process of the study, will 
be described. The chapter ends with the methods of analysing the data. 
With the data collected from the process described in the previous chapter, 
Chapter Four presents the results obtained. It presents a comparison between the 
performances of the reading aloud tests before and after the experiment, followed by 
an examination of the results of the questionnaire, which measures the change in 
attitudes of phonics and English learning. The chapter ends with an attempt to use 
confirmatory factor analysis as a basis for offering an explanation of the findings. 
Chapter Five presents an interpretation and a discussion of the quantitative 
results gathered from the questionnaires and the reading aloud tests, followed by 
discussing the qualitative data gathered from the open-ended questions of the 
questionnaire, with reference to the task-design, general learning theories and 
insights from Second Language Acquisition (SLA) studies. 
Chapter Six is a concluding chapter. Conclusions of the present study are 
presented, followed by the limitations of the study. The implications of the study for 
phonics teaching, task design, and material design will also be discussed. 
Recommendations for future research are offered at the end of the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This section starts with an overview of phonics instruction in EFL contexts, with 
special attention paid to Hong Kong. A comparison between teaching phonics in LI 
and L2 settings will then be conducted. After that, a review of TBL research will be 
provided, and its focus will be narrowed to EFL settings and the Hong Kong 
curriculum. After discussing the use of tasks for enhancing learning attitudes, skills 
and knowledge, more about learning attitudes will be touched on. In response to the 
phonics learning problem and the current ELT pedagogy in Hong Kong, a 
task-supported phonics course is suggested and discussed at the end of the chapter. 
2.1 Phonics Instruction 
2.1.1 What is Phonics? 
In her book "Teaching Phonics Today", Dorothy Strickland (1998) points out 
that "probably no other aspects of reading instruction is more discussed, more hotly 
debated, and less understood than phonics and its role in learning to read." Why do 
some people think that phonics is useful, and some do not? In this sub-section, the 
meaning of phonics and the role of phonics instruction will be explored, followed by 
a brief account of the views among the 'pro-phonics' and the 'anti-phonies' camps. 
However, details on the history of the debate on phonics instruction will not be 
included; for related information, see Heilman (1993, pp. 9-22)，Lapp & Flood (1978, 
pp. 472-494) and Strickland (1998, pp. 8-13). 
In a narrow sense, 'phonies' is different from 'phonics instruction'. Phonics 
instruction is the teaching of phonics, but it is very difficult to define, and it has been 
an area of debate for decades. The most current controversy in phonics instruction 
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exists between those who believe in a systematic, intensive approach to phonics 
teaching and proponents of holistically oriented approaches (Fairis, et al., 2004). The 
approaches to phonics instruction will be discussed in section 2.1.4. Phonics is one 
approach to reading and spelling builds on the alphabetic principle (Adams, 1990). It 
is a commonly used method in teaching reading in the mother tongue (Richards, et 
al., 1992). Phonics commonly refers to the relationship between the letters of the 
English alphabet and their corresponding sounds; it also includes various 
combinations of letters and the corresponding pronunciations (Pang-Lam, et al, 
2002). It helps learners use this skill to decode unknown words (Rasinski & Padak, 
1996) and it help learners be able to make a prediction of how the letter or letters 
sound, i.e. it is a bottom-up approach to reading (TWPSHA, 2003). Vacca, et al. 
(2003) points out that learning phonics is one way to help identify words in a 
mediated way. Figure 2.1 shows the methods by which word identification is 
achieved. When LI readers cannot use immediate identification methods to identify 
words, they may use their phonics skills to do so. 
Word Identification | 
Immediate I Mediated i 
Identification I Identification I — ^ ^ ^ ^ 






Figure 2.1 Word Identification (Vacca, et al.,2003). 
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Learning phonics is not solely learning spelling rules or reading out words. 
Williams (2000) provides a general outline for the major components of a phonics 
programme. Learners should first be taught to differentiate the 26 English letters, and 
they need to develop phonemic awareness, which is the understanding that speech 
itself is composed of a series of individual sounds (Juel, et al., 1986; Strickland, 1998; 
Yopp, 1992). These includes: letter differentiation, phonemic awareness, decoding, 
sight words, automaticity, syntactic and semantic cues, advanced decoding 
instruction, spelling and writing, and comprehension. The details of each can be 
found in the book, but one point worth noting is that the ultimate purpose of phonics 
is to foster reading comprehension. 
There is a substantial amount of research on native English readers which 
supports the importance of phonics instruction (Adams, 1990; Adams, 2001; 
Anderson, et al , 1985; Bond & Dykstra, 1967; Chall, 1983; Ehri, 1991). For LI 
readers, they understand the spoken form of their language when they hear it, but 
they still need to leam reading from the printed sources. Learning phonics can help 
them decode words into sounds, and link that to the mental lexicons they have 
already acquired. It has been shown that phonics knowledge of letters and auditory 
ability to discriminate between phonemes contributes significantly to native English 
speakers' reading ability (Adams, 1990; Kamada, 2002), and it is believed that 
"phonological factors, especially difficulties in converting spellings to sounds, [is] 
the primary area that differentiates skilled from less-skilled readers" (Beck, 1998, pp. 
19-20). Therefore phonics is said to be a necessary factor in learning to read well 
(Murphy, 2004). Yet, there are limitations in using phonics, which leads it to a bad 
connotation for many reading practitioners, and some even call it the "f-word" in 
reading instruction (Birch, 2002). 
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Adams (2001) summarized two major arguments that are put against 
systematic phonics instruction. The first one is philosophical: phonics is an exercise 
in rank paired-associated learning, which is misguided. It is claimed to be 
counterproductive to lead children in their very introduction to school to believe that 
literacy is simply reading and writing rather than to be truly literate. The second one 
is psychological: to distinguish skilled readers from less skilled is not merely the 
richness of the interpretive response they build from text but the rapidity; phonics, 
however, views skilful reading as a process that involves recognising, soundings, and 
blending together the separate letters of each word of text, so this slows down their 
reading and thus is unproductive to beginning readers (Reutzel & Cooter, 2004). 
Adams, however, argued against these voices. 
For the first opposing voice, Adams restated that the message from research is 
that phonics be taught in support o f - not instead o f - developing children's language 
and literacy stance; and for those who argue that look-and-say is enough, she quoted 
Foshay's (1990) research findings that, on average, children required 57 exposures to 
a word to leam it holistically by sight. Therefore, simply using this method without 
the help of phonics takes an even longer time for learners to visually master a 
reasonably serviceable inventory of thousands of words. 
For the second opposing voice, Adams use the parallel distributed processing 
(PDP) framework introduced by McClelland and Rumelhart (McClelland & 
Rumelhart, 1986) to argue that reading is a parallel process rather a serial process. 
Figure 2.2 shows the PDP schematic of reading (Adams, 1990). The model attempts 
to explain why skilled readers read rapidly with only a mere glance at familiar words. 
The details are not included here, but one thing worth pinpointed is that the 
orthographic and phonological processors work together to help comprehend words 





V (Meaning) J 
/ Orthographic X / Phonological 
( Processor j ( Processor j j 
V (Letters & Spellings) J V (Speech Sounds) J ^ 
i k i L 
+ T 
Written Language Spoken Language 
Figure 2.2 A parallel-distributed processing schematic of reading. (Adams, 1990). . 
There is one more argument against the use of phonics in English reading, 
and this led to the whole language movement and balanced-reading programme 
movement in LI settings, that is: there is a wide variation in the sounds that one letter 
or combination of letters can render which can be very confusing for a student (Faint, 
et al., 1993), and irregularly spelled items are among everyday words or the most 
frequently used vocabulary in English (Chiyoki, 2002; Crystal, 1990). In the 
American Heritage Book of English usage (1996), we read: 
People commonly complain about the inadequacies of the English 
spelling system and about the difficulties that arise when they try to 
pronounce unfamiliar words. Many other languages are not plagued 
with these problems. Native speakers of English who are learning 
Czech, Finnish, Spanish, or Polish are delighted to discover that the 
pronunciation of a word in these languages can be predicted with a 
high degree of accuracy by its spelling. And conversely, the correct 
spelling of a word can be fairly easily deduced from its pronunciation. 
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Unfortunately, in English the correlation between spelling and 
pronunciation is not as close. 
(ibid, p. 209) 
The Education Department in Hong Kong also notes teachers of English 
about this limitation. The features that "one sound may be written in many different 
ways" and "a single letter may process several different sounds" are well illustrated ‘ 
in Figure 2.3 and 2.4: 
Single Letter / Different Sounds Same Sound - Different Letters 
apples /'aepi/ be police 
always /'o:leiz/ tr 廷 quay 
about /9'baut/ sea p 迎 pie 
acron /'eiko:n/ piece complete 
artist /'aitist/ sejze 
Figure 2.S Figure 2.4 
Examples of single letter 一 different Examples of same sound — different 
sounds (ED, 1995, p.4) letters (ED, 1995, p.4) 
As we can see, although phonics provides learners skills and generalisations 
in reading, there are actually only a few skills that have a reasonably high degree of 
consistency; and as there are many exceptions and irregularities in the English 
Language (Reutzel & Cooter, 2004), and only seven phonics generalisations exist 
that are consistent 49% of the time or better (Reutzel & Cooter, 1999). Yet, when a 
phonics programme is systematically organised, it can have significant positive 
influence on learners' growth of both reading and spelling (National Research Panel, 
2000). 
Phonics is commonly used for programmes designed for students with 
learning difficulties (e.g. Cooke, 2002; Westwood, 2001，2003), however, phonics 
instruction is not restricted to any particular category of students - all students of 
English language must know the letters of the alphabet, understand their linguistic 
significance, and leam the logic conventions governing their use, i.e. phonics, in 
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order to read (Adams, 2001). With systematic and explicit instruction of phonemic 
awareness and phonics, significant and lasting benefits — in terms of reading 
comprehension and word recognition - have been shown for all students, including 
"normally developing readers, children at risk for future reading problems, disabled 
readers, preschoolers, kindergarteners, graders, children in through 6出 grades 
most of whom were disabled readers), children across various SES levels, and 
children learning to read in English as well as in other languages" (National Research 
Panel, 2000, p.5). Since phonics also benefits learners of English, the next subsection 
explores its role in the EFL context. 
2.1.2 The Role of Phonics Instruction in the EFL context 
There are a substantial number of studies on native English readers which 
support the importance of phonics instruction, but there is only a little research 
published on phonics teaching and learning for English learners (Liaw, 2003; 
Peregoy & Boyle，2005). Yet, there are educators who believe learners will also 
benefit from phonics instruction, especially systematic and explicit instruction (see 
section 2.1.4). Over 100 years ago, Sweet (1899)，a leading British philologist at that 
time, wrote that ".. . the greatest help in learning an alphabet is to establish definite 
associations between the symbol and its sound" (p. 35). Today, In Japan, Chiyoki 
(2002) believes one reason that makes learners lose interest in learning English is 
simply they cannot connect the letters of the alphabet with their sounds, and he calls 
for early phonics instruction that "will develop a strong foundation to build on as 
they face the many challenges of their English studies" (p.7). 
For speakers of non-Romanized languages, Alkire (2004) claimed that the 
vital step is also to help learners link letters to sounds. In Taiwan, Chien & Chen 
(2002) did an experimental study to compare years of English learning of two groups 
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of children - with and without phonics instruction, and the empirical evidence shows 
that the former group out performed the latter in terms of phonemic awareness, 
onset-time awareness, real-word spelling and pseudoword spelling, where no 
significant results was found in syllable awareness. In Hong Kong, Ho (2003) 
conducted a classroom study investigating the effects of phonics instruction on 
primary one learners' sound discrimination ability, and encouraging results were 
found in both the onset test and the rime test. These suggest that learning phonics in 
the EFL contexts do have positive results on learners' English learning, learners need 
phonics skills to tackle new words and become independent readers (Heilman, 2002). 
The next thing needed to be explored is phonics teaching and learning in Hong Kong. 
2.1.3 Phonics Instruction in Hong Kong Primary Schools 
In line with the positive findings outlined in the previous section, the 
Education Department in Hong Kong states that learning phonics can help learners in 
a number of ways. It helps pupils to recognize the relationships between 
letters/combinations of letters and their sounds, discriminate between sounds, 
develop some enabling skills in reading aloud, work out the sounds of unfamiliar 
words, develop their confidence and proficiency in reading, improve their spelling, 
and develop their word attack skills. (Education Department English Section, 2000; 
Curriculum Development Institute, 2002). It also encourages the learners "to develop 
independence and autonomy in their learning by giving them skills that allow them to 
attempt reading and spelling themselves" (TWPSHA, 2003，7). For these reasons, the 
local curriculum guides recommend the teaching of phonics to be started from 
primary schools from the 1970s (see section 1.2.2). However, is phonics really taught 
at schools? 
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There is no published research finding out the situation of phonics learning in 
Hong Kong. There are, however, some teacher educators who have pointed out what 
they had observed a few years ago: 
Although there is a section on phonics in the CDC Syllabus for 
English Language (Primary 1 to 6) (1997)，many teachers are either 
not familiar with the knowledge and skills of phonics, or do not have 
sufficient time to include a component of phonics learning in their 
teaching. We would very much like to recommend that teachers 
incorporate phonics learning into their lessons and treat this 
component as a part of the English curriculum. 
(Pang-Lam, Luk & Tse-Cho，2002，p. i) 
From an abstract of a paper presented in the Teachers' Forum of the 
International Language in Education Conference (ILEC 2001), a local teacher writes: 
Most primary pupils in Hong Kong do not have the knowledge or 
skills to read unfamiliar words. Many of them rely on rote learning and 
memorisation. When they fail to remember how the word should be 
pronounced, they become very frustrated and feel helpless because 
they have no knowledge or skills to work out the pronunciation. 
(Ho, 2003，p.l) 
Also, from a local study on primary students' oral reading behaviour and 
comprehension (Tinker Sachs & Mahon，1997)，the researchers found out that there 
was a high proportion of non-meaningful phonics substitution in a reading aloud test 
that they have asked a group of primary school students to perform, and there was a 
strong presence of cases that the participants did not sound out the words - not only 
those like the names of characters in the texts, but also some high frequency . 
structural words like "then", "for" and "from'. It is the latter case that makes the 
situation worrying, and the two researchers pointed out that: 
Although the number of refusals (refuse to sound out words) decreased 
as the children progressed to the higher grades, the strong presence of 
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this miscue type seems to indicate that many students rely solely on 
memory to recognise words. 
(Tinker Sachs & Mahon，1997’ p. 98) 
Tinker Sachs & Mahon’s study shows that Hong Kong children, at that time, 
had very limited strategies, abilities and willingness to sound out words or make 
self-corrections. When they fail to remember how the word should be read, they have 
no knowledge or skills to work out the pronunciation for themselves; for words that 
they are unfamiliar with, they often make no attempt to read them - skip the words or 
just say ‘ng4 sik' ' (Cantonese for '[I] don't know') - in the reading aloud task, as 
they lack word attack skills. In real classroom situation too, children usually wait for 
the teacher to teach them and thus the rote learning process starts again (Pang-Lam, 
et al., 2002). 
These observations tell us that phonics was not well taught in the 
implemented curriculum, regardless of whether the intended curriculum has stated 
clearly what, why, how and when to teach phonics in the published syllabi, which 
copies are distributed to schools once it is published. And also, from the observation 
of the researcher of the present study, phonics has just been treated as an 
extra-curricular thing: in many tutorial schools and some primary schools, phonics is 
listed as an after-class course for learners' parents opt to enrol for their sons and 
daughters. The situation, however, is changing. There is a Native English Teacher 
(NET) scheme here allows the NETs to teach phonics one a week in schools; and the 
territory-wide system assessment, which sets a question testing learners' rhyming 
skills in their 2004 paper and asks them to write rhyming words, has brought some 
washback to schools - school are starting to treat phonics more seriously. 
The present study is motivated by the growing importance of phonics in the 
territory, and it aims at investigating if any positive effects can be found when its 
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instruction is integrated with the current language teaching pedagogy. In the 
following sub-section, the methods of phonics teaching in LI, L2 and Hong Kong 
settings will be discussed briefly, and this provides background information for the 
present study. 
2.1.4 Ways of Teaching Phonics in LI and L2 Environments 
Phonics instruction is generally "described in terms of the method used to 
teach children about letter-sound relations and how to use letter-sounds to read or 
spell" (NICHHD, 2000，2:123). There are various ways to distinguish the ways 
phonics is taught, and they generally fall into either the implicit category or the 
explicit category. Stahl, Duffy-Hester and Stahl (1998) list five instructional 
strategies in phonics, and they are: analytic, synthetic, spelling-based, analogy-based, 
and embedded. In this list, only the first and the last one belong to implicit 
instruction, and the others are explicit methods. 
The implicit method calls for the teaching of whole words the outset of 
beginning reading instruction. Then learners are helped to deduce letter sounds in 
words that are similar (Reutzel & Cooter, 1999). For example, learners are taught 
with the following whole words: "gate", "gay", "garden", as it is believed that this 
can help learners to deduce the hard g sound through implicit instruction. The 
embedded phonics strategy suggests teaching students phonics by embedding 
phonics instruction in text reading. Once they have learned the words in a text, 
students can deduce the sounds of the words. In the analytic approach, which was 
advocated by the major basals，people who believes and use readers with repetitive 
patterns, for most of the century (Gunning, 2005), students study previously 
learned whole words to discover letter-sound relationships (Reutzel & Cooter, 2004). 
Basal advocators select titles on the basis of topic or literary quality, so they did not 
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reinforce the phonics elements that had been taught in any systematic way (Gunning, 
2005). 
Explicit or alphabetic phonics methods, which is "the systematic, sequential 
presentation of phonics skills using isolated, directed instructional strategies" 
(Morrow & Tracey, 1997，p. 646)，have gained more attention and supporters. These 
methods are based on "bottom up" theories of learning, indicating that readers 
mentally process information letter by letter, word by word, and sentence by sentence 
until comprehension occurs. Children are first taught regular sounds and sound 
patterns in words, followed by examples of words having those patterns and reading 
texts that include words having those patterns (Reutzel & Cooter, 1999). Among 
these methods, synthetic phonics (and analytic phonics for implicit instruction) 
tended to dominate practice and materials in the past (Strickland, 1998). Those who 
adopt the synthetic phonics method teach students explicitly to convert letters into 
phonemes and then blend the sounds to form recognisable words (NICHHD, 2000), 
and both consonant and vowel sounds are pronounced in isolation. For example, a 
student decoding pen would say, "puh-eh-nuh". Although this approach is direct, it 
distorts consonant sounds, which cannot be pronounced accurately without a vowel 
(Gunning, 2005). However, artificial procedures like this may be necessary to help 
LI beginning readers decipher words (Ehri, 1991). 
Nowadays, phonics advocators call for systematic and explicit ways to teach 
phonics (Adams, 2001; Denton & Hasbrouck，2000，Reutzel & Cooter，1999)，and 
this also fit Adams' (1990) PDP model (see section 2.1.1). She explains: 
...learning about a new pattern or concept is the result of attending to 
new relations between its recognised parts and pieces. From this 
premise, two key implications about learning follow directly: (1) what 
one can leam from a situation depends on the prior familiarity of its 
parts and pieces; (2) what one does leam from a situation depends on 
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the relations among its parts to which one attends. Here-in lie both the 
, useful interpretation of the terms, "systematic" and "explicit"... 
(Adams, 2001，p. 74) 
There are recent approaches that fall into this category to teaching phonics. 
Reutzel & Cooter (1999) suggest a contextual in-out-in explicit approach, in which 
learners are first introduced to the phonics element to be emphasized as parts of 
words in stories or other connected genres, i.e. "in-context" reading. In the next 
phase - the "context-out" phase - learners are helped to zoom in on the word part to 
be emphasized in the phonics lesson. "The phonics rule to be learned is taught 
directly and explicitly to students, and examples illustrating the rule are drawn from 
the text" (p. 130). The purpose of this is to let learners see the relevance of the rule to 
real readings. When learners have adequate practice on the skills, they ten see the 
phonics rules "applied in other (new) whole text examples" (p，130). This final 
"context-in" step helps learners recognise that the rules or skills work in many 
reading situations. Figure 2.3 illustrates the sequence of instruction for "contextual 
in-out-in explicit approach", which is modified from the “whole-part-whole，， 
sequence of phonemic awareness instruction developed by Reutzel & Cooter (2004). 
1) Read books I texts; ^ ^ ^ ^ 6) Apply rules in other new 
2) Introduce phonics ^ texts 
elements in the texts ( "Context-out" ) 7) Phonics skills achieved 
mmmmm 
3) Teach phonics directly 
and explicitly; 
4) Analyse examples from 
the texts; 
5) Practise the skills 
-viTWh 
Figure 2.5 Contextual in-out-in explicit approach. (Modified from Reutzel & 
Cooter, 2004). 
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The phonics instruction methods outlined above have an ultimate aim of 
helping learners decode and recognise words by linking spellings and pronunciation. 
This is especially helpful for LI readers so that at most of the time they can match 
the printed words with their mental lexicons (TWPSHA, 2003). For EFL learners, 
however, the phonics strategies provide them with a tentative pronunciation when 
they come across a new word while reading, so that they can gain confidence; but for 
getting the meaning, learners need to extract the meaning or gist from the sentence 
context (Peregoy & Boyle，2005). Given the roles and benefits of phonics learning to 
EFL students, then how do we teach phonics in this context? 
There are only few studies that were done to investigate the above problem. 
Liaw (2003) did an empirical study in Taiwan EFL context by using what Stahl, et al. 
(1998) suggested 'whole language phonics instruction', which embeds phonics 
teaching into whole language programme, i.e. an explicit plus implicit way of 
phonics instruction. The finding reveals that: 
'Through explicit and systematic phonics instruction as well as whole 
language practices including teaching sounds and words in meaningful 
contexts, providing the children with easy access to prints, and using • 
alternative forms of assessments... the children of this study 
demonstrated positive gains in their phonics skills and vocabulary 
recognition" (p. 28). 
In Hong Kong, the government suggests teachers to teach phonics in general 
English programme or Reading Workshops, rather than assigning some regular 
English lessons for phonics learning. Their position is that the teaching and learning 
of phonics should be in context, and it is the context element that helps them better 
remember the letter-sound relationship. Reading provides a context for student to 
leam, discover and apply the skills. Once they are acquainted with the skills and 
knowledge, it is expected that they can transfer them in new situations (CDC, 2004). 
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The fundamental question to ask is: among many types of phonics instruction, 
which is the best one? There are, however, few instructional studies comparing 
different types of phonics instruction, and those that have been done usually simply 
compared systematic phonics instruction with "hit or miss" phonics instruction 
(Cunningham, 2003). For example, Stahl (et al, 1998) reviewed the studies on 
phonics instruction, but no research base supports the superiority of any particular 
type. The National Reading Panel (2000) reviewed the experimental research on 
teaching phonics, and they concluded that explicit and systematic phonics is better 
than non-systematic or teaching reading without phonics. Among the kinds of 
systematic phonics instruction, there was no significant difference in their 
effectiveness, nor there was any significant difference among teaching phonics in 
different settings like tutoring small-group, or whole-class situation. Therefore, 
Cunningham (2003) concludes that "there is no best way to teach phonics" (p. 70) 
and "any kind of well-organised and efficient phonics instruction is generally better 
than little or no phonics instruction that leaves learning phonics to chance" (p.71). 
After discussing phonics and phonics instruction, the topic is now shifted to 
task-based learning, the current ESL/EFL pedagogy. 
2.2 Task-based Language Teaching and Learning 
2.2.1 What is a task? 
Task-based learning (TBL) is an important development within the 
communicative language teaching approach (Littlewood, 2004b). It was greatly 
popularised by Prabhu, who speculated that learners were just as likely to leam 
language if they were thinking about a non-linguistic problem than if they were 
concentrating on particular language forms (Harmer, 2001; Prabhu, 1987). Today, 
TBL is recommended in the official curriculum documents of a growing number of 
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a piece of work undertaken for oneself or for others, freely or for some reward... by 'task' is meant the 
hundred and one things people do in everyday life, at work, at play, and in between. 'Tasks' are the things 
people will tell you they do if you ask them and they are not applied linguists. (Long, 1985) 
an activity or action which is carried out as the result of processing or understanding language, i.e. as a 
response. (Richards, et al, 1985) 
a piece of work or an activity, usually with a specified objective, undertaken as part of an educational 
course, at work, or used to elicit data for research. (Crookes, 1986) 
a range of workplans which have the overall purpose of facilitating language learning - from the simple 
and brief exercise type, to more complex and lengthy activities such as group problem-solving or 
simulations and decision-making. (Breen, 1987) 
an activity which required learners to arrive at an outcome from given information through some process 
of thought, and which allowed teachers to control ad regulate that process. (Prabhu, 1987) 
a structured plan for the provision of opportunities for the refinement of knowledge and capabilities 
entailed in a new language and its use during communication. (Breen, 1989) 
a piece of classroom work which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing, or 
interacting in the target language while their attention is principally focused on meaning rather than form. 
The task should also have a sense of completeness, being able to stand alone as a communicative act in its 
own right. (Nunan, 1989) 
any activity in which a person engages, given an appropriate setting, in order to achieve a specifiable class 
of objectives. (Carol 1’ 1993) 
an activity that involves individuals in using language for the purpose of achieving a particular goal or 
objective in a particular situation. (Bachman and Palmer, 1996) 
activities where the target language is used by the learner for a communicative purpose (goal) in ordr to 
achieve an outcome. (Willis, 1996) 
An activity in which 
• meaning is primary 
• learners are not given other people' s meanings to regurgitate 
• there is some sort of relationship to comparable real-world activities 
參 task completion has some priority 
• the assessment of the task is in terms of outcome (Skehan, 1998) 
(1) a classroom activity or exercise that has: (a) an objective obtainable only by the interaction among 
participants, (b) a mechanism for structuring and sequencing interaction, and (c) a focus on meaning 
exchange; (2) a language learning endeavour that requires learners to comprehend, manipulate, and/or 
produce the target language as they perform some set of workplans. (Lee, 2000) 
an activity which requires learners to use language, with emphasis on meaning, to attain an objective. 
(Bygate, et al., 2001) 
a workplan that requires learners to process language pragmatically in order to achieve an outcome that can 
be evaluated in terms of whether the correct or appropriate prepositional content has been conveyed. To 
this end, it requires them to give primary attention to meaning and to make use of their own linguistic 
resources, although the design of the task may predispose them to choose particular forms. A task is 
intended to result in language use that bears a resemblance, direct or indirect, to the way language is used 
in the real world. Like other language activities, a task can engage productive or receptive, and oral or 
written skills and also various cognitive processes. (Ellis, 2003) 
a piece of classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting 
in the target language while their attention is focused on mobilizing their grammatical knowledge in order 
to express meaning, and in which the intention is to convey meaning rather than to manipulate form. The 
task should have a sense of completeness, being able to stand alone as a communicative act in its own right 
with a beginning, a middle and an end. (Nunan, 2004) 
Figure 2.6 A list of task definitions from the literature 
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countries and regions (Littlewood, 2004a), and is currently advocated by policy 
makers in many parts of the world (Estaire & Zanon, 1994; Willis, 1996; Nunan, 
2004). The notion of task has a long tradition going back at least as far as John • 
Dewey's seminal concept of education as an introduction to the activities of the 
community (Leung, et al., 2004; Mohan, 1986). In language learning, instruction in 
which learners are given tasks to complete in the classroom makes the assumption 
that 'transacting tasks in this way will engage naturalistic acquisition mechanisms, 
cause the underlying interlanguage system to be stretched, and drive development 
forward' (Skehan, 1998, 95). With a long history of the existence of 'task' in 
education and its positive assumption of using it, it is, however, problematic in 
defining exactly what a language task is in both language teaching and applied • 
linguistics (Brown, 2001): there are various definitions of tasks and TBL (Bygate, 
Skehan & Swain, 2001) from different scholars (e.g. Prabhu, 1987; Long, 1990; 
Estaire & Zan6n, 1994; Willis, 1996), but there is not yet a commonly accepted one, 
regardless of the fact that they are 'interestingly similar but also interestingly 
different' (Bygate, et al., 2001, p. 10). Figure 2.6 shows some examples of definitions 
of 'task' from the literature in chronological order. Drawing on these definitions, we 
can say that, and in short, a task has the following eight features: 
i) A task constitutes a plan for learner activity to engage the learners in • 
meaning-focused language use (Breen, 1989，Lee, 2000; Ellis, 2003). 
ii) Meaning is primary in a task (Long, 1985; Richards, Piatt, & Weber, 1985; 
Nunan, 1989，2004; Skehan, 1996，1998). 
iii) There is an objective to be attained in a task (Crookes, 1986; Lee, 2000; Bygate, 
Skehan & Swain，2001)，where task completion has some priority (Nunan, 
1989; Skehan, 1998). Lee (2000) further proposes the constraint that the 
objective is attainable only by interaction among participants, and the objective 
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should be challenging but not threatening (Candlin, 1987). 
iv) It must provide "comprehensible input and procedures for engaging that input" 
(Candlin, 1987, 8). . 
V) It involves language use in the solving of the task (Candlin, 1987) as the 
driving force for language development (Long, 1989; Prabhu, 1987). Some 
researchers (e.g. Bygate, et al., 2001) assumes that tasks are directed at oral 
skills, particularly speaking, but Ellis (2003) suggests that it may require 
learners to involve any of the four language skills in carrying out a task. 
vi) It is authentic in nature (Long, 1985)，as there is some sort of relationship to the 
real world (Skehan, 1996). 
vii) It engages cognitive processes (Prabhu, 1987)，such as involving learners in . 
selecting, classifying, ordering, reasoning, and evaluating information in order 
to carry out the task (Ellis, 2003). 
viii) There is a clearly defined communicative outcome (Prabhu, 1987; Skehan, 
1996). 
Bygate, et al (2001) point out that the definitions of task 'will need to be 
different for the different purposes to which tasks are used' (p. 11). As shown in 
Figure 2.7, they outline the two main dimensions underlying the study of tasks. 
A detailed elaboration can be found in Bygate, et al (2001，pp. 2-12), but I 
want to place my emphasis on their definitions of tasks for the teaching purpose in 
both pedagogic and research settings. For the former, they define a task is an activity, 
'which requires learners to use language, with emphasis on meaning' (pp. 11)，while 
for the latter, it is 'a focused, well-defined activity, relatable to pedagogic decision 
making, which requires learners to use language, with emphasis on meaning, to attain 
an objective, and which elicits data which may be the basis for research.' 
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Pragmatic / pedagogic Research 
參 丁ask as a unit of work in a scheme of • Task as a research able unit 
work • Neat, cross-sectional approach 
T h d 眷 Interlinked activity sequences 參 Relatively brief time interventions 
an developing thematic unit • Focus on the isolation of variables 
g • Methods of involving learners • Search for 'effects' through 
• Deliberate starting point for unknown manipulation ‘ 
direction or explorations 
• Learner orientation and autonomy 參 Extent to which learning processes are 
• Task interpretability catalysed 
• Interactive development through 參 Identification of theorised methods of 
Learners and collaboration of groups of learners operationalising constructs and 
learning • Authenticity of response measuring dependent variables 
• Research design to probe: 
- s a l i e n t task variables 
- S a l i e n t task conditions 
參 Formative evaluation • Summative evaluation 
拳 Provision of structured feedback on • Task as format 
Testing communication 參 Comparability and standardisation 
• Reactive, unstandardised and • Issues in performance assessment 
individual based 
Figure 2.7 Two dimensions underlying the study of tasks (Bygate, et al, 
2001’ p. 5) . 
Regarding the definition of task and task-based learning and task-supported 
learning in the present study, they will be given after the discussion of TBL in the 
Hong Kong context (session 2.2.3). 
2.2.2 Task Types 
Besides the various definitions, there are various classifications of tasks, too. 
Estaire & Zan6n (1993) claims that most ELT tasks can fall into two categories. The 
first category is called communication tasks, as noted by Breen (1987, 1989)，Nunan • 
(1989) and Long (1985), and the purpose here is providing opportunities for learners 
to communicate using the target language, and the focus is on meaning rather than 
form. The other category is called enabling tasks, and these support communication 
tasks by providing the necessary linguistic tools for learners to carry them out. 
Therefore, their focus is on linguistic aspects rather than on meaning. 
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Nunan (1989) divided classroom tasks into real world tasks and pedagogical 
tasks. The former requires learners to 'approximate, in class, the sorts of behaviours 
required of them in the world beyond the classroom' (p. 40), therefore the task design 
is based on analysing learners' needs of language use, and the tasks attempt to help 
them rehearse the tasks they may need to perform in the future. The latter requires 
them to 'do things which it is extremely unlikely they would be called upon to do 
outside the classroom' (p. 40). The design of such activities should based on SLA 
theory and/or research, and the are created to "push" learners into communicating 
with each other in the target language with the rationale to stimulate learners' internal 
process of acquisition, i.e. a psycholinguistic purpose (Nunan, 1990, 2001). 
Fifteen years later, Nunan (2004) has modified his model in which real-world 
tasks are transformed into pedagogical tasks to create classroom learning opportunity. 
The pedagogical tasks then have a rehearsal rationale and an activation rationale, 
which are equivalent to the rehearsal and psycholinguistic rationales in his previous 
model respectively. At the same time, learners also need some enabling skills (see the 
next paragraph) to complete the tasks, and these can be gained through working on 
language exercises and communication activities before doing the tasks. By 
Real-world / target tasks 
1 r 
Pedagogical tasks ^ Enabling skills . 
/ \ Z \ 
Task type Rehearsal < > Activation Language Communicative 
tasks tasks exercises activities 
1 r Y 
Rationale Rehearsal Psycholinguistic 
1 r Y 
Reference Needs analysis SLA theory/research 
Figure 2,8 Nunan ’s framework for TBLT 
(modified from: Nunan, 1989, p. 40 and Nunan, 2004，p. 25) 
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combining the two rationalisations, Figure 2.8 illustrates Nunan's task-based 
language teaching framework. 
Rather than arguing whether a task should only focus on meaning or those 
focus on form can be considered as tasks too, as argued in the TBL literature, “ 
Littlewood (2004a，2004b, 2004c) outlines a continuum of tasks from an extreme of 
focusing on form to another extreme of focusing on meaning. Figure 2.9 illustrated 
this continuum. 
Focus on form ^ > Focus on meaning 
Non- Pre- Communicative � ， • , . 
, Structured Authentic 
communicative communicative language . . 
, , . . communication communication 
learning learning practice 
Focusing on the Practising language Practising Using language to Using language to 
structures of with some attention pre-taught language communicates in communicate in 
language, how they to meaning but not in a context where situations which situations where the 
are formed and communicating it communicates elicit pre-leamt meanings are , 
what they mean, new messages to new information, language but with unpredictable, e.g. 
e.g. substitution others, e.g. e.g. information some creative role-play, 
exercises, "question-and- gap activities or unpredictability, more complex 
"discovery" and answer" practice "personalised" e.g. structured problem-solving 
awareness-raising questions role-ply and simple and discussion 
activities problem-solving 
'Exercises ‘ ^ (Ellis) ；;• 'Task' 
'Enabling tasks ‘ • (Estaire & Zanon) • 'Communicative tasks ‘ 
Figure 2.9 The continuum from focus on form to focus on meaning (Littlewood, 
2004b, 2004c) 
One point worth noting is that the task features and task types outlined in 
this and the previous subsections and in the other literature on task-based approaches 
are mainly dominated by studies of TBL with adults (Carless, 2004b), as the goal and 
outcome of a task with all these features are to relate to the real needs of the learners 
(Cameron, 2001). This kind of task focuses on meaning of the learning content rather 
than on the language forms, that is, the goal of the learners and the task outcomes are 
not explicitly language focused (Cameron, 2001). Although it is important to focus 
on meaning, the opportunity for continued language development may then be 
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hindered. Also, language for younger learners raises more problems with the notion 
of 'authentic' language use (Cameron, 2001). Many children in EFL contexts like 
Hong Kong do not need to use the foreign language much outside the classroom (cf. 
Chapter 1)，because 'their outside lives do not readily provide a need-related syllabus . 
for foreign language learning' (Cameron, 2001). For example, twelve or thirteen year 
olds may have little need to book holiday accommodation in English on their own, so 
what ‘real language use，for these children is not obvious, and thus tasks for adults 
may not be equally suitable for younger learners. Studies on TBL with school or 
younger learners, however, are limited. Although there are a number of studies 
relevant to schools (e.g. Prabhu, 1987; Ribe 2000; Swain & Lapkin, 2000，2001), 
they are ‘far less common than reports of adults (Carless, 2004b, 5). 
More details of using task-based learning in EFL context and Hong Kong • 
context will be continued in section 2.2.8-2.2.9. In the following subsections, the 
focus will be shifted to tasks and SLA. 
2.2.3 Tasks and Comprehensible Input 
One feature of a language task is that it must provide "comprehensible input 
and procedures for engaging that input" (Candlin, 1987，8). In Krashen's Input 
Hypothesis, he points out that simple 'exposure' to input data is not enough (Ellis, 
1985), and an important "condition for language acquisition to occur is that the • 
acquirer understand input language that contains structure 'a bit beyond' his or her 
current level of competence" (Krashen, 1981，100). He argues that for SLA to take 
place, learners need input that contains exemplars of the language forms which 
according to the natural order are due to be acquired next, and input must consist of 
i+1. In TBL, the input phase (pre-task phase) emphasises providing learners with 
lexical items and grammatical structures that are just a bit beyond the acquirer's 
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current level of second language development, or in Krashen's term, to provide an 
i+1 condition to learners. After the learners have acquired and constructed new 
language items in this phase, they can progress smoothly to a while-task phase which 
requires them to use the target language to finish a given task. Comprehensible input . 
is thus a pre-requisite for carrying out a language task. 
2.2.4 TBL and Interactionist Perspectives in SLA 
The idea that comprehensible input is necessary for SLA also forms a basic 
tenet of the interactionist position (Peregoy & Boyle, 2005). The interactionists view 
the communicative give and take of conversations between speakers as the crucial 
element of the language acquisition process (Long & Porter, 1985). Long (1985, 
1996)，in his interaction hypothesis, posits that comprehensible input is the result of . 
modified interaction, which means the various modification that native speakers and 
other interlocutors create in order to render their input comprehensible to learners 
influences acquisition (Brown, 2000). 
TBL is a typical product derived from this school of thought. There are two 
important aspects of the interaction hypothesis which are related to TBL. The first is 
'give and take'. It is believed that productive output and not merely input is also 
critical for adequate second language development (Richards & Rodgers，2001), and 
Swain (1985) claims that in order to have full language development, adequate . 
opportunities for productive use of language are critical. In TBL, one feature of tasks 
is that the learning objective is obtainable only by the interaction among participants 
(Lee, 2000), and the objective should be challenging but not threatening (Candlin, 
1987). This means that a task should not only involve comprehensible input, but also 
involve learners to have output, which can be in form of interaction among learners. 
It does not matter that the language use of the learners is not as fluent and accurate as 
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native speakers, because the idea of the interactionist school of thought is that 
learners produce and receive language naturally in communication with others, so the 
conversation can be unstructured (Peregoy & Boyle，2005). If there are errors that 
may impede communication, learners can negotiate meaning during the task through 
modifications, which means the addressees may ask for repetitions indicating they 
don't understand, or respond in a way that shows they did not understand (Peregoy & 
Boyle, 2005), while the addressers may modify their output through comprehension 
checks, clarification/ repair requests, paraphrases, or reconstructing the whole 
utterance (Brown, 2000). Interactive communication within tasks is, according to 
Long, the basis for the development of linguistic rules (Brown, 2000)，and 
negotiation of meaning is the 'trigger for acquisition' (Plough & Gass, 1993, 36). As 
tasks are believed to foster processes of negotiation, modification and rephrasing 
(Richards & Rodgers，2001), TBL is therefore one of the methodologies derived 
from the interactionist perspective in SLA. 
2.2.5 Tasks, Memory and Accuracy 
In this subsection, Levelt's Speech Production Model is used to discuss how 
tasks may help learners remember they have leamt better, and thus it may help 
learners to be more accurate in pronunciation when they read aloud from prints. 
Levelt's production model (1989) was originally developed to account for the 
speech production of LI adults, but it has also been adapted to account for L2 data by 
a number of researchers (Izumi, 2003). In the model, there are five distinct 
components: the conceptualiser, the formulator, the articulator, the audition, and the 
speech comprehension system; and three sources of knowledge: lemmas and forms 
contained in the lexicon and discourse model, situation and encyclopaedic knowledge 
that is connected to the conceptualiser. A message to be conveyed is first generated in 
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the conceptualiser, which produces a preverbal message as its output. The formulator 
takes the preverbal message as its input and converts it into a phonetic plan. The 
lexicon, which feeds into the formulator, provides necessary information in this 
conversion process and consists of two parts: the lemma, which contains semantic 
and syntactic information of lexical items, and the form, which represents 
morphological and phonological specifications. Using these two types of information 
in the lexicon, the formulator generates a phonetic/ articulatory plan in two steps. 
One of these is that the phonological encoding takes place by accessing 
morpho-phonological information stored in the lexeme, which produces a specific 
phonetic plan. The phonetic plan is internally scanned by the speaker via the 
speech-comprehension system. Then the articulator takes the phonetic plan as its 
input and converts it into actual speech. 
The 'discourse model, situation knowledge, encyclopedia, etc' box of the 
model, it is connected to the conceptualiser to form the preverbal message. The 
present study also intends to explore whether learners' experience in phonics learning, 
i.e. the context experienced or the scripts, have an effect at the articulation stage. In 
other words, before the sounds are articulated, 'pronouncing accurately' would 
connect with the general knowledge stored in the 'conceptualisation' stage for the 
learners. They can have a relatively careful phonological planning in the formulator, 
as they remember the experience of learning under the consistent task context. Thus, 
they may articulate the target sounds more accurately. In the present study, whether 
the learning context (one of the task elements to be discussed in section 2.2.9) has 
effects on pronunciation accuracy because of the 'scripts', in schema theory's term, 
they experienced will be explored. 
By 'accuracy', what researchers usually mean are mainly error-free clauses or 
accurate grammar. There are only a few research studies on TBL like Derwing & 
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Rossiter (2003) which measured phonological errors such as "fen" for "friend" as 
well. Why is accuracy important in TBL even though meaning is primary? Skehan 
(1996) has outlined the importance of accuracy. He points out that accuracy is 
concerned with a learner's capacity to handle whatever level of interlanguage 
complexity s/he has currently attained, and it relates to a learner's belief in norms, 
and to performance which is native-like through its rule-governed nature. The goal of 
performing language accurately is desirable for several reasons: inaccuracy could 
impair communicative effectiveness; it could stigmatise; it could fossilise; and 
finally self-perceived inaccuracy could be demoralising to the learner. He also points 
out the causes of inaccuracy, where one is that the underlying interlanguage system is 
inadequate, or transitional, such that the language which has been produced is 
grammatical, but based on an incorrect system which needs to change further (Ellis, 
1994). Another reason for inaccuracy may be the result of the 
competence-performance relationship, in which communicative pressure has led to 
an error being made which, under other circumstances, would not be made. Here, 
Skehan did not confine the meaning of 'inaccuracy' to grammar only, but in general. 
It may be interesting to turn the focus to look at another area of accuracy -
pronunciation - by examining whether or not TBL does have an effect on this area, 
although this is only one focus of the present study. 
Previous research which focused on task-type and task processing conditions 
has considered whether conditions like planning time (Skehan and Foster, 1996, 
1997，1999; Foster, 2000)，task repetition (Bygate, 2001) and the nature of tasks have 
effects on the grammatical accuracy, fluency and complexity of learners oral 
production performance. The present study, however, explores whether the task 
features (section 2.2.9) like the purpose and the contextual support of a phonics task 
will have any effect on learners' accuracy in arriving at a pronunciation. In this case, 
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the independent variables will be the task elements that form the experiential 
elements of learning, and the dependent variables will be pronunciation accuracy. 
2.2.6 TBL and Affective Factors 
At present, English language teaching and learning does not solely emphasise ‘ 
linguistic factors like accuracy of language use, but also focuses on conveying 
meaning and other non-linguistic factors to enhance learners' English learning. 
Non-linguistic factors which affect people in learning a second language include 
aptitude, age, method of instruction, and certain affective variables such as attitude, 
motivation, self-confidence and empathy. (Midraj, 1998) Among these factors, the 
CDC (1997，1999，2004, 2005) in Hong Kong has emphasised in the curriculum that 
teachers also need to enhance learners' attitudes and motivation towards English 
learning via a learner-centred approach, and they suggest that using task-based • 
learning and assessment can achieve this goal (cf. Section 2.2.8). In the early 1980s, 
Krashen has explained the role of affective factors in SLA. He claimed that language 
learners do not take in everything they hear, because their motives, needs, attitudes 
and emotional states filter the input and affect the rate and quality of language 
learning (Dulay, Burt & Krashen，1982). In his affective filter hypothesis, Krashen 
states that acquirers with a low affective filter seek and receive more input, interact 
with confidence, and are more receptive to the input they receive; while anxious 
acquirers have a high affective filter, which prevents acquisition from taking place ‘ 
(Richards & Rodgers，2001). 
Tasks in TBL are said to lower the affective filter of the learners are therefore 
promote learning. This is because they have well-defined dimensions and closure, 
they are varied in format and operation; they typically include physical activity (that 
is, with some elements of the total physical response learning approach); they 
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involve cooperative learning; they may call on the learner's past experience, and they 
tolerate and encourage a variety of communication styles (Richards & Rodgers， 
2001). Learning language through TBL can then raise the learners' attitude and 
motivation towards language learning, raise their self-confidence in producing the 
target-language (Mok, 2001) as trial-and-error processes are allowed, and learners' • 
anxiety can be reduced through cooperative tasks. 
2.2.7 TBL and Context 
Another critical feature of a language task is that it should have a context 
from which the purpose for using language emerges. It is generally agreed among 
most second-language educators that learning and practicing language in meaningful 
contexts is more appealing to both learners and teachers than leaning isolated bits of 
language through extensive memorisation and drilling (Omaggio Hadley, 2001). • 
Spolsky (1989) claims that one of the conditions for learning a language 
involves an opportunity to leam how its elements are embedded in linguistic and 
non-linguistic context; Stem (1992) points out that context is necessary not only 
because it makes a task more credible as a language event, but because it is often 
essential in order for it to make sense. In TBL, a task is planned under a specific 
context where learners are expected to solve the task by using the target language 
(Candlin, 1987). The context can therefore provide learners with a meaningful 
purpose to practise and use the target language. • 
In the above subsections, task, task types, and tasks and SLA are discussed 
briefly with an increasing transition on learning. The focus now turns to explore 
directly on learning itself. 
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2.2.8 Task-based Language Teaching and Learning in the EFL context 
From the term 'task-based', the interpretation can be that in a task-based 
syllabus the 'basic and initial point of organisation is the TASK' (Estaire and Zanon, 
1993, p. 12). They emphasise that classwork should be organised as a sequence of 
tasks, and it is tasks that generate the language to be used, but not vice versa. 
Determine theme \ 1 (Take into consideration students' interests, experience 
. \ and level. Avoid grammatical terminology.) 
or interest area \ 
Plan final task or series \ 2 (Similar to things people do through language 
— o f tasks (to be done at V “ everyday life in relation to theme.) 
the end of the unit) \ 
一 丨 一 \ . 
Specify contents which are necessary/ \ 4 
desirable to carry out final task(s): \ 
• thematic aspects to be dealt with, \ 
which will determine \ 
-linguistic content \ 
-o the r content \ 
Plan the process: determine communication and \ 5 
enabling tasks which will lead to final task(s); \ 
~ • select/adapt/produce appropriate materials for them; \ 
structure the tasks and sequence them to fit into class \ ‘ 
hours. \ 
Plan instruments and procedure for evaluation of process and 6 
product (built in as part of the learning process) 
Figure 2.10 Framework for planning a unit of work in task-based learning 
(Estaire & Zanon, 1993, p. 4) 
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When designing classwork, they suggest thinking what learners may be 
interested or experienced in doing (communication tasks), and using this idea to 
generate the language learning objectives and related exercise (enabling tasks) for the 
completion of the main task. Figure 2.10 shows their framework of planning a unit of 
work. 
TBL, however, is not just about getting learners to do one task and then 
another task and then another using the above framework. Willis (1996) proposes 
that in order to promote constant learning and improvement when getting learners to 
do tasks, a 'pre-task, task cycle and language focus' framework can be used. Lee 
(2000) and Ellis (2003) renamed the three phases into the ‘pre-task phase', 
'during-task phase' and 'post-task phase' respectively, and the CDC in Hong Kong 
(1999，2005) calls the second stage as ‘while-task’ phase instead. No matter what the 
three phases are called, they bear more or less the same function. Figure 2.11 shows 
her three-stage framework. 
In the pre-task phase, the teacher explores the topic with the class and may 
highlight useful words and phrases, helping students to understand the task 
instruction (Harmer, 2001). By doing so, the teacher is activating learners' schematic 
knowledge of both the main task and the language and let them expose to actual 
language sample, so as to 'maximize the chances that [their] attention is focused in 
useful ways' (Skehan, 1998，127). During the task-cycle phase, learners perform the 
task in pairs or small groups while the teacher monitors from distance. The learners 
also need to plan the way they tell the rest of the class what they did and how it went, 
and they need to report on the task after that. By doing so, learners need to pay 
attention to accuracy of language forms as well as the meaning they convey. In the 
language focus phase, learners examine and discuss specific features of the texts they 
looked at for the task. The teacher may conduct some form of practice of ‘specific 
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/Pre-task (introducing the topic and task) \ 
The teacher \ 
• introduces and defines the topic \ 
• uses activities to help students recall/learn useful words and phrases \ 
• ensure students understand task instructions \ 
• may play a recording of others doing the same or similar task \ 
The students \ 
note down useful words and phrases from the pre-task activities and/or the recording \ 
• may spend a few minutes preparing for the task individually \ 
Task cycle 
Task Planning Report 
The students The students The students 
• do the task in pairs/small • prepare to report to the class how they did • present their spoken reports to the class, or 
groups. It may be based on the task and what they discovered/decided circulate/display their written reports 
a reading/listening text • rehearse what they will say or draft a written 
version for the class to read T h e t e a c h e r 
T h e t e a c h e r • acts as chairperson, selecting who will 
• acts as monitor and T h e teacher speak next, or ensuring all students read 
encourages students • ensures the purpose of the report is clear most of the written reports 
參 acts as language adviser 參 may give a brief feedback on content and 
• helps students rehearse oral reports or form 
organise written ones • may play a recording of others doing the 
same or a similar task 
Language focus 
Analysis Practice 
The students The teacher 
參 do consciousness-raising activities to identify and process • conducts practice activities after analysis activities where / 
\ specific language features from the task text necessary, to build confidence / . 
\ and/or transcript / 
\ • may ask about other features they have noticed T h e s t u d e n t s / 
\ • practise words, phrases and patters from the / 
\ T h e t e a c h e r analysis activities / 
\ • reviews each analysis activity with the class • practise other features occurring in the task / 
\ • brings other useful words, phrases and text or report stage / 
\ patterns to students' attention • enter useful language items in their / 
\ • may pick up on language items from language notebooks / 
\ the report stage / 
Figure 2.11 Willis 's framework of Task-based Learning (Willis, 1996, p. 155) 
language features which the task has provoked' (Harmer, 2001, 87). 
Skehan (1998) points out three drawbacks to Willis's approach: the model 
does not link effectively with wider-ranging theory; there is no explicit connection 
with research, i.e. lack of empirical basis; and it does not clarify how specific aspects 
of performance can be focused on. These, together, make the framework not solid or 
defensible. However, the framework provides a basis for researchers to study in the 
future, and it was affected syllabus design and material development in places like 
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Hong Kong as well. 
With framework like these being proposed and published in books that can be 
easily accessed from a bookstore (rather than printed in articles in which 
practitioners may not read), the task-based approach to language learning has 
achieved 'something of the status of a new orthodoxy' in the first half of 2000s. 
(Littlewood, 2004c, 319). In Nunan's (2003) study into the impact of the emergence 
of English as a global language on policies and practices in the Asia-Pacific region, 
"government informants in all seven of the countries surveyed claimed that 
task-based teaching was a central principle driving their English language curricula" 
(Nunan, 2004, 13). However, within the Asia-Pacific region, there are some attempts 
to introduce TBL (and communicative approaches) have proven problematic, and 
Carless (2003) highlighted these examples which include South Korea (Li, 1998)， 
Japan (Browne and Wada, 1998; Gorsuch, 2001)，China (Hui, 1997; Liao, 2000), 
Vietnam (Ellis, 1996; Kramsch & Sullivan, 1996)，Indonesia (Tomlinson, 1999), and 
Hong Kong (Carless, 1999; Evans, 1996). There is also a lack of empirical studies on 
task-based learning and teaching in EFL school context (Candlin, 2000; Carless, 
2003). 
The present study is one attempt in exploring the use of tasks in Hong Kong 
EFL classrooms, so there is a need to understand the place of TBL in Hong Kong 
EFL curriculum first. 
2.2.9 Task-based Learning (TBL) in Hong Kong EFL Curriculum 
Starting from 1990s, the Curriculum Development Council in Hong Kong has 
been advocating the use of task-based learning in the English language classrooms. 
The suggestion of using learning tasks was first introduced in Hong Kong by Clark, 
et al (1994) for setting a framework for Target-oriented Curriculum, which was a 
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new form of curriculum as a result of the curriculum renewal at that time. This 
initiative suggested that a learning task should include four components: The first 
one is a purpose, which is the underlying reason for undertaking the task; the 
performance should be beyond a mere display of subject knowledge. The second one 
is a context, which is the thematic, situational, and interactive circumstance in which 
the task is undertaken. The context may not be a real world context as those in the 
real world tasks proposed by Nunan (1989)，since it can take the form of a simulated 
or imaginary one. The third one is a process of inquiry, i.e. thinking, problem solving, 
performing, creating or using knowledge which draws upon 'interrelated conceptual, 
process, representational and metacognitive knowledge' (p. 40). The fourth and the 
most important one is a product emerging from the use of knowledge, which is the 
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Figure 2.12 The process of carrying out a TOC learning task (Clark, et al, 1994, p. 41) 
The use of task was first formally introduced into the intended English 
language curriculum in 1997 (CDC, 1997) for primary schools and 1999 for 
secondary schools (CDC, 1999). It is still being adopted in the revised curriculum 
guides when Hong Kong carries out its curriculum reform which started from 2001 
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(CDC, 2003; CDC, 2004; CDC, 2005). The definition of a language learning task is 
that it is an activity in which learners are required to draw together and further 
develop their knowledge and skills; it is characterised by an emphasis on activity, 
participation and communication among participants through a variety of modes and 
media. The proposed language learning task is then revised to have the following five 
features: 
• A task should have a purpose. It involves learners in using 
language for the kinds of purposes that are described in the chapter 
on Learning Targets and Objectives. 
• A task should have a context from which the purpose for using 
language emerges. • 
• A task should involve learners in a mode of thinking and doing. 
• The purposeful activity in which learners engage in carrying out a 
task should lead towards a product. 
• A task should require the learners to draw upon their framework of 
knowledge and skills. (CDC, 2004, 2005) 
With a good intention though, there are also problems in its implementation, 
as Carless (2003) has pinpointed. 
2.2.10 Problems of Implementing the Task-based Syllabus in Hong Kong 
Since the implementation of the 1997 primary English language curriculum, 
there have been some successful aspects. These include the importance of affective 
factors in language learning being made explicit; some differentiated instructional 
methods to cater for individual needs have been developed, a slightly higher level of 
interaction among learners in classrooms; and a greater awareness by teachers of the 
new task-based approach. But there are so some problems under the implementation. 
The first problem is that instead of task-based teaching, teachers commonly 
implement 'task-book teaching' in their classrooms. Wong & Pang (2000) did a study 
on 60 serving primary teachers in Hong Kong to collect their views about the 1997 
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English curriculum implementation, with particular focus on the constraints and 
problems they encountered at a school level and a classroom level. In the TBL 
category, it was found that most teachers who claimed that or thought that they were 
doing tasks in their English lessons were in fact doing exercises and activities written 
down on the 'task-books', textbooks published for TOC, and they invested all their 
beliefs and trust in these published task-books 'without doubt and scrutiny' (p. 301). 
It then comes to a question: are the textbooks reliable? There is a need to 
analyse whether the existing Primary English language textbooks are good learning 
materials and to see whether they are adopting a TBL approach. However, there are 
few published studies on this area, and most of those which exist focus on secondary 
school textbooks such as Walker, et al.'s (2000) study on ESL textbooks published 
between 1975 and 1999 in Hong Kong (Walker, Tong, Mok-Cheung, 2000). The 
researcher of the present study did a brief analysis on the task features of the four 
existing primary English textbooks published under the 1997 curriculum in an 
unpublished paper (Tsoi, 2003). It was found that all four series claim that they are 
written in accordance with the task-based approach in their preface and introduction 
section. However, not all task features are found when their task contents are 
examined in detail. Therefore, we can conclude that there is confusion between tasks 
and exercises. 
The overall purpose of tasks is the same as exercises — to leam a language, 
but their difference lies in ‘the means by which this purpose is to be achieved' (Ellis, 
2003，p.3). Ellis distinguishes tasks and exercises in the way that the former are 
activities that call for primarily meaning-focused language use, while the latter call 
for primarily form-focused language use. In the 1999 syllabus for Hong Kong 
secondary school (CDC, 1999)，it is pointed out that tasks and exercises are different 
in the sense that the latter do not contain all features of a learning task, because they 
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tend to focus on the knowledge and skills needed for a task, and they are the 
subordinate level embedded in a task. If a task does not fulfil all the five features - • 
context, purpose, language, process and product, it can just be regarded as an 
exercise or learning activity for language learning, because the activity may not 
enable learners to 'draw together a range of elements in their framework of 
knowledge and skills for further development' (CDC, 1997, 51). This explanation, 
Tasks Exercises 
To provide experiential learning To have focused practice of particular 
which involves holistic use of elements of knowledge, language and 
. knowledge, language and skills for skills, i.e. focus on structures or 
purposes, i.e. focus on use and discrete skills. 
meanings. . 
Nature Holistic, integrated Discrete, separate 
Features Integrative, challenging Mechanical, repetitive 
-Classifying and labelling objects; - Matching; 
-Gathering or exchanging - labelling things and pictures; 
information; - filling in the blanks with/ without 
Activities “ Interacting and communicating choices 
-Discussing or expressing views -controlled dialogues 
-Responding to messages - guided writing 
-Solving problems 
- Role playing 
To provide opportunities for - Preparation for learning tasks 
. meaningful use of language, skills - Provision of remedial practice while 
and knowledge or after doing tasks 
-deep; -superficial; 
Level of - learners able to see connections -fragmented, learners unable to see . 
learning among particular elements of patterns of what is leamt. 
knowledge, language and skills. 
-become more imaginative - more boring 
-feel challenged - less motivated 
-gain greater confidence - more likely to remain dependent on 
Effects of - have greater sense of achievement, teachers 
learning have more fun 
-become more interested in learning 
-take responsibility for one's own 
learning 
Goal of To develop an ever improving To develop mastery of grammar and 
learning capacity to use English skills 
Figure 2.13 Comparisons between Tasks and Exercises (The HKIEd Department 
of English, 2001) 
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however, is not adequate to tell the reader of the curriculum guide the nature of the 
difference between tasks and exercise. Figure 2.13 shows a clearer distinction . 
between the features of these two notions. 
In short, because the task-books do not usually involve all the task features 
(section 2.2.8) and have mixed up the concept of exercise and tasks in their main 
language task, they have impeded the implementation of TBL when the teachers 
totally rely on them in classroom teaching. 
Another point about the implementation of TBL in Hong Kong, as Carless 
(2003) noticed, is similar to what Skehan (1998) describes as the 'weak' approach to 
TBL, as opposed to the ‘strong’ form. According to Skehan (1996): . 
‘A strong form [of TBL] would argue that tasks should be the unit of 
language teaching, and that everything else should be subsidiary. In 
this view, the need to transact tasks is seen as adequate to drive 
forward language development, as though second language acquisition 
is the result of the same process of interaction as first language 
acquisition.' (p. 39) 
In Hong Kong, a task is roughly comparable to the production stage of a 
Presentation-Practice-Production (3P) method (Carless, 2003), where learners 
perform the main task (in the while-task stage) after the language items are presented 
and adequately practised in the pre-task stage. According to Skehan (1996), 
A weak form of task-based instruction would claim that tasks are a 
vital part of language instruction, but they are embedded in a more 
complex pedagogic context. They are necessary, but may be preceded 
by focused instruction, and after use, may be followed by focused 
instruction which is contingent on task performance. This version of 
task-based instruction is clearly very close to general communicative 
language teaching. It could be compatible with a traditional 
presentation, practice, production sequence, only with production 
based on tasks, rather than more stilted and guided production 
activities. (p. 39) 
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It is, however, argued that this weak form is more feasible in Hong Kong than 
a strong form, in view of the lack of linguistic resources of EFL learners in schools 
(Carless，2003). The use of a task-based approach in this context is thus 'more of a 
fiction than a reality' (Carless, 2004). Besides this, the syllabus design is not really 
based on a task like Estaire and Zanon (1993) suggested, too. Since the government 
insists on using the term ‘task，to denote communicative language practice, Carless 
(2004) suggests Ellis's (2003, p. 28) term, 'task-supported teaching', as a better way 
to name the methodology being employed in Hong Kong, and the function that tasks 
provided is to activate learners' existing knowledge of English by developing fluency, 
rather than as a means for learners to acquire new knowledge or restructure their . 
interlanguage. 
In this thesis, with Hong Kong EFL context and teaching methodology are 
considered, the term 'task-supported learning ’ is used to refer to the learning process 
and purposeful, contextual learning activities which requires learners to activate their 
schemata of the target language and involved in thinking and doing in order to finish 
a tangible product. 
After looking at phonics and task-based learning, we now turn to another 
concept - attitudes, which is another construct of the present study. . 
2.3 Learning Attitudes and their Measurement 
2.3.1 The Importance of Attitudes towards Language Learning 
Attitude is traditionally confined to an organised and consistent manner of 
thinking, feeling, and reacting to people, groups, social issues, or more generally, to 
any event in the environment (Subramaniam, 1998)，and its components include 
thoughts and beliefs, feeling or emotions, and tendencies to react in certain ways 
(Midraj, 1998). Attitude is presently viewed as evaluations of 'objects' (Fazio, et al.， 
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1986; Judd, et al., 1991)，related in complex ways to beliefs, feelings, and actions 
(Sabini, 1995). Like many other concepts, attitudes may take different definitions, 
but the important consideration in providing the definition 'should rest on its 
justification' (Subramaniam, 1998，14). Kifer (1992) emphasized the importance of 
justification by stating: 
Those who do attitude research and are interested in measurement 
problems must face the fact that there is no right definition of an 
attitude and no one right way to measure them. The persuasiveness of 
what is done must come from its justification. (ibid, p. 110) 
Although there may be differences in the conception of attitude among 
researchers, there is consensus in its role (Subramaniam, 1998，13): it prepares an 
individual to respond in a certain way to the attitude object (Oskamp, 1991). 
Attitude is related to motivation for learning, including motivation in learning 
a language, and in the present study, phonics. Gardner and Lambert (1972) defined 
motivation as a construct made up of certain attitudes, and attitude is a factor 
affecting the extent to which someone prefers their own language over the one they 
are learning as a second language. Gardner and Lambert (1972) maintain that 
positive or negative attitudes can either enhance or inhibit language acquisition. 
Since attitudes influence learning motivation, and the aim of doing research in 
attitudes is to predict people's behaviour (Eiser, 1994), the purpose of doing research 
in one's attitudes towards learning a language in a certain circumstance is to predict 
learners' motivation in learning a language within a set environment. 
Teachers need to know that children do not come to their English lessons like 
blank sheets of paper. They already have views about and attitudes towards learning 
English. These attitudes are formed by the social environment in which they grow up 
and by the people around them. It is important to be aware of these attitudes as they 
can influence pupils' desire and motivation to leam and ultimately their success in 
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learning English (Moon, 2000). 
Yet, there is not much research on ESL learners' attitudes towards English 
learning (Clement & Gardner, 2001)，especially in the Hong Kong context. Instead, 
the focus of the research is mainly on learners' attitudes towards the English 
language itself and attitudes towards the native speakers of their target languages 
(Axler, Yang & Stevens, 1998; Patri & Pennington, 1998). So it is difficult to know 
exactly what has influenced pupils' attitudes towards English learning, but we could 
guess from the comments that pupils are influenced by: teaching methods, seeing a 
need for English outside school, personal inferences, and interest in language (Moon, 
2000). 
Learners in key stage one to three, or primary one to secondary three, may be 
too young to feel any need for English. They may not relate English learning with 
factors such as social identity, career prospects, public examinations and cultural 
understanding as high school students do (Axler, Yang & Stevens, 1998). Instead, 
these younger learners tend to be influenced by their feelings for their teacher, how 
their teacher views English, the general learning atmosphere in the classroom, the 
way English lessons are taught, by their parents' opinions and what their friends feel 
about English. Two important reasons for pupils showing positive attitudes towards 
English learning appear to be the teacher and teaching methods. Also, attitudes can 
be influenced by the learning process itself and by its outcomes. Therefore, if pupils 
enjoy their English classes and are successful, they may in turn develop positive 
attitudes and this may increase motivation (Moon, 2000). This suggests that the 
teacher's role is very important in selecting appropriate methodologies, learning 
materials, planning interesting learning activities and in creating a positive learning 
environment. 
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2.3.2 Measuring Attitudes 
The measurement of attitude has a long history with the use of self-report 
instruments using quantitative methods. More recently qualitative measures of 
attitude have also garnered much attention among researchers (Subramaniam, 1998， 
14). The present study mainly focuses on the quantitative methods, with minor help 
from the qualitative techniques. 
One way to measure attitudes is to use a self-report questionnaire that 
contains various attitude statements to which the participants give responses. A 
researcher is on the right track in using such instrument when the respondents seem 
to recognise the statements; when they make free use of the 'strongly agree' or 
'strongly disagree' response categories; when they seem excited or angered by some 
of the statements that they disagree with; when they seem eager to provide the 
researchers with more examples or more information along the lines of certain 
statements; and when there are few signs that the participants reject the items by 
making amendments or deletions, skipping, giving 'Don't know' responses and so on 
(Oppenheim, 1992). However, one's response towards a particular item or a set of 
items may vary from occasion to occasion for different reasons, and there will be 
errors in the measurement, (Subramaniam, 1998) and thus reductions in the 
reliability of the items, which refers to the degree of consistency and accuracy in the 
measurement of an attribute (Traub, 1994). How can researchers overcome this 
problem? 
Fraenkel & Wallen (2003) outlined four methods for checking the reliability 
of a study. The first one is to use the test-retest method (Carmines & Zeller，1979; 
Litwin, 1995; Safrit & Wood，1995; Thomas & Nelson，1996)，which involves 
administering the same test twice to the same group of participants after a certain 
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time interval has elapsed. Another way is to use the alternate form methods (Litwin, 
1985; Safrit & Wood，1995; Thomas & Nelson, 1996). That is, two different but 
equivalent forms of an instrument are administered to the same group of participants • 
during the same time period. The third way is called the internal-consistency method, 
which require only a single administration of an instrument. There are several 
methods to estimate reliability in this way: examples are split-half procedure, 
Kuder-Richardson approaches and using Cronbach alpha - a measure of the ratio of 
the true score variance to observed score variance if the items are essentially true 
score equivalent (McDonald, 1999). The fourth way is scoring agreement, which 
requires a demonstration that independent scorers can achieve satisfactory agreement 
in their scoring. Figure 2.14 shows the different methods for checking reliability. • 
Method ； Content ； Time Interval | Procedure 
Test-retest ； Identical ； Varies ； Give identical instrument twice 
Equivalent forms i Different ： None i Give two forms of instrument 
Equivalent forms / retest i Different i Varies i Give two forms of instrument, with 
i I I time interval between 
Internal consistency ！ Different i None l Divide instrument into halves and 
； ； i score each or use KR 
Observer agreement j Identical ； None ； Compare scores obtained by two or 
I 丨 丨 more observers 
Figure 2.14 Methods of checking reliability (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2003, p. 168) 
To use a self-report questionnaire, scaling methods have to be considered. 
Oppenheim (1992) outlined five ways to measure attitudes: social-distance scales, 
Thurstone scales, Likert scales, factorial scales, and scalogram analysis. Among 
these five methods, the Likert scale method is one of the most popular scaling 
procedures in use today. It is, however, not without criticism. The main criticisms it 
has received are its lack of reproducibility and lack of a neutral point, but if we bear 
in mind that 'equal score intervals do not permit us to make assertions about the 
equality of underlying attitude differences, and that identical scores may have very 
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different meanings, the Likert scales tend to perform very well when it comes to a 
reliable, rough ordering of people with regard to a a particular attitude' (Oppenheim, 
1992，200). The Likert scales also provide more precise information about the . 
respondent's degree of agreement or disagreement, and respondents usually prefer 
this to open-ended questions or a simple agree/disagree response. Thus, in the 
present study, Likert scales were used and a four-point degree-of-agreement score 
was adopted to let the participants make a forced choice rather than choosing 
'neutral' all the time. 
2.4 Task-supported Phonics Instruction 
2.4.1 Learning Phonics through Tasks . 
In section 2.1-2.2, the importance of phonics in an EFL context and the 
current influential pedagogy in Hong Kong - task-based learning (and in reality, 
task-supported learning) were discussed. I therefore proposed using integrating tasks 
within phonics instruction in Hong Kong, and I termed it 'task-supported phonics 
learning', or TSP in short. Recall the spirit of TSP in section 2.2.10，i.e. a 'learning 
process and purposeful, contextual learning activities which require learners to 
activate their schemata of the target language and become involved in thinking and 
doing in order to have a tangible product'. Consequently, I define TSP as a 'design' • 
that involves the learning of sound-letter relationship through finishing purposeful 
and contextual activities in which learners are required to draw together and extend a 
range of elements in their framework of knowledge and skills. The activities are 
designed to lead learners to finishing a product. 
The word ‘design，，according to 'Richards and Rodgers (2001), is the level of 
method analysis in which we consider: (a) what the objectives of a method are; (b) 
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how language content is selected and organised within the method, that is, the 
syllabus model the method incorporates; (c) the types of learning tasks and teaching 
activities the method advocates; (d) the roles of learners; (e) the roles of teachers; 
and (f) the role of instructional materials. Following this, what we can ask the 
features of TSP are when compared with normal phonics learning (as reflected in 
phonics textbooks in Hong Kong)? 
2.4.2 ‘Traditional’ versus Task-supported Phonics Instruction for EFL Learners 
In this sub-section, 'traditional' phonics instruction simply means the 
teaching methods suggested in the existing phonics textbook available in Hong Kong 
only. In traditional phonics instruction, there are various forms of procedures as 
shown implicitly in the textbook itself or explicitly in the teachers' handbooks. 
One technique is that learners are presented with a picture at the beginning of 
a chapter. They are asked to say, in English, the name of the object or the action 
being shown, and the sound of that word is the learning objective of the unit. 
Learners are then invited to read more words which contain that particular sound or 
spelling pattern, and then they have to read a passage, sing a song, or do a simple 
exercise by circling the correct words / odd words / colouring the pictures. 
It can also be in the form that learners listen to the audio recording or the 
teacher reading several words. They then guess the target sound of the lesson and 
their spellings. The learners then read tongue-twisters, finish crossword puzzles and 
read aloud a short passage. 
Under the revised 2004 curriculum, new suggestions for teaching phonics 
were made in the sample copies of the English book (teacher's edition) that the 
researcher has seen. These suggestions, adapted from the whole-language approach, 
use readers or big books with repetitive patterns to teach phonics. Teachers are 
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advised to focus learners' attention on the repeated words or spelling patterns. They 
then ask learners to read aloud the text (i.e. reading under the context of the story) 
and do some photocopiable exercises from the teacher's resource file. 
These methods are interesting, although the present study explore another 
alternative, which is not assumed to be better than the existing methods as there is no 
best way to teach phonics (section 2.1.2). The initiative of this study is to see if an 
alternative approach following the current dominating pedagogy can also have 
positive effects on learners' phonics learning. What the present study suggests is to 
teach and/ or leam phonics through doing pedagogical (and activating) tasks under a 
specified context. A context 'provide additional information: people and activities or 
description' (Walz, 1989，p. 161)，and its context is usually an imaginative one 
because the learners seldom have to do phonics tasks in real world situations. The 
use of imaginative contexts, when carefully chosen, can appeal to learners and 
generate a purposeful and interesting task for them to complete. 
Following this, we can ask how a teacher can organise his/her teaching in an 
EFL lesson in the context of Hong Kong. 
2.4.3 Constructing Short Tasks in an HKEFL Lesson 
To teach a phonics lesson using TSP, I propose using Willis's (1996) 
task-cycle, whether it is within a general English programme or an isolated phonics 
lesson. 
In the general English programme, teachers just need to integrate phonics 
element into teaching a unit of work, and include that element as one of the 
requirements in the main task. In an isolated phonics lesson, the design of a phonics 
'task' with context and purpose is not easy. It is also challenging to include three task 
phases into one single lesson, and it does not seem necessary to expand a phonics 
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lesson into two if one just wants to give more time for the learners to finish a task. 
Let's only talk about the former one - including three task phases in one single 
lesson. 
At the beginning of a lesson, learners are told explicitly about the context, the “ 
main task and its purpose under the context. They are also exposed to relevant 
phonics knowledge, but do not necessarily have to produce it. In the task-cycle, or 
the while-task stage it appeared in the Hong Kong curriculum documents and tasks 
exemplars (e.g. CDI, 2004; Mok, 2001, 2003), learners complete activating tasks that 
provide them with the opportunity to practise saying the phonics element (e.g. read 
aloud the dialogue of an open-ended story — i.e. they need to finish the story by 
saying something not provided in the dialogue to their partners, listen to a 
conversation and correct the wrong words). The task can thus facilitate the social and 
cognitive development of the learners while they are practising the phonics skills. In 
the language focus phase, or the 'post-task' phase that the present study uses, learners 
reflect on their performance under the same (imaginary) context, or they can discuss 
their performance and work on the errors they made (i.e. practise) out of context. 
I propose that contextualisation and decontextualisation is not really 
important in the post-task phase. The former can let learners have a sense of 
continuity, and they start work on language by continue to substitute themselves into 
the role they are acting in the context. The latter can gather learners' attention to 
focus more on form, and stop treating this learning phase as a game which is not 
important. 
These principles may be applicable to teach learners in key stage one and two, 
but one can question whether they are equally applicable to key stage three (junior 
secondary school) learners. 
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2.4.4 Techniques of Using Task-supported Phonics with Older Learners 
Since the participants of the present study are relatively older learners of 
English (from key stage three) who have been learning the language for more than 
six years, the literature review of this section is necessary for designing a phonics . 
course for this group of learners. 
Assume that we are now using communicative approach that we want to 
employ TOC task-based learning; and that we know the teaching content. What 
comes next, according to the four language types of teaching activities proposed by 
Brown (1995) are techniques and exercises. In this subsection, the focus will be on 
exploring the techniques used in TBP, and a sample lesson is designed for discussion. 
If phonics is truly integrated into the general English programme in schools, things 
would be less complicated, as a task-based unit can also include a phonics element • 
into it. Reflecting the present situation that phonics is sometimes taught explicitly in 
separate lessons, the techniques discussed here are based on this context, and the 
focus will be on teaching older learners. 
Techniques, according to Brown (1995), are ways of presenting the materials 
and teaching. When we use TSP, we need to know how to use 'tasks' to present the 
phonics knowledge and skills to the learners. There are generally five steps. 
Firstly, a small-scale needs analysis is needed (Richards, 1990，2001)，which 
refers to ‘an array of procedures for identifying and validating needs, and • 
establishing priorities among them' (Pratt, 1980, 79). By doing so, the course 
developer aims to find out what kinds of tasks and context would be suitable for 
older learners. For example, if we use big books with 11-12 years old children, and 
ask them to come out and point the /b/ sound to the whole class, they may feel 
embarrassed and want to drop-out from learning English. Teachers, therefore, may 
need to find out what learners may be willing and able to do. Secondly, teachers may 
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work together and develop sample pedagogical tasks with an activation rationale 
(Nunan, 1989，2004) to activate a range of language functions and structures they 
have. i.e. phonics skills in this context (cf. section 2.2.2). The third step is piloting, 
where teachers try it out once or twice to gain feedback from the learners. After . 
modifications are made, the fourth step will be to continue to develop tasks and use 
them in the lesson. After a certain period, teachers may then need to evaluate the use 
of tasks and the techniques involved. If so, what are the things teachers need to 
consider when teaching phonics to older learners? 
In general, we need to understand the characteristics of late childhood or 
young adolescence. Learners are cognitively moving from what Piaget called the 
concrete operational stage to the formal operational stage, so that they are ready for 
more abstract ways of thinking. Cultural factors, especially the influence of popular . 
culture, are important to them as they have a social need to communicate with their 
peers (Irvin, J.L., 1998). This means we need to consider their social development in 
which peers become significant influences. Virtually all older English learners in 
Hong Kong should have learned some phonics. It may not be a good practice to go 
over materials with activities that they recognize as being designed for younger 
learners (Gunning, 2004), for example, singing nursery rhymes, as they may think 
that their intelligence is being underestimated. Instead, we may incorporate popular 
culture in designing tasks and present them to the learners (Cheung, 2003). . 
2.4.5 Reasons and Limitations of Teaching and Learning Phonics in a 
Task-supported Way 
TSL is proposed to help learners remember the sound-letter relationship 
better and leam phonics in a meaningful way. Although learning phonics is beneficial, 
it still receives criticisms, especially those related to human memory. In the English 
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language, there are only 26 letters but they represent over 40 sounds. The 
spelling-to-sound correspondences are both complex and unpredictable (Nunan, 
2000). If we ask learners to remember all the generalisations and practise repeating 
the same sound again and again, they will find it hard and dull. Using tasks, however, 
is one way to help learners remember the sound-letter relationship better through 
their experience or scripts they have gained from thinking and working on tasks 
(Ormrod, 2005). The imaginary context in doing the tasks may also help them 
remember their learning experience, too. Learners need to use their imagination and 
assign a role to themselves so as to fit into that context. Acting someone who is doing 
something related to phonics may make the learning process more interesting. 
However, it is not without anticipated drawbacks. For course developers, they 
may find it difficult to create contexts and design tasks that are related to phonics, 
because these are usually not real world tasks that people will do in their daily life, 
and such a learning process need time to design. For teachers, they may take more 
classroom time that can be used for more teaching to create a context (Stevick, 1986). 
For learners, especially young learners, if contextualisation imposes a false reality or 
situations that are contrary to fact (Walz, 1989)，they may get the wrong real-world 
concepts. 
Every method has its limitations. It is worth trying it out through empirical 
studies to see its effectiveness, and the present study is attempting to do this. 
2.4.6 A Framework forf Task-supported Phonics Learning for EFL Learners 
With reference to the literature reviewed above, a framework of TSP is 
rationalised by combining Clark's (1994) and Willis's (1996) frameworks of tasks 
and task-based learning: 
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> Framework of Knowledge 
^ ^ / ^ u r p o s e — • Interpitation ^ ~ ~ C o n t e ^ X ^ Pre-task phase 
T 
Thinking < ~ • Phonics Task < ~ • Doing WhUe-task phase 
\ T - ^ 
\ / Post-task phase 
\ Learning ^ � U s i n g / 
Figure 2.15 A framework for TSP for EFL learners 
In Figure 2.15, the octagon is divided into three parts: the pre-task phase, the 
while-task phase, and the post-task phase. Before learning a new unit, learners bring 
with them into the classroom a framework of knowledge - phonics knowledge, 
knowledge of English, and their knowledge of the real world (scripts) - that they 
have already acquired. At the beginning of the phonics lesson, teachers tell learners 
the context and the purpose of doing the main task. The learners use their framework 
of knowledge to interpret the task, and the teaching content of phonics also 
contributes to their framework of knowledge. That is why there is a two-way arrow 
linking the 'framework of knowledge' and 'interpretation'. In the while-task phase, 
learners are involved in a process of thinking and doing in order to complete the task 
assigned, and their interpretation of the task and their framework of knowledge will 
affect their performance and the product of the task. In the post-task phase, after the 
product is done and after the refocusing on form or analysing their errors, the 
learning of phonics should have taken place successfully and they can apply the 
phonics skills in other situations. This new knowledge gained and the experience of 
doing the product will add the scripts to their framework of knowledge. This is the 
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framework ofTSL I propose for EFL learners. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter begins by discussing the nature of phonics and the ways in 
which phonics instruction is conducted. Although there are limitations in learning 
phonics like the unstable correlation between sounds and letters, empirical studies 
have shown that learning phonics is helpful for readers to decode texts, useful for LI 
readers to link print with their mental lexicons, and beneficial for EFL learners to 
sound out unfamiliar words with confidence. 
The discussion then shifted to the notion of tasks and a task-based approach 
to language teaching and learning. It is argued that using task can help learners better 
remember what they have learnt, and thus help them achieve higher accuracy in 
language production. Therefore, language learning based on tasks is proposed in the 
literature. When the Hong Kong situation is considered, however, it was found that 
the implementation and the curriculum are actually using tasks to support language 
learning, so the term task-supported learning is more appropriate. 
With the importance of phonics and the current pedagogy being discussed, 
task-supported phonics learning (TSP) is then proposed as another initiative to leam 
phonics. At the end of the chapter, a proposed TSP model is introduced. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3 DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
3.1 Introduction 
This section starts by stating the research purpose of the dissertation, the three 
research questions and the null hypotheses of the study, followed by describing the 
settings, reasons for changes of the participation targets in the actual study, and its 
effect on the study design. After these, the design and use of the two instruments for 
data collection - the attitudinal questionnaires and the reading aloud tests - will be 
discussed, with the reasons of item revision based on the pilot study. The description 
of the data collection process and the teaching and learning process are described 
next. This chapter ends with an account of the data analysis method. 
3.2 Research Questions and Null Hypothesis 
Phonics is helpful and useful in learning English as a foreign language, so it 
plays an important role in Hong Kong ELT (see section 2.1.2 - 2.1.3). With the 
growing popularity of using a task-based approach to language learning here, 
phonics, however, has not been sufficiently integrated into this methodology, nor 
have any studies linking tasks and phonics learning been conducted. This original 
vague problem motivates the present study to be carried out, which is a study on the 
effect of a task-supported method of phonics learning on pronunciation accuracy, 
learners' attempts in arriving at the pronunciation of written words, and their 
attitudes towards phonics learning. 
The present study has three research questions: 
1. Does task-supported phonics (TSP) have effects on learners' pronunciation 
accuracy in reading aloud a short passage? 
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2. Does TSP help to enhance attitudes towards phonics learning among EFL 
learners? 
3. Does TSP have any effect on learners' attempt in arriving at a possible 
pronunciation? 
Table 3.1 expands more on the research questions and states their significance. 
For each of these research questions, there are some explanations in the right-hand 
column. These include: a brief definition of terms, which explains a little bit 
regarding the terms used in the questions; the nature of the research question, which 
explains what the question is going to focus on; the importance of the question, 
which clarifies why it is worth answering the question and why it is not a 
commonsense or trivial matter; and the researchability of the question, which 
explains the feasibility of finding out the answers. 
Based on these questions, three null hypotheses are formulated: 
1. There is no significant difference in changes in reading aloud accuracy scores 
between the control group (yWcr) and the experimental group (/^ er) after the latter 
has had task-supported learning experience («er - yWcr= 0). 
2. There is no significant difference in changes in attitude scores towards phonics 
learning between the control (/^ ca) and the experimental group (wea) after the 
latter has had task-supported learning experience (/^ ea - Mca = 0). 
3. There is no significant difference in the attempts in arriving at a possible 
pronunciation between learners from the control group (//cap) and the 
experimental group (/^ eap) after the course (//eap - JUcap = 0). 
In the following, the overall design of the present study will be described, 
followed by the setting, the instruments used, the pilot studies done, the process of 
data collection and the teaching and learning process. 
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Research questions Explanations 
1) Does task-supported i. Definition of terms 
phonics (TSP) have - T ^ (see section 2.2.10) 
effects on learners' - phonics: (see section 2.2.1) 
pronunciation - pronunciation accuracy: error-free (intelligible) sound of a word made 
accuracy in reading by a speaker 
aloud a short ii. Nature of the research question 
passage? - To explore whether we can have an alternative way of effective phonics 
instructions in addition to the exiting ones. 
iii. Is it non-trivial? • 
- Yes, as we don't know whether it can be more effective or not. 
IV. Is it researchable? 
- Yes, by measuring the scores of the reading aloud pre-test and post-test. 
2) Does TSP help to i. Definition of terms 
enhance the - enhance: show significant increase in the score when analysed by 
attitudes towards descriptive statistics. 
phonics learning - attitudes towards phonics learning: whether learners like or dislike the 
among Hong Kong experience of phonics learning. 
EFL learners? ii. Nature of the research question 
- One objective in Hong Kong English language curriculum is to enhance 
learners' attitude towards English learning. 
- By doing so, the affective filter can be lower, and that helps language 
learning. 
- If TSP can help learners to enhance their attitude towards phonics 
learning, that would be encouraging. 
iii. Is it non-trivial? 
- Yes, there is no empirical study on whether learners like doing 'tasks' • 
(HK definition) in learning letter-sound _rdationship_. 
iv. It is researchable? 
- Yes, by comparing the results of pre- and post-test questionnaire on 
attitudes towards phonics learning. 
3) Does TSP have any i. Definition of terms 
effect on learners' - attempt: try to read a word regardless one is sure the pronunciation is 
attempt in arriving correct or not (measured by the number of omission in the reading 
at a possible aloud test) 
pronunciation? - arrive at a pronunciation: sound out a word with a close or exactly 
correct pronunciation based on its orthographical features 
- possible pronunciation: a sound of a word that might be correct based 
on its orthographical feamres 
ii. Nature of the research question 
- Tinker Sachs & Mahon (1997) found that some HK primary school 
students are afraid to read words that they are not sure. 
- If TSP can motivate some learners to attempt in pronouncing a word 
(no matter there is any nuscue}, that would be encouraging. . 
iii. Is it non-trivial? 
- Yes, because it is not sure whether learners will be more eager to try 
saying the words (by making intelligible guesses) after learning phonics 
with tasks. 
iv. Is it researchable? 
- Yes, by comparing the difference in word omission (skip a word / make 
a hesitating sound / speak Chinese) in the pre and post reading aloud 
tests. 
Table 3.1 The research questions and their significance 
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3.3 Overall Design of the Present Study 
In order to measure the pronunciation accuracy of reading aloud and students' 
attitudes towards phonics learning with and without the support of tasks, two groups 
of learners - a control group (learning phonics without tasks) and an experimental 
group (learning phonics with tasks) were invited to participate in the present study by 
taking a pre-test, a post-test, and leam eight phonics lessons in between. Because of 
the time constraints, an informal needs analysis was carried out to discover what the 
learners need to leam - that is, an interview with the school teacher and a negotiation 
of the topics included in the phonics course, based on his understanding on the 
students of the school. Data was collected through pre-test and post-test sessions, in 
which learners were asked to read aloud a short passage and record it on computer. 
Students also needed to fill in a questionnaire reflecting their views on phonics 
learning and attitudes on English learning in general. A one-month delayed post-test 
was proposed, but it was not carried out due to practical difficulties in the school 
setting (see Appendix 4 for the original invitation proposal sent to schools). Once the 
data were collected, the data were entered into SPSS for analysis. A confirmatory 
factor analysis using the structural equation model was done to assess the 
task-supported learning model proposed in Section 2.4.6. Each of the issues covered 
in this paragraph will be explored in greater depth now. 
3.4 The Setting 
3.4.1 The Original Setting and the Target Participants 
The present study was originally designed to investigate the effects of 
task-supported phonics on primary four students, as in line with the target learners of 
phonics learning in the local curriculum guide. The selection of 'primary four 
students in a formal school setting' as the participants of the study is for several 
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reasons. The first one is the reliability of the data source. The study requires 
participants to take reading aloud tests (see section 3.5) and fill in self-report 
attitudinal questionnaires. It is the latter that requires the participants to have the 
ability to sufficiently understand the questions and be able to report their views and 
feelings more accurately. According to Harter's (1988) study on children's 
developmental processes in the construction of the self，children of middle childhood 
have the ability to make reliable self-descriptions by combining a number of specific 
behaviours into generalized concepts; they use also social comparisons and 
emotional concepts in their self-descriptions (Theodorakou & Zervas, 2003). 
Because of this, I deliberately selected students from Key Stage 2 (KS2) to do the 
job. 
The second reason is to have participants who take the tests seriously. In 
Hong Kong, a phonics class can take place in school's general English programme, a 
school's after-class enrichment/ extra-curricular/ non-formal curriculum hours, or 
even in many private tutorial centres as two- to three-month courses taking place at 
weekends (section 2.1.3). If the phonics class takes place in private tutorial centres, 
learners may not take the tests seriously because they know this is an extra-curricular 
thing. In contrast, when it takes place in formal school settings, that is, in the school 
they are attending, greater seriousness is expected, and the data would be more 
reliable than when participants are not completing the instruments seriously. Whether 
it takes place in general English programme during school hours (for example. 
Cooperating with the native English teacher) or after school as a non-formal 
curriculum, that is upon the negotiation with the school. 
The third reason is a practical one. Within KS2, I can select students from 
primary four, five and six. Students in primary five and six need to prepare for the 
Secondary School Placement Allocation exercise, and the latter also needs to prepare 
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for the territory-wide system assessment, which was first launched in the same year 
that the present study was carried out. In order not to interrupt these exercises that 
may affect the learners' and the school's future, I chose primary four students to be 
the participants. 
3.4.2 The New Setting and the Period of Study 
The actual study took place in a secondary school, with Secondary one (S.l) 
students as the participants. After sending out more than 200 invitation letters 
together with the proposal and a stamped envelope for returning (see Appendix 3 & 
4), only two replies were received and they both rejected the opportunity to 
participate. In December, during the class time of an English language curriculum 
M.Ed course, an English panel teacher from a secondary school accepted to 
participate in the study, and that is why the setting has changed to the secondary 
school, which is a Band Three school in Hong Kong (Band One schools are schools 
that are excel in academic achievement). 
After negotiating with the panel teacher, who then talked with his school 
principal and members of the school council, the study took place as after-school 
course on a weekly basis. Although there were only ten lessons, the class could not 
take place whenever it was Day 2 of the school calendar and when a large number of 
learners needed to participate in other kinds of extra-curricular activities which are 
highly recommended by the school. With a number of public holidays in between, 
the phonics class was scheduled from late January to the middle of May. Each lesson 
was about 50 to 55 minutes. 
There are some practical influences on the present study which need to be 
clarified. Originally, the design of the lessons was based on the existing phonics 
textbooks for primary school learners. Adaptation of these books was intended, with 
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tasks being incorporated for a phonic course in the original setting. The change in 
setting, therefore, led to inadequate resources to design the course, and the projected 
themes had to be reconsidered again to suit the needs of this older group of students, 
rather than using children's themes like going to the zoo or using supporting 
activities like singing nursery rhymes as in the existing phonics materials. These 
would not be appropriate to the age of the participants, who will be described in the 
next sub-section. 
3.4.3 The Participants 
The participants were S.l learners from a local aided (subsidised by the 
government) co-education secondary school. The students are low-achievers in 
academic areas but keen in participating in extra-curricular activities. The school 
recruited the learners by issuing their parents a notice about the course (see Appendix 
6). After collecting the returned notices and being selected by their English teachers, 
there were a total of 77 participants: 38 were males and 39 were females. Their 
course entrance age ranged from 12 to 14 years old. For the ease of the school to 
administered the course, the experimental group contains 37 learners from Class lA 
and IB, and the control group contains 40 learners from Class IC and ID. Students 
were assigned these classes ona random basis. In fact, as will be shown in Chapter 4， 
the classes did not differ significantly from one another in achievement. Their 
learning outcomes are measured by two instruments described in the next section. 
3.5 The Instrument I: Questionnaire 
3.5.1 Attitudinal Battery on Phonics Learning 
To answer the second research question about TSP and phonics learning 
attitudes, a questionnaire was used in both pre-test and post-test sections to examine 
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if there are significant differences (For the questionnaires, see Appendix 9 and 10). 
The questionnaire asks students' attitudes on seven areas. Each of the dependent 
variables contains two to three operational questions asking similar things to ensure 
internal consistency (section 2.3.2)，and the questions seldom appear in a consecutive 
sequence. Table 3.2 shows the operationalised items in these seven areas. 
Attitude Domains Statements Jl^em No. 
Pre Post 
1. Phonics I like having English lessons. C1 C1 
lessons I am not afraid of phonics lessons. C8 C9 
Phonics lessons make me happy. C14 C17 
2. Reading out I enjoy attempting to pronounce a word when I am not sure C2 C2 
unfamiliar about its pronunciation. 
words I am afraid of pronouncing words when I do not know their C6 C7 
pronunciation. 
I feel uneasy to sound out words I am not familiar with. C12 C14 
3. Anxiety to I don't feel embarrassed to read aloud an English short story C3 C3 
read that is that contains a few new words in class. 
being heard When I have to read a paragraph with words whose C10 C12 
pronunciation I don't know, I feel embarrassed. 
When I read aloud a passage with some words I have not seen C15 C18 . 
before to other people, I don't feel uneasy. 
4. Usefulness There is no point in learning English phonics. C5 C6 
of phonics Learning English phonics help me arrive at a possible C9 C11 
learning pronunciation of an unfamiliar word. 
Phonics is important in my English learning. C13 C16 
5. Recommend I will encourage people to leam English phonics. C4 C4 
others to I discourage people around me to leam English phonics of they C7 C8 
leam phonics intend to do so. 
I will invite my friends to have phonics lessons with me. C11 C13 
6. English The English language _i_s_ a s^pid language. D7 C5 
language I enjoy having English lessons. D10 C10 
7. English Learning English makes me happy. D8 C15 
learning The English language makes me frustrated. D9 C19 
Table 3.2 Attitude Statements on Phonics Learning 
The first area is about attitudes towards phonics lessons, which aims to see 
whether or not participants will like to attend lessons with a phonics element better if 
they have experienced doing tasks related to phonics. 
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The second area is about attitudes towards reading out words with unfamiliar 
pronunciations. It is assumed that after learning phonics, learners in both groups 
would somehow be more likely to try sounding out a word they are not familiar with, 
but whether or not doing tasks will lead to a higher tendency of such behaviour is 
doubtful. This set of questions aims at exploring this area, and it is a matter of 
willingness to read. 
The third area is about attitudes of learners towards reading aloud print in 
English with unfamiliar words, when other people can hear them reading. Slightly 
different from the second area, this set of statements asks learners about reading at 
the discourse level rather than the word level, with the condition that their reading 
can be heard by the others, and so anxiety may be provoked. 
The fourth area concenrs attitudes towards the usefulness of phonics learning, 
which looks at whether or not learners find phonics learning useful after the course, 
and whether learners from the task-supported group will find it more useful as a 
result of their experience of learning through completing tasks. 
The fifth area is about attitudes towards recommending other people to leam 
phonics. It is assumed that people will share the good news or happy experience with 
friends as a kind of social behaviour (Ormrod, 2005). If learners feel that phonics is 
useful, they may recommend it to their friends. This set of items explores whether 
learners will recommend the others to leam phonics, and whether the reaction of 
learners in the experimental group are different to those in the control group after 
eight lessons of learning. 
The last two areas focus on attitudes towards English and the English 
language in general. The sixth area asks for learners' response on whether learners 
think that the English language is silly language. This may affect their initial attitudes 
of phonics learning at the beginning, or it may be changed either positively or 
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negatively after learning English phonics. 
The last area asks learners whether the participants like their English lessons 
at school. The questions do not ask specifically what they like or dislike about the 
English lessons, or about whether the experiences come from their previous learning 
in primary school(s) or in the school they were attending. It only explores the 
attitudes of English learning that the learners have at two different times - before and . 
after the course - as an indicator for reference in the discussion section. 
3.5.2 Attitudinal Battery on Task-supported Learning 
In the post-test questionnaire for the experimental groups, there are additional 
items asking them whether they aware of the five task elements - context, purpose, 
-TaskEletnfeHts ^ : . m a^yMx.WriiNo. 
1. Context I know there is a context in each lesson. _C2p_ 
Having a context in phonics lessons is useful. C3_5 
The context helps me remember better the sounds taught in the C42 
• lesson. ‘ 
2. Purpose I know the p u ^ o s e of using the sound I have learned in each lesson. C43 
Having a clear purpose in applying the sounds I have leamt is C21 
useful. 
The purpose helps me remember better the sounds taught in the C28 
lesson. 
3. Framework I know I am learning about English language in the lesson. C36 
of Using the language items I've leamt previously and in the lesson is C29 
knowledge useful to phonics learning. 
Using language items I've leamt helps me remember the C22 
sound-letter relationship better. 
4. Process: I know I need to think and do in order to finish the task(s) in the C23 
thinking and lesson. 
doing Thinking and doing in phonics lesson is useful. C3_7_ 
The process of thinking and doing helps me remember better the C30 “ 
sounds leamt. 
5. Product I kiiow I have to finish a task in each lesson. C3_1___ 
Working towards tasks in phonics lessons is useful. C24 
The product helps me recognise better the sound-letter relationship. C38 
Table 3.3 Attitude Statements on Task-supported Phonics Learning 
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framework of knowledge, process of thinking and doing, product. The items also 
intend to explore whether they find these elements useful in their phonics learning 
and whether the elements help them to remember the sounds they have leamt in the 
lessons. The items are shown in Table 3.3. 
3.5.3 Adding Items in the Post-test of the Experimental Group 
In part C of the post-test questionnaire, the experimental group received 24 
more items than the control group. Out of these, fifteen deal with elements of 
task-supported learning, and the other nine deal with their attitudes to their own 
phonics skills. The reason for having additional items on the task-supported side is 
obvious: to see the attitudes of learners towards TSP. The reason for asking the latter 
is to enable a confirmatory factor analysis which will be discussed in section 3.10. 
3.6 The Instrument II: Reading Aloud Test 
3.6.1 Selection of the Texts 
This study was originally designed to explore the effects that TSP hasgs on 
primary four learners. The texts selected for the reading aloud were from the past 
paper reading section of Cambridge's Young Learners English Test {YLE) reading 
section, which is an international English exam for young learners at three different 
levels 一 the Starters, the Movers and the Flyers. Primary four students in Hong Kong 
fit into the Movers ‘ category, so the texts were extracted from this level. 
These texts, however, were replaced after the participants had changed. . 
During the discussion with the panel teacher of the participatory school of the present 
study, two texts from the Cambridge's Key English Test {KET) level and the YLE 
Flyer s level were shown to him to let him know more about the nature of the pre-test. 
These exams, the KET and YLE Flyer, are both at Level A2 of the Council of 
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Europe's Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, and Hong 
Kong primary school leavers should have attained an approximate level and be 
competent in taking these tests. The teacher, however, claimed with confidence that 
the texts were too difficult for their students, as a majority of them cannot even read 
the texts from the textbook they were using at school. In the meetings with him that 
followed, a text that was originally used for the reading aloud pre-test for primary 
four students was shown to him, and he said the text is much more appropriate, even 
though still difficult. 
In light of this, I deliberately selected the texts from the YLE mover's level 
for the reading aloud tests of the present study. 
3.6.2 A Brief Analysis of the Texts 
To make sure the two texts for the reading aloud are compatible, readability 
calculations were conducted using different formulas: Dale-Chall, Spache, and 
Flesch Grade Level. Table 3.4 shows the result of the readability scores, and the 
explanations are followed. 
I S ^ W S ^ ^ ^ l - ^ S m i f e l Pre-test Passage Post-test Passage 
1. Dale-Chall 4.5 4,8 
2. Spache 2.5 2.9 
3. Flesch Grade Level 2.5 2.6 
� � � R a w C o u n f e ^ ： •呼 
a) Words 103 118 
b) Syllables 129 140 
c) Monosyllabic Words 84 97 
d) Difficult Words (D-C) 3 5 
e) Diff icult Words (Spache) 10 14 . 
f) Sentences 12 H 
Table 3.4 Readability scores of the reading aloud passages 
Readability refers to the ease of comprehension of reading materials (Jones, 
1993). It can be measured by different formulas. Table 3.4 shows some of these 
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formulas, but only three are selected for the present study, as they grade the 
readability of narrative texts written for elementary and junior secondary learners. 
The first formula is the Dale-Chall Formula, which is most accurate when used to 
gauge the readability of more advanced texts, i.e., fourth grade and above (Dale & 
Chall, 1948). The formula assesses the difficulty of a passage by first computing two 
different values from the text. The first measure is the average number of words per 
sentence, which is calculated by dividing the total number of words in the passage by 
the total number of sentences in the passage. The second measure used by the 
Dale-Chall is the percent of words in the passage not found on the Dale Word List. 
From the above table, the pre-test passage scored 4.5, and the post-test passage 
scored 4.8. The raw score is obtained by the following formula: 
Dale-Chall Readability Index = (0.0496 * Average Sentence Length) + 
(0.1579 * Percent of Words in Passage Not Found on DaleWord List) + 
3.6365 
According to Dale-Chall Raw Score to Grade Conversion Table (Dale & • 
Chall, 1948), a score of 4.9 or below means the text is suitable for readers of the 
fourth grade or below. The two scores calculated are very close to each other, this 
means their readability levels, according to Dale & Chall’s formula, are similar. 
To ensure the reliability of the result, other formulas are used to check the 
readability as well. The second formula used is Spache, which is a vocabulary-based 
formula widely used in assessing primary through fourth grade materials. This 
formula assesses the difficulty of a passage by first computing two different values 
from the text. The first measure is the average number of words per sentence, which • 
is calculated by dividing the total number of words in the passage by the total 
number of sentences in the passage. The second measure used by the Spache is the 
percent of words in the passage not found on the Spache Revised Word List. The 
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result it produces is the Grade Equivalent Readability Score (Spache, 1953), which is 
obtained by the following formula: 
Spache Readability Index = (0.141 * Average Sentence Length) + (0.086 * 
Percent of Words in Passage Not Found on Spache Revised Word List) + 0.839 
From Table 3.4，the Spache's Grade Equivalent Readability Score of the 
pre-test and post-test are 2.5 and 2.9 respectively. This means they are both suitable 
to readers between Grade two to three, and, similar to the scores obtained from the 
Dale-Chall formula, the post-test is slightly more difficult. 
The third formula is the Flesch Grade Level formula, and its scores are based 
on the average number of syllables per word and words per sentence (METRIC, 
2005). The Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level score rates text based on the U.S. high 
school grade level system (i.e. a score of 7.0 would mean a grader should be able 
to comprehend the text). From Table 3.4, the score for the pre-test and post-test 
passages are 2.5 and 2.6 respectively, which means they are readable for Grade two 
to three readers. This result is similar to that obtained from the Spache's formula. 
Also, from the Raw Counts part in Table 3.4, the post-test passage is slightly 
longer and with more difficult words. To sum up these results, all the evidence 
suggests that the post-task passage is slightly more difficult than the pre-test one, but 
their levels are broadly similar. In fact, the learners have leamt four more months of 
English at school; with this 'history' factor, the slightly-higher-difficult text is 
suitable to be used for the post-test. 
3.7 Pilot Studies 
3.7.1 Pilot Study for the Pre-test Questionnaire 
A pilot study for the pre-test questionnaire was done two months before the 
course commenced. The participants of the pilot were a group of primary school 
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students whose school was not interested in participating in the study. However, their 
English teacher, who was a classmate of the researcher in undergraduate study, 
agreed to help distribute and collect the questionnaire in her English class. However, 
the request of asking the students to do the reading aloud test in the language 
laboratory was refused. 
The aim of this pilot study was to check the internal reliability of the items 
that ask similar things, to see how long students of this age need to finish the 
questionnaire and whether there is any administration difficulty. The results were that 
learners, on average, need to take 20 minutes to finish the questionnaire: some 
learners carefully studied each item, some asked the teacher about the meaning of the 
words, and some simply circled the same number or circled with patterns like ‘one， 
two, three, four, three, two, one, two...' in which the answers form a zig-zag shape 
that appeals to children. 
For the internal reliability, Cronbach's Alpha was used. It was found that the 
correlation of one item related to anxiety was especially low, with r=0.18, and the 
Cronbach's Alpha becomes 0.46 if the item is deleted. It was found that the Chinese 
translation of this item, which almost all students read, contained a word that 
interfered with their understanding. That item reads: 
"I am afraid of pronouncing words I do not know its pronunciation." 
It was the direct translation of the word 'its' with a word usually used in 
formal writing and classical Chinese that make the statement difficult to understand, 
and that is usually learnt in primary six or secondary school. 
Also, there is one item that does not seem fit into the category it should be 
part of. A statement ‘I think other people will find phonics useful' seems not correlate 
with the other two items about the usefulness of phonics. This item was then replaced 
by another statement: "I will invite my friends to have phonics lessons with me" to 
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show that learning phonics is useful to the participants, rather than letting them guess 
the usefulness to other parties. 
With these findings, minor amendments were made in the questionnaire such 
as changing that problematic word into another possessive adjective that is easier to 
understand, and breaking down the complex sentence into compound sentences by 
adding commas and connective words. An additional verbal instruction was given to 
the students in the actual study, telling them to express their immediate feeling when 
giving a response. It was also explained that they did not need to stay on a question 
and think about it for too long, or there would not be adequate time to finish both the 
questionnaire and the reading aloud test. 
3.7.2 Pilot Study for the Post-test Questionnaire (TSL version) 
The post-test for the questionnaire of the experimental group was done in 
early May. The purpose of this was to check the internal reliability of the items 
related to task-supported phonics learning. Due to the difficulty of finding students in 
a real school setting, the pilot study was done in a primary school - the same one as 
in the pre-test pilot study. This time, the researcher acted as a supply teacher there for 
three weeks and was able to teach four phonics lessons using the materials designed 
for the real participants. Due to the time limitations and the constraints of the tight 
curriculum in the school, only four phonics lessons were taught: one lesson on onsets 
/r/ and /I/, one lesson on an introduction to long and short vowels, one lesson on 
syllabication, and one lesson on regular past-tense '-ed' sounds (for the original 
design of the course for the real participants, see section 3.9.1). The selection of these 
four topics in the pilot study was based on the areas to be explored in this study: 
whether TSL can have effects on the accuracy, memory and confidence for the 
learners to guess and sound out the initial consonants, vowels, word ends and the 
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number of syllables in words when they read a short passage. 
For the questionnaire, participants were asked to do the items related to the 
task-supported elements only. There are four items intended to ask about the same 
thing in each of these categories: context, purpose, framework of knowledge, process 
and product. Cronbach's Alpha was used to see the internal reliability, and an item 
from each of these components was deleted when the value on the 'Cronbach's alpha 
if item deleted' column is higher. After deleting the items, the finalised version ‘ 
contains statements shown in Table 3.3. 
3.8 Data Collection: Description 
3.8.1 Pre-test sessions 
The pre-test was done at the beginning of the phonics course near the end of 
January 2005. Participants were invited to the Multi-media Language Centre 
(MMLC) of their school, in which there are computers, microphones and software 
for them to record their voice. There was an introduction to the course for about 5 • 
minutes, stating explicitly the course aims, expectations and class rules. Brindley 
(1984)，in his study of task goals, found that the programmes with goals which were 
explicit and reflected the communicative needs of the learners had greater face 
validity than those that were unstated, implicit, or which did not reflect learners' 
goals. 
The control group did the test first, and these students completed the 
questionnaire before the reading aloud. However, there were some unanticipated 
problems. This group consisted of learners from two different classes, namely IC and ‘ 
ID. The class was supposed to start from 3:15pm, but the learners from ID were 
only allowed to leave their classroom late and thus the whole class need to wait for 
25 minutes until all other learners were there. As the class had to be finished on time 
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(with a maximum of five minutes delay, and the learners know this), there was 
considerable time pressure in the remaining 35 minutes in which the participants 
needed to finish the two different tasks. After finishing and collecting the 
questionnaires, there were only 15 minutes left, and it took time to explain how to 
use the instrument and where they should save their files. Some of them finished 
early, and they yelled for dismissal; some read slowly; some pressed the wrong 
button and did not record their voice properly. These problems, taken together, made • 
the situation worse, and many unwanted voices were recorded. Before they left the 
room, they were instructed to return all the test materials so as not to let the reading 
aloud passage get into the hands of learners from the experimental group. 
When it came to the experimental group, the situation was much better. Most 
learners went to the venue on time, with only two to three arriving late, and by about 
five minutes only. This time, the reading aloud test went first so as to get a better 
sound quality; the questionnaire was done next. The pre-test session was then 
finished on time. • 
This unexpected punctuality problem may slightly affect the results on the 
reading aloud scores of the control group, as some learners wanted to leave at the 
time prescribed regardless of whether they arrived late. 
3.8.2 Post-test sessions 
The post-tests were also done in the MMLC. For the control group, although 
they experienced the pre-test four months earlier and were told that this was a test, 
test takers still put up their hands and asked for the pronunciation of the words they • 
didn't know during the reading aloud. As the post-test was held on Friday for this 
group, learners were very eager to leave the school and enjoy their weekend. Some 
learners who have finished their recording shouted from their seats and asked where 
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they should store the file and by what time they could leave. This, again, also 
affected the voice quality of the recording, as their sounds were recorded while some 
students were still reading the text. For the experimental group, things went on 
smoothly, but because several learners needed to attend a basketball competition 
before the end of the lesson, they requested to leave early and thus did the tests 
quickly. These may, again, slightly affect the results of the tests. 
In both the pre-test and post-test sessions, several unanticipated difficulties . 
described above appeared. A discussion on addressing these problems is provided in 
Chapter Six. 
After describing the test sessions, the following section focuses more on the 
course itself. 
3.9 The Teaching and Learning of the Phonics Classes 
3.9.1 Maintaining the Internal Validity 
The design of the course tried to maximise the internal validity of the present . 
study. A research has internal validity if the result is really due to the independent 
variable, and there are no other plausible alternative answers. There are nine factors 
that may affect the internal validity of a study: history, maturation, testing, 
instrumentation, regression towards the mean, selection, mortality, diffusion or 
imitation of treatment, and compensation rivalry (Hau, 2004). 
The history factor refers to any event takes place during the study that might 
affect its outcome. Before the study, I expected both the control and experimental 
groups to leam the same content throughout the period with the only difference being . 
the learning method, which is the independent variable. However, there might be 
unexpected factors, since the students of the TBL group might have better attitudinal 
scores because the teacher tells them they are trying out new things which make 
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them proud and happy. Therefore, in the present study, I did not tell the students 
whether they were in the control or the experimental group so as to minimize the 
potential of making them excited and likely to please the researcher of the study. 
The maturation effect means that learners may leam more things during the 
period of the study and may therefore show better scores in the post-test. A Solomon 
four-group design was considered to minimize the maturation effect. This has three 
control groups, where the score of a post-test only control group minus a pre-test 
only control group may show the results of the degree of maturation. However, the 
history of these groups and the practicality of asking so many groups to do the test 
are questionable. To address this problem, the growth of reading aloud test scores 
rather than the scores themselves are compared; and the post-test reading aloud 
passage selected was slightly and reasonably more difficult than the pre-test one 
(section 3.6.2). 
The testing effect, however, cannot be avoided in the present study. This 
effect means that test takers may be more familiar with the test format in the post-test 
as they are doing it for the second time. It is hoped that the four-month interval 
between the pre-test and the post-test can eliminate this problem. 
The potential instrumentation problem in the present study is that the 
questionnaire may not be adequate to reflect the true effects that task-supported 
phonics bought to the learners. The study has tried to minimize this by linking the 
attitude statements to the research questions, and conclusions are given based on the 
research questions only rather than a general conclusion on whether TSP is useful or 
not. 
The regression towards the mean (RTM) factor may impede the internal 
validity if the best students did worse and the worst students did better in the 
post-test. To minimize this effect, one way is to exclude participants whose standard 
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deviation scores of the reading aloud pre-test are two units greater or lower than the 
mean. However, the present study still includes these learners in the data set because 
the number of participants is small already, and excluding more learners will create 
serious reliability problems when the sample size is small. When a forced choice has 
to be made between validity due to RTM and reliability due to sample size, the latter 
is preferred. 
The selection effect refers to the results due to assignment to different 
experimental or control groups. In the present study, learners are selected based on 
their parents' decision of voluntary participation and the selection of teachers. The 
pre-test results (see Chapter 4) also show that the learners of the two groups were at 
similar level of achievement at the beginning. These are the ways to limit the 
selection effect. 
The mortality effect did occur in the present study, i.e. the weakest learners 
dropped out from learning (or did not attend the class often). These cases were 
excluded from the analysis, and details are given in Section 3.9.4 below. 
The diffusion or imitation of treatment effect is eliminated in this study by 
collecting learners' worksheets back by the end of each lesson, and the students did 
not know whether they are in the control or the experimental group. However, it 
cannot be controlled if learners from the two groups shared their learning experience 
to each other. 
The compensatory rivalry effect is controlled in the present study. This effect 
simply means one group of participants may work harder when they believe anther 
group is doing better. As the learners did not know which group they had been 
assigned to, nor if they know their own scores in the pre-test, this effect did not cause 
major problems. 
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With the consideration of the above nine factors, attempts were made to 
secure the internal validity of the study. Next, I consider the content of the course. 
3.9.2 Topic Coverage and the Design of the Course 
The topics of the eight-lesson phonics course were decided by the researcher 
and the panel teacher to meet the needs of the learners through an informal needs 
analysis - interview. The school teacher mentioned that commonly confused onsets 
like /r/ and /I/ should be taught. Learners had difficulties in identifying the number of 
syllables and usually omit the final consonants of words. After reviewing the 
literature and considering the needs of the school, a course outline (see Appendix 7) 
was prepared in early January, i.e. three weeks before the course commenced. The 
general sequence of the course was that: initial consonants or onsets came first, 
followed by syllabication and vowels, and the course ends with commonly neglected 
final consonants plus a more difficult lesson on word ends for more advanced 
learners. 
The pedagogical design of the whole course tries to limit the independent 
variable to the task-supported elements only. The teaching content of the two groups 
was therefore exactly the same. However, due to the existence of 'task' and its 
subsequent elements in the experimental group, the worksheets between the two 
groups are slightly different, and this is discussed in the next subsection. 
3.9.3 Designing the Tasks and the Exercises 
For both groups worksheets were used in every lesson. These provide explicit 
learning opportunities for the learners, as it is a good practice to teach phonics by 
making it explicit (section 2.1); materials aimed at explicit learning by contriving 
examples of language which focus on the feature being taught (Tomlinson, 2001). 
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The experimental group's copies contain a contextual statement at the 
beginning of each section so as to provide a context leading to the final task, while 
the control group's copies do not contain such a statement, so each section becomes a 
standalone exercise. The content of the pre-task activities and exercise, however, 
were exactly the same so as to make 'working on task' as the only independent 
variable. Although the experimental group had to do a task in each lesson, they did 
not do more things than the control group, as the task without a context becomes a 
more challenging standalone activating activity in the control group. 
The designs of the exercise or the pre-task activities were adapted from 
various existing phonics learning materials published locally for Hong Kong younger 
learners. As a result, some exercises may seem very easy, but they may be suitable 
for the levels of the learners in which some of whom could not even read and 
understand well in the pre-test passage that was originally written for younger 
learners. The design of the task-contexts for the experimental group, however, were 
attempted to be as age-appropriate as possible. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, most 
such contexts were imaginative ones, because the learners were still too young to see 
the links between real tasks they will do in the future, and it is difficult to derive a 
real world task focusing on phonics only. 
The tasks (and the challenging activities for the control group) which were 
designed are mainly information gap in nature, which stimulated significantly more 
modified interactions than one-way tasks (Long, 1981). Learners need to work in 
pairs and talk to each other in order to finish the tasks. However, due to learners' 
ability and the rationale of using phonics skills, the tasks were designed in the form 
of dialogues on the worksheets that have two different versions — version A and 
version B, so that learners read aloud their own complete dialogues on their version, 
and the listeners need to circle or write down the words they have heard. In such way, 
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the procedure can train learners speaking and listening abilities and let them relate 
the sounds and the print to each other at the same time. 
The above three subsections described the teaching and learning side of the 
course, but not the administration side. The following subsection talks about the 
students' attendance throughout the course and its effect on the present study. 
3.9.4 Students' Attendance 
Since the course only contains eight teaching lessons, if a learner was . 
frequently absent, especially those in the experimental group, the results may not be 
valid according to the history effect (section 3.9.1). Therefore, in the present study, 
when a learner was absent for more than two lessons (early leave or late arrival for 
more than 15 minutes were counted as 0.5 lesson attended), all of his or her data was 
discarded from the data analysis. 
Throughout the course, there were quite a lot of early-leave requests and 
excused absence. For the former case, it is usually because of learners' weekly ball 
game practise for entering the inter-school basketball and table tennis competition, so “ 
several learners left early regularly (mainly from the control group) from the middle 
of the course (from the lesson). There were also cases that the learners were 
absent due to unexpected events like being punished by the school teachers, going to 
the police station, attending drama competitions, going to a camp (and they knew it 
and joined it after two months of the course had commenced) and sick leave. 
After considering these circumstances and counted the attendance, there were 
only 30 (out of 37) students from the experimental group and 32 (out of 40) from the 
control group who were able to fit the criteria for further analysis. 
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3.10 Methods of Data Analysis 
The present study intends to find out whether task-supported learning can 
have effects on learners' pronunciation accuracy, attitudes towards phonics learning, 
and their attempt in arriving at a possible pronunciation. An independent sample test 
is used to see if there are significant differences between the two groups before and 
after the phonics course. With such a small sample size, p<.05 is chosen as the 
approximate criterion for significance. 
In order to compare whether or not there are significant differences in the • 
questionnaires and the reading aloud tests, independent-samples t Test is employed. 
A confirmatory factor analysis using the structural equation model will then be 
conducted to see if the model, M； shown in Figure 3.1 can explain the relationship 
between the latent variables and the observable indicators. Each of these is 
elaborated in Chapter Four. 
The model presented in Figure 3.1 proposes that TSP, the ease of learning 
phonics elements and learners' English experience do affect learners attitudes 
towards phonics learning, their accuracy in reading aloud from prints and their • 
attitudes towards English learning. Thus, the former three components are 
independent variables in the model, while the latter three are dependent variables. 
The model further suggests that there are casual relationships between the dependent 
variables as well: it is hypothesised that learners' attitudes towards phonics learning 
and English learning do affect their accuracy in reading aloud from prints. 
In the model illustrated below, the circles represent the latent variables; the 
rectangular represent the observable indicators; components on the left-hand side are 
the independent variables (IV, labelled as ^ in the diagram) where those on the • 
right-hand side are the dependent variables (DV, labelled as rj in the diagram). It is 
proposed that there are six latent variables in the model, three of them are 
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independent in nature, and the other three are dependent in nature. 
The first IV proposed is one's attitudes towards task-supported learning in 
Hong Kong that would affect the dependent variables, and its observable indicators 
are one's attitudes on the five components of task-supported learning in Hong Kong, 
namely: the context (Xi), the purpose (X2), the framework of knowledge he or she 
needs to use (X3), the process of thinking and doing (X4), and the product (X5). The 
second IV proposed is one 's attitudes towards phonics elements, and their observable 
indicators are one's view on consonants (Xe), vowels (X7) and syllabication (Xg) of 
the English language. The third IV is one's exposure to English, which can be 
|Yi 
Xi 6 ” 1 ^ Lessons 
X2| / ^ N y ^ Try to say 
Purpose k / Hong Kong \ … + H V I Y3 
X3, , / V J Att itudes towards \ j ^.j^ty 
knowledge ^ Task-supported K \ phonics Learning I ' � 
乂 \ / / v 
X5| \ / / Encourage 
Product \ / / 
x ' n / A ； ^ 启 : . 
Consonant、广 \ / \ / \ / /H 彻e's 
Y c . . • \ / / V Accuracy in y y« 
V Ease of Learning V/ / . __^ , „ 
— i J r / ^ Reading Aloud — F,naic 
Vowel <\ Phonics Elements / L y, 
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Use Eng ^ 
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Figure 3.1 A Proposed Model of Task-supported Phonics Learning (Mi) 
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observed through the number of English books one possess at home (X9), frequency 
of using English at home (Xio), and phonics learning experience (Xu). 
It is proposed that these three IVs (as shown on the left-hand side of Fig 3.1) 
would affect the dependent variables (DVs, as shown on the right-hand side of Fig 
3.1). The first DV is the reading aloud from print performance, which can be 
observed from the number of correctly pronounced consonants (Yi), vowels (Y2) and 
syllables (Y3). The second DV is one's attitudes towards phonics learning, which can 
be observed through one's attitudes towards phonics lessons (Y4), attempts to sound 
out unfamiliar words (Y5), anxiety in reading out words when the others can hear 
(Yg), attitudes on the usefulness of phonics (Yy), and attitudes on encouraging people 
to leam phonics (Yg). The third DV is attitudes towards English language and its 
learning in general, which can be observed through learners' attitudes towards the 
English language (Y9) and towards their English learning (Yio). 
The straight-line arrows in the model imply casual relationships while the 
curved arrows suggest correlated relationships. 
A confirmatory factor analysis using the Structural Equation Model (SEM) 
will be done to see if the model can reflect TSP in the present study. Details of the 
operation will be discussed in the next chapter. 
3.11 Chapter Summary 
This chapter states the three research questions of the present study as well as 
the null hypotheses to be tested. Next, the settings of the study are described, which 
includes the reasons of changing from the intended setting to the implemented 
settings, the period of the study, and the characteristics of the participants. The 
chapter carries on describing the instruments - reading aloud tests and 
questionnaires - used to measure the reading aloud accuracy and attitudes towards 
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phonics learning before and after the phonics course, together with the internal 
reliability and the internal validity of these instruments and the study itself 
respectively. After describing the teaching, learning and the administration of the 
phonics course, a TSP model is proposed at the end of this chapter. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
4 DATA ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter reports the results obtained from the reading aloud tests and the 
questionnaires. The data analysis tries to answer the three research questions set in 
Section 3.2, which aim at exploring if there are any effects performance and attitudes 
due to the instructional effect. As these are non-directional questions, two-tail t tests 
are conducted to see if there are significant positive or negative changes on learners' 
performance and attitudes after the experiment, and the p-value is set at .05 level. 
That is, in order to reject the null hypotheses stated, the critical region for rejecting 
them should lie in both tails of the probability distribution, and the mark-off point at 
each tail is a/2 = .025.. 
Before going into the details of the results, the criteria for excluding some of 
the data from the data set are discussed. This is followed by a comparison of the 
performances of the reading aloud tests before and after the experiment between the 
control and the experimental groups. An examination on the attitudes towards 
phonics learning, the English language and English is then conducted. 
4.2 Criteria for Excluding Data from my Analysis 
The present study mainly contains quantitative data which is composed of the 
pronunciation scores from the reading aloud tests and the attitude scores from the 
questionnaires. The study also contains some qualitative data, such as asking learners 
to write adjectives expressing their feelings towards phonics learning, as well as their 
recommendations for changes in phonics teaching and learning methods. In both 
situations, there were cases that cannot be used for the analysis and discussion. 
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The first criterion to exclude the use of data is the rate of attendance of a • 
student. As mentioned in section 3.9.4，some learners were regularly absent or left 
early throughout the phonics course for different reasons. For both the control and 
the experimental groups, when a learner did not attend the phonics classes long 
enough, their post-test reading aloud scores may not be valid, as the test cannot 
reflect whether the learner has leamt adequate phonics skills when compared with 
the other learners. In addition, the test scores are not representative enough to reflect 
whether their scores were due to the effect of difference in instructional methods. 
Therefore, whenever a student had been absent for more than two lessons, his or her • 
data was removed from the data set. 
The second criterion deals with the qualitative data. It was found that in the 
open-ended question in Part B of the questionnaire (Appendix 9)，some learners gave 
answers that contradicted or were totally unrelated to the questions. For example, in 
question Bl, participants were asked to write down words on how they feel about 
learning phonics at school, and some students gave the following answers: 
(Student 1332) 'No feel' 
(Student 1333) 'happy a bit unhappy' 
(Student 1116) 'happy and boring' 
Question B2 invites learners to say two things they like and two things they 
do not like about learning phonics at school, and some learners answered: 
(Student 1403) Like: speaking & writing; Dislike: Listening & reading 
(Student 1403) Like: vocab & writing; Dislike: phonics & reading [but 
the student in Question B1 claimed that learning phonics is happy] 
(Student 1440) Dislike: Read words I don't know [but in Question B3, 
the student would like to improve phonics teaching by 'teaching words 
the students don't know] 
(Student 1130) Dislike: Need to do homework [but there was no 
homework throughout the course] . 
(Student 1239) Like: happy; Dislike: unhappy 
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In these cases, the answers are not used for the discussion as the . 
contradictious responses are meaningless for us to know more about the learners' 
feelings. 
4.3 Results from the Reading Aloud Tests 
The first research question asks if task-supported phonics (TSP) has effects 
on learners' pronunciation accuracy in reading aloud a short passage. When scoring 
the audio recordings, a word is marked based on five categories, namely initial 
consonants, vowels, final consonants, number of syllables, and omission. If all the . 
components are acceptable and, of course, the word has not been omitted, that word 
scored one point for being read correctly. This marking framework was modified 
from Tinker Sachs & Leung's (2001) study on phonological awareness in beginning 
EFL primary pupils, and incorporated the count of omission from Tinker Sachs & 
Mahon's (1997) study which also contained a reading aloud test. In order to mark the 
reading aloud tests, checklists were used for both pre-test and post-test to see the 
test-takers' performance in these five categories. Here is an example: 
Initial consonant " ^ ^ j f r M f e - Final consonants No. of syllables ； S t ^ S ^ ^ . 
Figure 4.1 The marking criteria 
0=i A 'tick' showing the word 
is acceptably pronounced 
X.I � , 
1 l - i 1 1 
Figure 4.2 A sample checklist showing how to mark a correct word 
Figure 4.1 shows the marking criteria to mark a word, and Figure 4.2 shows a 
sample of how to mark word that is pronounced acceptably using the word 
'beautiful' as an example. If the word 'beautiful' is pronounced acceptably by a 
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student, that is: (i) it begins with the onset /b/; ( i i)紐 the v o w e l s ,輕 and /必/ and 
/谬/ can be heard; (iii) it ends with the IV sound; (iv) it has three syllables; and (v) the 
word is read out. Each component then scores a mark, and thus one mark is given in • 
the first four boxes in Figure 4.2, according to the criteria and the corresponding 
boxes shown in Figure 4.1. The fifth column labelled 'omission', however, is marked 
as '0' to indicate there is no omission for this word. Also, if all the first four 
components scored marks, one point is then given to the whole word in a separate 
column in the SPSS, and the word is labelled by a tick sign to indicate the word is 
acceptably pronounced. 
There are, however, many words themselves that may not contain all the 
components of pronunciation. The word 'and', for example, does not contain an • 
initial consonant. In this case, if a learner read it as provided that the word 
preceding this word does not end with the /I/ sound, the initial component part scores 
no mark because a sound has been inserted; the vowel scores one point; but the score 
for the final consonant depends on the word that follow. If the word that follows 
begins with a vowel (e.g. and Qpen), and the /d/ sound is not clearly pronounced or 
the word is pronounced without the /d/ sound, it scores zero; but if the word that 
follows is a word like ‘do’ or 'take', the elimination of the /d/ sound seems 
acceptable. To give the test takers the benefit of the doubt, the final consonant . 
component in the latter case scores one point. The total number of the onset scores, 
the vowel scores, the final consonant scores, the number of syllable scores and the 
number of omission cases were then entered into the SPSS for further analysis. 
The word acceptably is used because there are various sound systems in the 
English language, and the sound at the end of a word may not be clearly heard when 
one reads a text with connected speech at the discourse level (Roach, 2000). When 
the pronunciation of a word fulfils the marking criteria, one point is scored in that 
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component. 
After accounting briefly for the way that marks are given to the reading aloud 
tests, the following subsections outline the results of the present study. 
4.3.1 Accuracy of the Onsets • 
In the pre-test, the mean score of the control group was 44.88 (SD = 21.127)， 
while the mean score of the experimental group was slightly lower, at 42.67 (SD = 
23.99). Based on an independent sample test, the difference is not significant, t(60) 
=.385, p = .701 (2-tailed). In the post test, the control group scored 45.06 (SD = 
24.50), and the experimental group scored 57.50 (SD = 23.90). This time, the 
difference is significant, t{59)= -2.0, p = .049 (2-tailed). 
Group Statistics (Onsets) 
Std. Error • 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 44.88 21.118 3.733 
Experimental 30 42.67 23.988 4.380 
Post-test Control 32 45.06 23.885 4.222 
Experimental 30 57.50 23.559 4.301 
Table 4.1a Mean score and SD of onset accuracy 
independent Samples Test (Onsets) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
o. f 95% Confidence ‘ _ir Sig. Mean Std. Error , ‘ , t df , ° , Interval of the (2-tailed) Difference Difference 〜 过 Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal • 
(onset) variances .385 60 .701 2.208 5.731 -9.255 13.672 
assumed —_ —_—. …一 — —.、. 
Equal 
variances not .384 57.872 .703 2.208 5.755 -9.312 13.728 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(onset) variances -2.006 59 .049 -12.435 6.199 -24.841 -.030 
assumed — 
Equal 
variances not -2.007 58.996 .049 -12.435 6.197 -24.835 -.036 
assumed 
Table 4.1b Independent sample test of onset accuracy 
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PiB-test Pbst-test 
Figure 4.3 Line chart showing the difference in onset mean scores 
4.3.2 Accuracy of the Vowels 
Considering the accuracy of vowels in the reading aloud tests, although 
improvements are shown after the treatment in both groups, the difference in growth 
is not statistically significant. In the pre-test, the mean score of the control group was 
45.06 (SD = 23.11), while the mean score of the experimental group was higher, at 
47.20 (SD = 22.55). An independent sample test shows that the difference is not 
significant, t(60) = -.368，；？ = .714 (2-tailed). In the post test, the control group scored 
48.84 (SD = 21.356), and the experimental group scored 48.97 (SD = 23.67), and 
there is no significant difference, as t(59)= -.022，p 二 .982 (2-tailed). Interestingly, 
the growth in mean score among the control group is greater than that among the 
experimental group. 
Group Statistics (Vowels) 
Std. Error 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 45.06 23.111 4.086 
Experimental 30 47.20 22.549 4.117 
Post-test Control 31 48.84 21.356 3.836 
Experimental 30 48.97 23.666 4.321 
Table 4.2a Mean score and SD of vowel accuracy 
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Independent Samples Test (Vowels) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
〜 I " 95% Confidence . .f Sig. Mean Std. Error , . , t df , ^ _ . „ Interval of the (2-tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal 
(Vowel) variances -.368 60 .714 -2.138 5.805 -13.749 9.474 
assumed __ 
Equal 
variances not -.369 59.899 .714 -2.138 5.800 -13.740 9.465 • 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(Vowel) variances -.022 59 .982 -.128 5.768 -11.669 11.414 
assumed — _ 
Equal 
variances not -.022 57.936 .982 -.128 5.778 -11.694 11.438 
assumed 
Table 4.2b Independent sample test of vowel accuracy 
4.3.3 Accuracy of the Final Consonants 
When compared the mean scores on the accuracy of final consonants 
pronounced, the experimental group improves more than the control group, yet the 
difference in the post-test is still not statistically significant. In the pre-test, the mean 
score of the control group was 42.28 (SD = 20.83), while the mean score of the 
experimental group was slightly higher, at 43.40 (SD = 22.01). An independent 
sample test shows that the difference is not significant, ^(60) = -.206, p = .838 
(2-tailed). In the post test, the control group scored 43.10 (SD = 21.0), and the 
experimental group scored higher, at 47.67 (SD = 21.59), and the improvement of the 
experimental group is greater than the control group. However there is no significant 
difference, a s � 5 9 ) = -.838，p = .406 (2-tailed). 
Group Statistics (Final Consonants) 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 42.28 20.827 3.682 
Experimental 30 43.40 22.010 4.019 
Post-test Control 31 43.10 21.002 3.772 
Experimental 30 47.67 21.594 3.942 
Table 4.3a Mean score and SD of final consonant accuracy 
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Independent Samples Test (Final Consonants) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
o. , , . ^ 95% Confidence . Sig. Mean Std. Error , ‘ , , . . t df , ^ Interval of the (2-tailed) Difference Difference ‘ Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal 
(F.C.) variances -.206 60 .838 -1.119 5.440 -12.001 9.763 
assumed — — _ — 一 
Equal . 
variances not -.205 59.138 .838 -1.119 5.450 -12.024 9.786 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(F.C.) variances -.838 59 .405 -4.570 5.454 -15.483 6.343 
assumed — __ 
Equal 
variances not -.838 58.780 .406 -4.570 5.456 -15.489 6.349 
assumed 
Table 4.3b Independent sample test of final consonant accuracy 
4.3.4 Number of Syllables 
For the number of syllables that are read correctly, regardless of whether the 
pronunciation is correct or not，the mean score of the control group in the pre-test 
was 42.81 (SD = 21.28), while the mean score of the experimental group was slightly 
lower, at 41.17 (SD = 22.22). An independent sample test shows that the difference is 
not significant at this initial stage, w i t h � 6 0 ) = .298 and p = .767 (2-tailed). In the 
post test, the control group scored 47.00 (SD = 20.91)，and the experimental group 
scored higher, at 47.97 (SD = 23.43). The improvement of the experimental group is 
greater than the control group, too; but once more, no significant difference was 
found as t{59)= -.170，p = .865 (2-tailed). 
Group Statistics (No. of syllables) 
Std. Error 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 42.81 21.276 3.761 
Experimental 30 41.17 22.218 4.057 
Post-test Control 31 47.00 20.905 3.755 
Experimental 30 47.97 23.432 4.278 
Table 4.4a Mean score and SD of no. of syllables. 
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Independent Samples Test (No. of syllables) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
o. , , _ . r- 95% Confidence . Sig. Mean Std. Error , ‘ , t df , ^ Interval of the (2-tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal 
(Syll.) variances .298 60 .767 1.646 5.524 -9.404 12.695 
assumed — — — 
Equal 
variances not .298 59.297 .767 1.646 5.532 -9.422 12.714 • 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(Syll.) variances -.170 59 .865 -.967 5.681 -12.335 10.401 
assumed —— — 
Equal 
variances not -.170 57.756 .866 -.967 5.692 -12.361 10.428 
assumed 
Table 4.4b Independent sample test of no. of syllables 
4.3.5 Omissions 
Table 4.5 shows that the mean score of number of omissions in the reading 
aloud pre-test among the control group 47.31 (SD 二 23.22), while the mean score of . 
the experimental group is lower, at 44.70 (SD = 24.94). That is, the experimental 
group tends to omit less word at the beginning. The independent sample test 
conducted shows that this difference is not significant, t{60) = .427, p = .671 
(2-tailed). In the post test, the control group scores 36.68 (SD = 24.49), and the 
experimental group scored lower, at 35.70 (SD = 23.43)，which means the 
improvement of the experimental group is less than the control group. Logically, this 
case has shown no significant difference between the two groups, with /(59)= .161，p 
二 .873 (2-tailed). Therefore, the third null hypothesis on no significant difference in . 
the attempts in arriving at a possible pronunciation between the two groups cannot be 
rejected. 
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Group Statistics (No. of omissions) 
Std. Error 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 47.31 23.222 4.105 
Experimental 30 44.70 24.940 4.553 
Post-test Control 31 36.68 24.491 4.399 
Experimental 30 35.70 22.881 4.177 
Table 4.5 a Mean score and SD of no. of omissions. • 
Independent Samples Test (No. of omissions) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
r “ I 〜 r 95% Confidence 
, 」r Sig. Mean Std. Error , , , , . . 
t df ‘”丄 r^ .xr Interval of the 
(2-tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal 
(Syll.) variances .427 60 .671 2.612 6.116 -9.622 14.847 
assumed 一— — — — __ 
Equal 
variances not .426 58.899 .672 2.612 6.131 -9.655 14.880 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(Syll.) variances .161 59 .873 .977 6.073 -11.175 13.130 
assumed^ — — — 一 — __ • 
Equal 
variances not .161 58.929 .873 .977 6.066 -11.162 13.116 
assumed 
Table 4.5 b Independent sample test of no. of omissions 
4.3.6 Summary of the Reading Aloud Results 
From the above analyses, both groups show improvement in all the 
components after the course, and it is believed that the improvement is due to the 
history effect, i.e. the students have leamt something useful contributing to a better 
test results. The focus of the above comparisons is to see if there is any significant 
difference in the change in score in each category. In the findings, only the 'onset 
accuracy' mean scores show that the experimental group made a significantly greater 
improvement after the phonics course when using the two-tailed t-test. For the others, 
although the experimental group scored slightly higher in each component, there is 
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no significant difference. In the vowel component, the control group in fact shows 
greater improvement in the post-test than the experimental group, regardless of the 
fact that the experimental group has a higher mean score. 
When considering the total number of words correctly read, again, there is no 
significant difference between the scores of the two groups. However, the overall 
improvement of the experimental group is better than that of the control group. 
Group Statistics (Total) 
Std. Error 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 31.09 18.969 3.353 
Experimental 30 30.27 19.497 3.560 
Post-test Control 31 34.94 19.100 3.430 
Experimental 30 36.40 20.726 3.784 
Table 4.6a Mean score and SD of accurately read words 
Independent Samples Test (Total) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
I 9 5 % Confidence 
t df Sig. Mean Std. Error 丨^ rva l of the 
, (2 - ta i led ) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal 
(Total.) variances .169 60 .866 .827 4.886 -8.946 10.600 
assumed 
Equal 
variances not .169 59.485 .866 .827 4.890 -8.957 10.611 
assumed 
Post-test Equal 
(Total.) variances -.287 59 .775 -1.465 5.101 -11.671 8.742 
assumed „ „ — 
Equal 
variances not -.287 58.233 .775 -1.465 5.107 -11.687 8.758 
assumed 
Table 4.6b Independent sample test of accurately read words 
Because of these results, the first null hypothesis, i.e. yWei - 0, cannot be 
rejected. 
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4.4 Quantitative Results from the Questionnaires 
The attitude items of the questionnaire were designed as Likert's four-step 
scales. The lowest score of each item is 1 and the highest score is 4. As a preliminary 
stage, all negatively keyed items were revised, so that all items had positive keying. 
Hence, the higher the score, the better the attitudes a group towards the attitude 
variables. . 
4.4.1 Attitudes towards Phonics Learning 
Before the course commenced, the participants' attitudes towards phonics 
learning were similar between the two groups, as shown in Tables 4.7a and 4.7b. No 
differences between the groups were significant. 
Group Statistics (Pre-test - Att i tudes on Phonics Learning) 
Observable “ “ " " “ " ！ " " “ "T Std. Error 
Indicators Group N Mean Std. Dev.afon ^ean 
Phonics lessons Control ^ 2.48889 .485288 .088601 
Experimental 27 2.50617 .396247 .076258 
Try to read Control 32 2.0521 .43262 .07648 . 
unfamiliar wd Experimental ^ 2.0444 .52328 .09554 
Anxiety to read Control 3.1667 .46374 .08198 
aloud Experimental ^ 3.1556 .46923 .08567 
Is phonics useful? Control 32 3.0000 .64480 .11399 
Experimental ^ 3.0222 .77278 .14109 
Encourage o t h e r s C o n t r o l 32 2.1667 .42333 .07484 
to learn Experimental 30 2.1778 .42646 .07786 
Table 4.7a Mean score and SD of attitudes towards phonics learning (pre-test) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
(P re - tes t ) Sig. Mean Std. Error 
t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference [^iffJence 
Lower Upper 
1) Phonics Equal 
lessons variances -.146 55 .884 -.017284 .118158 -.254079 .219511 
assumed 
Equal . 
variances not -.148 54.513 .883 -.017284 .116899 -.251602 .217034 
assumed 
2) Try to Equal 
read variances .063 60 .950 .00764 .12162 - .23565 .25092 
unfamiliar assumed 一 
words Equal 
variances not .062 56.407 .950 .00764 .12238 -.23747 .25275 
assumed 
3) Anxiety Equal 
to read variances .094 60 .926 .01111 _ .11853 ：.22598 .24820 
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when assumed 一 
bring Equal —.—.... — . " 
heard variances not .094 59.643 .926 .01111 .11857 -.22610 .24832 
assumed 
4) Phonics Equal 
is useful variances -.123 60 .902 -.02222 .18032 -.38291 .33847 
assumed — 一 一 _ — 
Equal ——.....— -— 
variances not -.123 56.639 .903 -.02222 .18138 -.38548 .34104 
assumed 
~5) Equal 
Encourage variances -.103 60 .918 -.01111 .10797 -.22708 .20486 
others to assumed 
leam Equal 
phonics variances not -.103 59.682 .918 -.01111 .10799 -.22715 .20493 
assumed 
Table 4.7b Independent sample test of attitudes towards phonics learning (Pre-test) 
As shown in Table 4.6b, the differences in attitudes towards phonics between 
the two groups were not significant before the experiment. The situation, however, 
was different, in the post-test, as shown in Table 4.8a and 4.8b. 
In the post-test, three observable indicators of attitudes towards phonics 
learning have shown a significant increase between the two groups, and the change 
in direction was reflected by the mean scores. These are: 1) learners' attitudes 
towards phonics lessons; 2) learners' attempts to read out unfamiliar words; and 3) 
learners' anxiety in reading out texts when other people can hear them. It is also 
worth noting that for the 'anxiety' indicator, after the manipulation (i.e. reversing the 
key) made during the data inputting process, higher score means less anxiety and 
greater attitudes towards learning, as stated at the beginning of section 4.4. 
G r o u p Stat is t ics (Post- test - A t t i t udes on Phon ics Learn ing) 
Observable ^ " � ^ ^ . Std. Error 
_ .. , Group N Mean Std. Deviation . . 
Indicators Mean 
Phonics l e s sons Control 3 0 2 . 4 4 4 4 . 44060 . 0 8 0 4 4 
Experimental 29 2.7586 .37688 .06998 
Try to read Control ^ 2 .3441 . 47519 . 0 8 5 3 5 
unfamil iar w d Experimental ^ 2 . 7 3 3 3 .52814 . 0 9 6 4 2 . 
A n x i e t y to read Control 31 2 . 7 2 0 4 . 38583 .06930 
aloud Experimental ^ 2.4889 .44406 .08107 
Is phonics u s e f u l ? C o n t r o l 3 0 3 . 0 3 3 3 . 45780 . 08358 
Experimental ^ 3.0333 .44074 .08047 
Encourage o t h e r s C o n t r o l 31 2 .3011 .50446 . 09060 
to learn Experimental 29 2.5287 .46732 .08678 
Table 4.8a Mean score and SD of attitudes towards phonics learning (post-test) 
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t-test for Equality of Means 
(Pos t - t es t ) , , 。 i 」 9 5 % Confidence 
t Hf Sig. Mean Std. Error • ‘ _ “ “ 
I at . ., 〜 过 Interval of the 
(2-tailed) Difference Difference 〜过 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
1) Phonics Equal r r � I 
lessons variances -2.939 57 ‘ .005? -.31418 .10691 - .52826 - .10009 
assumed 
Equal 。..、.. 
variances not -2.947 56.180 I海、、‘ .005: - .31418 .10662 - .52775 - .10060 
： 一 . j 
2) Try to Equal “ -
read variances -3.028 59 , ,004’ - .38925 .12854 - .64646 - .13203 unfamiliar …assumed — 二…二 一 — — unamiiar 巨 qual “ 1 — — —“‘—一 —.'.一— 
words variances not -3.023 57.891 .004 -.38925 .12877 - .64702 - .13148 
assumed 一 . 一、. 
3) Anxiety Equal “ / 
to read variances 2 .176 59 .� . .034 .23154 .10641 .01862 .44446 
whej^  assumed /:..... 巧 • 
Equal 
bnng variances not 2.171 57.292 .034: .23154 .10665 .01799 .44509 
heard assumed • ； ' 
4) Phonics Equal 
is useful variances .000 58 1.000 .00000 .11602 - .23224 .23224 
assumed 
__., — ....... — ..•.-.,••,. —.•〜•—-»•. — - -W • — 
Equal 
variances not .000 57.917 1.000 .00000 .11602 -.23225 .23225 
assumed 
5) Equal 
Encourage variances -1.810 58 .075 -.22766 .12578 - .47944 .02412 
other to as sumed ___ 
0 ers o Equal 一” 
leam variances not -1.815 57.996 .075 -.22766 .12546 - .47879 .02347 
phonics assumed 
Table 4.8b Independent sample test of attitudes towards phonics learning (Post-test) 
Consider the second null hypothesis again: "There is no significant difference 
in changes in attitude scores towards phonics learning between the control (i/ca) and 
the experimental group (//ea) after the latter has had task-supported learning 
experience (wea - Mca = 0)". If we compare the average of the above means in the 
pre-test and post-test between the two groups, the following results are obtained: 
Group Statistics (Attitudes towards Phonics Learning) 
_ ^^, . Std. Error 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation . • 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 30 2.5756 .25520 .04659 
Experimental 27 2.6000 .23242 .04473 
Post-test Control 29 2.7103 .23318 .04330 • 
Experimental 29 2.8046 .22882 .04249 
Table 4,9a Mean score and SD of Attitudes towards Phonics Learning 
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‘ » 
Independent Samples Test (T Attitudes towards Phonics Learning) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
Sig. Mean Std. Error Confidence 
t df (2-tailed) Difference Difference m^J^^al of the 
‘ Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal variances 
(Phon.) assumed --377 55 .708 -.02444 .06491 -.15453 .10564 
Equal variances 
not assumed --378 54.990 .707 -.02444 .06459 -.15388 .10499 
Post-test Equal variances 
(Phon.) assumed -1-554 56 .126 -.09425 .06067 -.21578 .02728 
Equal variances 
not assumed -1-554 55.980 .126 -.09425 .06067 -.21578 .02728 
Table 4.9b Independent sample test of Attitudes towards Phonics Learning 
From Table 4.9b, there is no significant difference between the two groups on 
learners' attitudes towards phonics learning, but the increase is moving towards 
significant. In this case，"；Wea - y"ca= 0" cannot be rejected. 
4.4.2 Attitudes towards English and English Learning 
Table 4.10 shows the results of learners' attitudes towards the English 
language, and Table 4.11 to English learning. 
Group Statistics (Attitudes towards the English Language) 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation [「「。「 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 2.3281 .70264 .12421 
Experimental 30 2.2500 .45010 .08218 . 
Post-test Control 31 2.1129 .78219 .14049 
Experimental 30 2.1833 .59427 .10850 
Table 4.10a Mean score and SD of Attitudes towards the English Language 
Independent Samples Test (English Language) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
r “ 95% Confidence 
t df Sig. Mean Error interval of the 
(2-tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
« = r c e s .517 60 .607 .07813 .15099 -.22390 .38015 
.V—s^,—^•、, .w-. —.,〜、、-、、、.•. N^—、.、,.  - —.…» - V 、—— - A •‘、V~、. 
n o T a l ' u m e r .525 53.185 .602 .07813 .14893 -22057 .37682 
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Post-test Equal variances 
(Phon.) assumed --395 59 .694 -.07043 .17830 -.42721 .28635 
Equal variances 
not assumed -.397 55.891 .693 -.07043 .17751 -.42603 .28517 
Table 4.1 Ob Independent sample test of Attitudes towards the English Language . 
Group Statistics (Attitudes towards the English Learning) 
Group N Mean Std. Deviation Std Error 
Mean 
Pre-test Control 32 2.5469 .72244 .12771 
Experimental 30 2.5000 .65653 .11987 
Post-test Control 31 2.5161 .81121 .14570 
Experimental 30 2.6833 .79311 .14480 
Table 4.11a Mean score and SD of Attitudes towards English Learning 
Independent Samples Test (English learning) 
t-test for Equality of Means 
I Z 7 T 95% Confidence . 
f M Sig. Mean StcL Error i „ 令 ^ f t df /o 1 ” � � � r ^ u Interval of the (2-tailed) Difference Difference Difference 
Lower Upper 
Pre-test Equal variances „ 
(Phon.) assumed .267 60 .791 .04688 .17570 -30458 .39833 
...„„ Ml.,—,. >.,. ...V - V—-A. 一 - — — 
= = 广 . 2 6 8 59.946 _ . 7 9 0 .04688 .17515 -30349 -39724 
口 t R a n e e s 別彳丨 ^^  | • -.15720 肩 j 
= = e s ,.814 58.993 ^^^^.419 -16720 -20541 -57824 .24383 
Table 4. lib Independent sample test of Attitudes towards English Learning 
Both tables show that the differences between the two groups are not 
significant. However, Table 4.11a shows that the control group has a slightly less . 
favourable attitude towards English learning after the course, while the experimental 
group shows an improved attitude. 
4.4.3 Summary of the Questionnaire Results 
The results from the questionnaire show that the two groups have no 
significant differences in attitudes towards phonics learning, towards English 
language and towards phonics learning. However, within the 'phonics learning 
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attitude', the TSL group shows significant positive results that they like phonics 
lessons more, they would like to try reading words they are not familiar with, and 
they are less afraid in reading aloud passages with a few difficult words and when 
other people can hear them. Yet, the course did not make TSL group show a stronger 
attitude that phonics is useful. Both groups have an increasing tendency of 
encouraging other people to leam phonics, but the difference is not significant. 
After reporting the comparative of means results in the above sections, in the 
following, the results using confirmatory factor analysis will be outlined. 
4.5 Qualitative Results from the Questionnaires 
In addition to quantitative data about learners' attitudes towards phonics 
learning described above, this subsection deals with the qualitative data collected 
from the open-ended questions of the questionnaire. 
These open-ended questions ask learners about their feeling towards phonics 
class or phonics learning in general at the time they filled in the questionnaires. They 
also ask learners anything they like and dislike in their phonics learning experience, 
as well as their suggestions to improve a phonics course if they can take the decision. 
4.5.1 Learners' Feelings towards Phonics Learning 
How did the learners feel about the phonics class in general? Here are the 
responses from their post-test questionnaire: 
(Student 1419) Very difficult 
(Student 1425) Very difficult 
(Student 1426) very complicated 
(Student 1102) Difficult 
(Student 1103) Useful 
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It seems that some participants, who are learning the phonics syllabus that 
elementary learners nowadays have leamt, think that the eight lessons are difficult. 
However, the learners did not stay clearly whether it is the English sound system 
itself difficult, whether the mismatch between the letter names and the letter sounds 
are difficult, or the tasks and exercises within the course are difficult. 
4.5.2 Things Students Like about the Phonics Course 
What, then, did the groups of learners really like or dislike about phonics 
learning? Question B2 of the questionnaire attempts to explore that, and here are the 
responses, and those answers that were found irrelevant and contradicting themselves 
were excluded from here，using the criteria described in Section 4.2. 
Things that students like: 
(Student 1439); Read & listen 
(Student 1103); Listening, phonics 
(Student 1109); Conversation 
(Student 1113); Conversation 
(Student 1116); (I) can read out words I don't know 
(Student 1123); leamt new vocabulary 
(Student 1206); Conversation 
(Student 1209); Leam to read words 
(Student 1211); No homework 
(Student 1214); (I) can leam phonics 
(Student 1223); have worksheets 
In sum, students who have opted to write things in this column tends to like 
the conversation component and try to use the skills leamt to sound out words, with a 
few of them like to have handouts and no after-school work. There is, however, no 
one express that they like the course because of the tasks they were asked to do, or 
the context that were integrated into their learning among the students in the 
experimental group. 
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4.5.3 Things Students Don't Like about the Phonics Course 
The following data are things that the participants do not like about the 
phonics course: 
(Student 1405) After school hours is unwanted 
(Student 1437) After school hours 
(Student 1439) Read aloud a passage 
(Student 1103) speaking 
(Student 1109) doing worksheets 
(Student 1113) doing worksheets 
(Student 1116) boring 
(Student 1118) listening and speaking 
(Student 1206) need to attend lessons 
(Student 1207) worksheets, answering questions 
(Student 1209) no break 
(Student 1211) the lessons are too long 
(Student 1214) have to leam 
(Student 1223) too difficult 
(Student 1223) need to speak 
From the list, it seems that some learners some learners do not like to involve 
in the process of learning like doing worksheet, speaking or reading aloud in the 
class, while some thinks that staying after school for learning is unwanted. 
4.5.4 Students’ Ideas of Amending the Course 
The questionnaire also asked what changes would they make about the 
course if students had the power to design a phonics class. Here are the 
responses: 
(Student 1332) Use Chinese to teach. 
(Student 1406) Teach more English words 
(Student 1426) Make English phonics less complicated 
(Student 1437) Will not make it an after-school lesson 
(Student 1106) Use phonics software to teach 
(Student 1113) Add more games 
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(Student 1114) Do not need to speak English 
(Student 1125) Stop using worksheets 
(Student 1132) Use computer in my teaching 
(Student 1206) Reduce the number of letters 
(Student 1232) Use Chinese to teach 
(Student 1238) Use computer to teach 
Besides particular learners' preference of not using English in an English 
phonics lesson, some learners want to change the teaching aids like stop using 
worksheets and have computer-assisted language learning, and some said they want 
to make phonics or the English spelling system less complicated. This shows that 
students do think English is complicated, and in the questionnaire items about their 
attitudes towards the English language did not improve significantly after taking the 
phonics course for a school term. 
The implications of these will be discussed in the next chapter. 
4.6 Results from Confirmatory Factor Analysis using SEM 
In Section 3.10，a model was proposed to explore the relationships between 
factors in task-supported phonics learning. This section reports the results obtained 
when using structural equation model (SEM) to analyse the goodness of fit of the 
model with the data obtained in the study. 
In SEM, whether a model is a good one usually depends on the degree of 
freedom (df), the minimum fit function chi-square (x^ )，the Root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA), the non-normed fit index (NNFI) and the comparative fit 
index (CFI). It is generally agreed that a good and simple model usually have a 
greater df, smaller ？, with an RMSEA less than 0.08，and with the NNFI and CFI 
greater than 0.9 (Hau, Wen & Cheng，2004). 
The analysis is done in LISIEL 8.7, an analysis package used to analyse SEM. 
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The results show that the df of the model is 220, with ^ = 434.733. The RMSEA is 
0.128，the NNFI is 0.661 and the CFI is 0.705. In sum, the model proposed is not 
good enough to reflect the relationships among the data collected from the 
participants. 
4.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter analysed the quantitative data collected from the reading aloud 
tests and the questionnaire. It was found that the TSL group showed significant 
difference, and all of them are improvements, over the control groups in terms of 
their accuracy of onsets in the reading aloud tests, their attitudes towards phonics 
lessons, attempts to read unfamiliar words, and anxiety to read aloud a passage. 
Although the means of the TSL group are generally higher than the control group in 
various aspects, the data set is still insufficient to reject the three hypotheses stated 
before. A confirmatory factor analysis using the structural equation model was used 
to see the goodness of fit statistics of the data collected to the model proposed in 
Section 3.8. Although the degree of freedom is large, the other components do not 
support the model is a good one that reflects the relationships of the data. 
However, one cannot say that TSL is ineffective, as there are significant 
differences in some of the observable indicators, and other factors which will be 





This chapter presents an interpretation and a discussion of the results 
analysed in Chapter Four. 
In the previous chapter, there are a few significant findings among the 
quantitative data. In the reading aloud test, the task-supported phonics learning group 
performs significantly better than the group without task-supported features. And in 
the comparison of participants' attitudes towards phonics learning analysis, students 
from the task-supported group score significantly higher in their attitudes towards 
phonics lessons and their attempt to sound out unfamiliar words. The data also 
reveals that this group of learners has significantly lower anxiety level than the group 
without tasks. 
In the first part of this chapter, attempts are made to account for the 
significant results as reported in Chapter Four, followed by an attempt to explain the 
results that failed to support the hypotheses made in the methodology chapter. The 
second part discusses the limitations of the present study that may affect the validity 
and the generalizability of the results. 
5.2 - Significant Finding: Learners' Improvement in Sounding out Onsets 
By the end of the phonics course, students from both the task-supported and 
the non-task supported groups have shown improvements in sounding out the onsets 
accurately, but the former group has outperformed significantly. This subsection 
attempts to discuss the possible reasons other than the 'history' (the new phonics 
knowledge and skills they have gained in the phonics course) and the 'maturation' 
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(proficiency gained from the general English programme at school) effects. 
5.2.1 Onsets are Sequenced First in the Course 
Throughout the course, onsets were arranged to be taught in the first few 
lessons (see Appendix 7 for the sequence of the teaching content), and this may lead 
to the significant results among the task-supported group. 
The TSL students got a consistent imaginary context in each lesson, and they 
needed to finish a main task after several pre-task practices in the same lesson. They 
may have remembered the first few experiences in the class better than the 
non-task-supported group, because learning under an imaginary context and working 
on a task may be something new to them at that time. Therefore, the TSL learners 
may remember what they have done, and remember the importance of making clear 
articulation for completing the tasks. The non-task-supported group learnt without a 
context, and they were only asked to finish worksheets throughout the course in 
which they contain exercises that can be standalone. In fact, from the post-test 
questionnaire for the task-supported group, the average score on the items asking 
whether the contexts in each lesson helped them remember the sound-letter 
relationship better, the score was 2.70 out of a full-score of 4 points. These facts, 
together, show that context is a possible factor to help learners remember what they 
have leamt better, especially it is something new to them at the initial learning stage. 
5.2.2 Onset as a Similar Feature between English and Chinese 
Both the Chinese language (Cantonese and Modem Chinese) contains initial 
consonants, except that the Chinese language does not have a few sounds like 
consonant blends, /v/ and 101 and. Students may find learning initial consonants easy, 
as most of them represent one-one-correspondence sound-letter relationship (an 
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example of exceptions is the hard c and the soft c) (Farris, 2005; Mtiller, 2005). 
When it is easy to leam and the learning content is incorporated with a context that 
helps them to remember better, the results may then be significantly different. 
5.3 Significant Findings: Learners，Attitudes towards Phonics Learning 
Another significant finding was found in the part measuring learners' 
attitudes towards phonics learning, and the items involved are: learners' attitudes 
towards phonics lessons at the p=.005 level, their willingness in attempting to sound 
out unfamiliar words at the p=.004 level, and their anxiety level to read aloud in front 
of the class at the p= 034 level. 
5.3.1 Attitudes towards Phonics Lessons 
The data reveals that the task-supported group shows significantly better 
attitudes towards phonics lessons after the 10 sessions of learning. This may 
contribute to the task elements, the only independent variable in whole study. 
Learners may think that having a context embedded in each topic makes the lessons 
more interesting, and the relationship between one activity and another becomes 
more logical. For example, in a unit teaching syllabication, the non-task-supported 
groups need to do several exercise that ask them to predict the number of syllables in 
each word within a short paragraph; while the task-supported group links these 
mini-exercises together by saying that the two main characters in the imaginary 
context wants to help someone to solve the problem of syllabication, so that the 
person can deliver a public speech smoothly with less mistakes. With this logical 
relationship between the exercises and being assigned a main task for them to solve 
the characters greatest problem of counting the number of syllables in a public 
speech, learners in the task-supported group may find the process of learning easier 
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to follow, and thus develop a more positive attitude towards phonics lessons. 
5.3.2 Attempts to Sound Out Unfamiliar Words 
Learners from the task-supported group have shown better response that they 
will try to sound out unfamiliar words when they read aloud, even if the 
pronunciation is wrong and incomprehensible occasionally. Throughout the course, 
both groups required learners to talk to a partner so as to finish some information gap 
tasks and exercises. This interaction effect throughout the course may be the driving 
force for the test takers to try reading out the words they saw (Mitchell & Myles， 
2004). And, interestingly, the mean difference between the two groups is statistically 
significant. 
A possible explanation is that learners from the task-supported group can 
make better sense about what's going on in the mini-tasks and main tasks in the 
learning materials, so they dare to practise and speak more in the lessons even if it is 
less comprehensible, and the context of the task can allow the listeners to guess the 
meaning and can make the words more likely to be understood. In addition to this, 
learning under an imaginary context may give learners a feeling that they are playing 
a game (Shrum & Glisan，2000), and thus they may treat the practice as some sort of 
fun activities and are more willing to sound out the words in class. 
5.3.3 Anxiety Levels in Reading Aloud when Other People are Present 
Similar to Section 5.3.2，when learners from the task-supported group thinks 
that learning under a context is just some sort of games and have a playful attitudes 
towards doing the mini-tasks, they are not afraid of reading aloud because at that 
time, they are pretending they are one of the characters in the imaginary context: they 
are not speaking in the position of their own, but under the mask they are wearing. In 
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the non-task-supported group, learners need to read the text to finish the information 
gap activity without a context, i.e. they are speaking from their own self and should 
bear all the mistakes they have made. Being afraid of losing face in oral English 
language classrooms in this situation makes their anxiety level remains high, as 
similar to Cortazzi and Jin's (1996) study about classroom reticence. 
5.4 An Examination of Findings that Fail to Support the Hypotheses 
5.4.1 Vowels 
Although the mean scores of the vowel component in the post- reading aloud 
test was higher in the task-supported group, the difference between this and the 
scores of the non-task-supported group was far from significant (p = .982). One 
explanation is the complexity of the vowel systems in the English language. Adams 
(1990) points out that along with consonants and syllabication, vowels created most 
problems for the readers, and the sound-letter relationship seems more irregular and 
difficult to predict. As shown in Figure 2.3，the same letter can represent different 
vowel sounds, and it is difficult for EFL readers to guess the correct sound. Even 
though the phonics course of the present study used an explicit teaching approach in 
which learners are told directly the sound they were going to leam at the beginning 
of each lesson, their reading experience and the length of the course may not be 
adequate to help the learners deduce the sounds themselves. This time, no matter 
how well they remember the contexts, the tasks and the words they have leamt in the 
lessons, this great problem of English vowels cannot be overcome. Therefore, 
although a growth in the post-test is encouraging, the small amount of increase and 
the lack of a significant difference between the groups based on the instructional 
effect are understandable. 
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Another possible reason attributes to the course structure itself. The phonics 
course in the present study contained three lessons on easily confused initial 
consonants, followed by one lesson on syllabication, one lesson on long and short 
vowels, one lesson on the magic 'e', and two lessons on contractions and word ends. 
Since the consonants were discussed first, learners in the experimental group, with 
the assistance of their experience in doing tasks in context, may find the skills easier 
to remember, and thus may lead to a significant difference. For the vowel sessions, 
there was technically only one session which introduced both long and short vowels; 
the other section was devoted to the learning of the magic 'e'. The limited amount of 
time offered plus the original difficult nature of the vowel systems may then have 
hindered the effectiveness of learning by doing tasks. 
5.4.2 Codas 
The task-supported group did better in pronouncing the coda accurately, but it 
did not outperform the non-task group significantly, although the p value is much 
lower in the post-test than the pre-test. There are two possible explanations. 
One is that Cantonese does not have a voiced coda. Although both groups of 
learners did better, on average, in the post-test on the accuracy of final consonants, 
many test takers still did not aware of the existence of the codas and therefore did not 
sound them out. In the present study, the participants got the scripts to read aloud 
from rather than ask them to have a one-minute free talk without any written prompts, 
some learners still ignored the final consonants even though they have seen the 
spellings from the print, regardless the fact about this problem they had leamt that in 
the phonics course already. Words ending with 's' (as in 'heels'), 't ' (as in 'didn't') 
and ‘-ed’ (as in 'walked') are the most common words in which the final sounds were 
omitted in the post-test. 
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The second reason may be that the teaching of coda was arranged to be taught 
at the later stage of the course. Thus the new knowledge has not been adequately 
consolidated, and even the context elements in the task-supported group may not 
help the learners to overcome the long-time LI influences or to raise their awareness 
of the coda adequately to take the test. 
5.4.3 Omissions 
Although, as discussed in Section 5.3.3, the task-supported group learners 
have a lower anxiety level reported from the questionnaire, both groups made much 
fewer omissions when compared with the pre-test. It has been discussed that learners 
from the task-supported group has a lower anxiety level when practising in class, and 
thus the confidence in reading out words is likely to be transferred to the situation of 
taking a reading aloud test. Then, why did the non-task group also perform better that 
made the difference between the two groups far from significant? One explanation is 
that the learners did the reading aloud test facing the computer system, and they were 
not afraid of being heard by others as they knew the other classmates are 
concentrating in doing the test as well. Without being overheard, they may dare to 
read out the words and thus the level of omission diminished when compared with 
their performance before the phonics course. 
5.4.4 Learners' Intention to Encourage Others to Leam Phonics 
Interestingly, there is no significant difference between the two groups in 
encouraging others to leam phonics. By examining the data, both groups tend to 
agree that learning phonics is useful to them, regardless the difference in instruction 
methods. From this, it seems that the usefulness of a learning content does not 
attribute to the way the course is delivered, but whether the learners value the content 
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of the course itself. 
5.4.5 Learners’ Attitudes towards the English Language and English Learning 
The data analysis shows that the differences are far from significant between 
the two groups on learners' attitudes towards the English language and English 
learning in general. From the qualitative data described in Section 4.5.1 一 4.5.3, it 
seems that some learners, who are learning the content that elementary learners 
nowadays have leamt, think that the eight lessons are difficult. This perception might 
be considered as learner's problem; it might be attributed to the level of difficulty 
and the clarity of the materials; and it might be attributed to the complexity of the 
English language sound system itself. 
These findings are similar to the quantitative data, which also revealed that 
there are significant positive changes among the task-supported group in terms of 
their attitude towards phonics lessons, their attempts at reading out unfamiliar words, 
and their anxiety at reading aloud a text which might be heard. When asked whether 
phonics is useful, both groups show slightly and only slightly more agreement. This 
may be because of the English sound system itself is complex. The complexity 
makes learning phonics so difficult that one cannot ensure he or she can read aloud 
English print with high accuracy when compared with other Romanised languages 
like Spanish, and. this might make learners feel that they know learning English is 
useful, but they didn't feel more useful after taking the course. 
Also important is that, besides particular learners' preference reported in the 
qualitative data that they do not want to use English in an English phonics lesson, 
some learners said they want to make phonics or the English spelling system less 
complicated. This shows that students do think English is complicated, and thus the 
instructional effect cannot change learners' belief easily on their view towards the 
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English language in general. 
5.5 Implications of the Present Study to the Current Model 
The current model of TSP, as described in Figure 3.1, suggested that using 
task-supported way of English learning in phonics learning can enhance one's 
attitudes towards phonics learning as well as their accuracy in reading aloud from 
prints. By examining the results of the present study, the model seems less effective 
than it is assumed. By putting together the quantitative and the qualitative results, the 
present study has the following implications to the current model. 
5.5.1 A meaningful context is not adequate 
It is said that contextualized language learning can help learners leam the 
targeted language objectives in a meaningful way (Vacca，et al., 2006), but whether 
the context is meaningful or not also depends on learners' perceptions about it, rather 
than just determined from the task designer's view. There are several factors that may 
affect whether or not the context can appeal to learners, as discovered from the field 
work part of the study. 
The first one is: who the target is. Different targets may view differently on 
whether or not the context is meaningful to them. In the present study, for instance, 
participants are early adolescents from a lower banding school, and they are attracted 
more by the media to popular cultures rather than the sense of belongings to the 
school or school-related activities. The researcher's choice of learning contexts like 
‘a prince and a princess' or 'athletic meets', and 'help an imaginary character to 
solve a problem' may be somewhat childish to them. Material writers may design, for 
this group of students, contexts using popular singers or movie stars, original English 
songs that the participants are familiar with the melody, popular comics that the 
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group of learners is likely to have read, etc., so that learners may be more eager to 
participate not only because they are familiar with the situations, but also these are 
things they like. 
Therefore, a meaningful context is not adequate; it should also appeal to the 
learners. 
5.5.2 Having lessons at the right time 
Besides a meaningful and an attractive learning context, 'time' is also a 
concern. The notion of 'right time' consists of two different meanings: one is the 
suitable hour; another is the suitable length of hours. 
The time in which the learning takes place have an effect on learners' 
attitudes and thus performance in the course. The course in the present study took 
place once a week at an after-school hour. Some learners kept looking at their watch 
and want to leave as soon as possible, and some learners frequently absent from the 
course (see Section 5.5.3). If the learners view the phonics course as extra-burden 
after their normal school hours, and the learning contexts created in the lessons are 
inadequate to attract them, the learning effectiveness may not be good. Thus, having 
an English course like this with this type of learners may be best to conduct at their 
normal lessons in the general English language programme so as to eliminate the 
effect of not having the lessons at the right time of the learners. 
Also, the learners do not have adequate time to practise their word attack 
skills throughout the course. The only time they had for practise using their phonics 
skills to sound out words was limited to the class hours only. Although learners were 
encouraged to practise these beyond the lessons, none of them do so as they treat the 
course as an extra-curricular activity only. Therefore, length of hours for and 
opportunity for practice is another factor that should be considered as part of the 
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'process' element in task-supported learning, which is the independent variable of the 
model. 
5.5.3 Learners，Attendance and Involvement is an Important Factor 
Looking at the practical side - the learners' side, some learners needed to be 
absent regularly or leave early regularly for various reasons, starting from the middle 
of the course. At that time, the teaching content focused on long and short vowels, 
and this may be a reason that made the vowel means close to each other. Crookes and 
Gass (1993) point out that it is "involvement which facilitates acquisition in that it 
'charges' the input, allowing it to 'penetrate" (pp. 1-2). The lack of involvement in 
such students in the phonics class may affect the usefulness of the input of some 
students from that point of time and the subsequent lessons of the course, too. So the 
level of involvement may contribute to the current model of task-supported phonics 
instructions as well. 
5.5.4 The Attractiveness of the ‘Product’ Element 
In order to use the phonics skills to read accurately, learners' practise as well 
as the memorial hours under the interesting contexts plays work together to play an 
important role. But why didn't the learners value the limited practise hours they have 
in the lessons? It may be because of the 'product' element in the task being not 
attractive to the learners. In theory, if a learner is willing and able to work towards 
the product, he or she should have processed a certain amount of practice that helps 
them to add the frame as part of their learning experience. What if the learners are 
not willing or unable to do? 
If a learner is unwilling to perform the tasks, it might be partly due to the 
attractiveness of the 'product' element so the learner does not willing to work 
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towards finishing it. The phonics course in the present study mainly use 'complete 
the conversation / information sheet' as the final task, where learners need to interact 
with their peers by finishing one or two information gap activities in a lesson. If the 
learners think that completing this kind of task and fulfil the mission required by the 
context is not attractive enough, they may be less motivated to involve mo re 
throughout the learning process. In the qualitative data collected in the open-ended 
questions of the questionnaire, as described in Chapter Four, some responses about 
learners' dislikes towards the course is that they need to do worksheets. It appears 
that some learners think that this process of learning is not interesting to them, and 
thus the learning effectiveness and the final test results are not encouraging. To make 
a task more attractive, the course designer may make the product become something 
that the learners can bring home (tangible product) with a feeling of success towards 
its completion (intangible product). 
If a learner is unable to do a task, like if his or her language ability is not 
enough to understand the context, or even to carry out the tasks that require them to 
use their word attack skills, these block them from integrating their learning frame 
into their learning experience, and thus they are unable to recall the things they have 
leamt earlier. In the qualitative data collected (see Chapter 4)，some participants 
report that the things they did not like was that they had to speak (English) in the 
class. This can be viewed as a lack of enough ability to complete the tasks, either 
working out the targeted words or to read other words in the information gap tasks. 
In this case, the tasks cannot be completed satisfactorily and hindering the effect of 
task-supported learning in the phonics course. 
The implication of this to the current model of TSP is that the ‘product’ 
element in the TSP independent variable should include items asking the 
attractiveness and satisfactoriness of a learner towards the product, so that the 
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relationship of this with the reading accuracy and phonics learning attitudes can then 
be better measured. 
5.5.5 The Contribution of These Implications to the SEM Model 
In Chapter Three, an SEM model is proposed to outline the effectiveness of 
task-supported phonics learning. The results described in Chapter Four, however, 
shows that the data collected does not quite fit to the model suggested; and 
unexpectedly, the results show that factors that are not considered in the model 
outperform the variables listed in the model. 
The question is: what are the outside factors that are so powerful to affect the 
goodness of fit of the proposed model? Here are some considerations: 
• length of the course; 
• attitudes towards the teacher; 
• attitudes towards the learning materials; 
• students' attendance rates; 
• attitudes towards the time and place in which the course takes place; and 
• learners' effort and motivation to leam English phonics. 
Whether or not these factors are the important unconsidered factors need to 
be proved in future research. 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter attempts to interpret the results analysed in chapter four. It was 
explained that context of learning, learners' involvement, interaction, and number of 
periods dealing with a topic affects the results of the present study. It was also 
discussed that students found phonics learning difficult, possibly because of the 
spelling system. These factors, together, may outweigh the benefits that tasks can 
potentially bring, and that may explain why the overall attitudes towards phonics 




6.1 Summing Up 
The present study is an experimental research which intends to explore the 
effects of learning phonics in a task-supported way. Phonics is proved to be an 
important reading skill for readers to comprehend a text; it also builds up EFL 
readers' confidence in reading aloud texts which contains words they are not familiar 
with, and this develops their decoding ability (section 2.1). Meanwhile, task-based 
learning is a popular language teaching method worldwide, and so does it in Hong 
Kong, where there is a particular framework (Figure 2.12) to adapt task-based 
learning in its local context (section 2.2). With the importance of phonics, potential 
benefits and the role of attitudes in language learning (section 2.3), a task-supported 
phonics (TSP) learning framework for EFL learners was then devised (section 2.4). 
The experiment took place in an after-class phonics course at a junior 
secondary school, and the participants were two groups of secondary one students 
(section 3.4). The study aims at exploring whether TSP has any effects on learners' 
articulation accuracy in reading aloud, on their attitudes towards phonics learning 
and their attempt in arriving at an approximate pronunciation when they need to read 
aloud a text (section 3.2). Data were gathered through self-report questionnaires 
(section 3.5), and reading aloud tests (section 3.6). The data collection processes 
were described (section 3.8)，the teaching and learning of the course was discussed 
(section 3.9), and the method of data analysis was explained (section 3.10). 
The quantitative data were compared by applying the independent sample test 
by using the SPSS software (section 4.1)，and the criteria for excluding data was 
explained in advance (section 4.2). The reading aloud performance was assessed in 
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terms of phonics learning, that is, using accuracy of the initial consonants, vowels, 
final consonants and number of word syllables, plus whether the learners omitted 
some words when they read (section 4.3). The questionnaire was analysed by 
comparing the mean scores of the latent variables (section 4.4). It was found that the 
data gathered cannot reject the three null hypotheses stated, but the TSL group has 
shown some significant changes in several observable indicators. The chapter is then 
continued with qualitative results from the questionnaires, which reflect what the 
participants think about the phonics course in addition to the self-report data they 
have provided. At the end of the chapter, the analysis of the structural equation model 
was analysed, and it was found that the data collected does not fit the model well. 
These results were discussed in Chapter Five, and the limitations of the study, 
implication, and suggestions for further research will be included in this chapter. 
6.2 Limitations of the Present Study 
6.2.1 Period of Study and Time for Designing the Course 
The whole study only lasted for ten lessons in each group. Each lesson lasts 
for an hour, and two lessons were used for the pre-test and post-test respectively. The 
short period of the experiment may not be able to fully explore the effect of task 
elements on phonics learning. Also, the design of course materials could not be 
prepared at an early stage because the participatory school accept the invitation of the 
study just a few weeks before the course commenced. Needs analysis needed to be 
done, and topic coverage needed to be negotiated. The rush development of the 
course does not allowed the course materials to be carefully reviewed in advance. 
Thus, the potential benefits of TSP may not have been maximized under these 
constraints. 
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6.2.2 The Setting 
The present study is a field experiment carried out in a real school setting, 
which is a constrained setting like small classroom, no space for conducting group 
discussions, and the English proficiency of the students cannot be selected by the 
researcher. Although there are many limitations and constraints that create 
unexpected problems when the study is conducted, the practicality and the actual 
effectiveness of an idea cannot be verified if the study is not done in the actual field 
site. There may be many factors that hinder the potential effectiveness of the idea, 
but insights can still be gained from conducting the research. In this study, it was 
found that TSP did have effects on the mean scores in various aspects of the latent 
variable like accuracy in sounding out the onsets and attitudes towards phonics 
lessons, and the results still have the potential to reject the null hypotheses suggested 
when a duplicated or modified study is conducted in the future. 
6.2.3 Limited Number of Participants 
It is ideal to have a larger sampling when conducting a study like this, there 
was a great difficulty to find more participants or additional participants that are 
compatible to the two groups of students involved in the present study. 
6.2.4 Infeasibility of Having a Delayed Post-test 
As stated in the proposal to school (Appendix 4), a delayed post-test was 
suggested to verify the reliability of the study. However, due to the limitation of the 
school calendar and the deadline of the present study, a one-month delayed post-test 
is not possible. 
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
This study concerns with the effects TSP can bring to learners. However, 
doing the study in a separated phonics course seems to have created many problems. 
Here are the recommendations in which further TSP research could be conducted: 
1. When phonics is integrated into a general English language programme which 
adopts a task-supported approach, can the learners remember the sound-letter 
relationship better due to the factor of using 'task'? 
2. If the SEM model suggested in Figure 3.1 is used to analyse data from a 
repeated study that contains students with higher proficiency of English and 
young learners respectively, what does the goodness of fit index tells us about 
the model? 
3. If the SEM model is revised according to the implications discussed in Chapter 
Five, what will the model be like? Will the model be simple and accurate? 
4. Besides Willis's task cycle framework, can there be another framework for TSP 
for ESL learners? 
Although These suggestions are preliminary, investigating into these and 
other areas concerning TSP may enhance the learning and teaching of phonics in 
Hong Kong and in other EFL settings. 
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Purpose of the S t u d y 」 T 
i 
t 
A Fresh Mea in ELT 
f TIKK-BIKEO bamm , ^ 
/ pHOMCf bnmNG (K%12) \ 
• Since 1997，the CDl has been 
advocating "task-based learning，， • Many schools have included 
丨 （TBL) as the main teaching and phonics learning in their English 
learning approach in English programme; 
language teaching. 參 It is usually taught in isolated 
書 In the 2004 curriculum, TBL is English lessons; 
still the main approach being • Teaching activities: shared 
V suggested. / reading, doing listening-based 
^ ^ ^ 乂 exercise � 
then, why not combine the . 广 ^ 
iwu, and try out... ^ 
I TKK RKEO ；Homes \ 
• It involves learners in doing tasks when they leam phonics; \ 
I • Learners will go through the pre-task, while task and post-task \ 
stages; \ 
• It contains activities that actively engage learners in achieving both / 
linguistics and non-linguistic outcomes in those 3 stages; / 
• Knowledge on phonics will be required for learners to achieve / 
• those outcomes / 
I ^ z 
By doing do, I want to investigate whether 
^^^ task-based phonics does make a difference in 
learners，: 
' • accuracy in reading,.aloud short paragraphs and inciivicjiual words;； 
！ 參 confidence in arriving at pronunciation of unfamiliar words; and 1 ； v： 
• attitude towards phonics learning：： 
I … …… — 一 … ― . 
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「Proposed method: Task痛based Phonics 
Rooms for improvement 應 
111 a local study on reading (Tinker Sachs & Mahon, 1997), it was found that: Jm^ 
• children have very limited strategies, abilities and willingness to 
sound out words or make self-corrections; 
, • when they fail to remember how the words should be read, they have 
no knowledge or skills to work out the pronunciation for themselves; ^ i r n s i ^ 
• when they come across unfamiliar words, they often make no attempt 
to read them because they lack word attack skills 
^ ~~^广 > Can the situation be improved by using X 
‘ a n o t h e r way of phonics learning? ) 
‘ Y ^ 广 > If phonics learning is learned in a task-based 乂 、 
v. way, does it make a difference in terms of ^ ^ J 
A pronunciation accuracy and attitudes towards 
phonics learning? J 
Current phonics practice in HK Proposed practice; Task-based phonics 
H o w t o 1/ Through doing worksheets: (e.g. listen Teach and/ or learn phonics through 
teach; and circle; say the rhyme, sing the song, doing pedagogical tasks under a specif ied 
listen and write tlie missing letters); context, and the process includes the 
fo l lowing 3 stages: 
(Details will 2 / Read big books/ story books, identify Pre-task: Ss are exposed to language, but 
he discussed words with the same onset/ words that do not necessarily have to produce it; 
• when we rhyme. While-task: Ss complete a task that helps 
； meet.) them to practise using the language. The 
； task supports the social and cognit ive 
development o f the ss while they use the 
language. 
Post-task: Ss reflect on and extend their 
： use o f the language 
Tcd)k' I: Similarities and differences between the existing activity-based phonics learning and the proposed 
task-lxtsed phonics learning 
2 
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r 产广.「:i n 7 .m* ~1 ： "fcia；"；；'?；'"； ” ；^：：；.：!：!.：'*!!；*；^ ：^：'^^^  I ^ B.；'* i iM.'* 
「 M u t u a l Benefits from the Study —| 
The researcher • Your school 
As an ELT researcher, I cordially invite you to participate in the learning-enhancement 
study. Throughout the process, our collaboration can bring mutual benefits to both 
parties: 
� 
Your school: The researcher: 
. 1. an experience of integrating 
1. a set of phonics material for 丄 . r r t i i 
� the current ELT methodology 
free-
‘ and phonics teaching; 
2. experience of tiying out an a ^ ^ r ju i in. , 
‘ � ‘ 2. concrete feedback from both 
alternative method of / , , , , , . . 
. / teachers and students on this 
phonics teaching; / . 
V/ experience; 
3. having an additional option _ , " � ^ , • 
3. invaluable data tor exploring 
when planning the teaching . 飞 , 
P b . LLT in H o n g Kong , 
ot English language in the 
future; 
I 4. professional development of 
� � t h e staff: J ^ 
2 
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「 W h a t do the teachers need to do?—. 
(1) Discuss with the researcher fi 
- Y o u w i l l k n o w m o r e a b o u t the s tudy d e s i g n ; \ 
- Y o u w i l l k n o w m o r e a b o u t the l e a c h i n g content , w a y s o f ^ 
t a s k - b a s e d p h o n i c s t e a c h i n g , and w a y s o f c o n d u c t i n g ^ ^ i l H j ^ 
assessment. j \ 
, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
： 翻 [(2) Teach 10 phonics lessons 
/ t e V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y - Y o u w i l l n e e d to t each 8 - 1 0 p h o n i c s l e s s o n s w i t h i n 3 m o n t h s 
i < - W o r k s h e e t s and l e s son p l a n s * * w i l l b e p r o v i d e d 
； - S o m e c l a s s e s w i l l b e c o n d u c t e d b y g o i n g through the 3 - t a s k c y c l e 
! p ^ in c a c h p h o n i c s c la s s , w h i l e the others w i l l b e c o n d u c t e d w i t h o u t 
f the 3 p h a s e s . (Details will he discussed when we meet) � 
广 ‘ ^ ^ =*T 
(3) Conduct a pre-test and a post-test rTP^ P i P P 
- T h e r e w i l l be r e a d i n g a l o u d tes t s ( a d m i n i s t e r e d b y the researcher) . ^ 
- T o r e c o r d the s t u d e n t s ' r e a d i n g , it w i l l b e d o n e in the M M L C ; / S ^ s l j ^ ^ ^ 
- Y o u w i l l a l s o d i s tr ibute s o m e q u e s t i o n n a i r e s to the s tudents a n d ^ ^ F K ^ ^ t e L ^ ^ ^ 
c o l l e c t t h e m a f t e r w a r d . X ^ ^ T T 
i ， ® C(4) Attend interviews 
I \ ^ l ^ L - T h e r e w i l l b e c o n s u l t a t i o n s e s s i o n s in w h i c h yoi i w i l l b e i n v i t e d to 
I ^ t e \ 出 1 i n t e r v i e w 
- W e w i l l share about: the w a y s o f p h o n i c s t e a c h i n g , the s tudent s ' 
I attitudes towards phonics learning, and your feeling after the trial. 
—' V J 
u*" For the leaching coiileni, I am happy to follow flu; syllabus/ leaching progress/ leaching con lent sel by the school. 
|77u' researcher will, in addition, design the lesson plans incorporating tcisk-hased elements for the experimental uroup 
wiask-bast'if gnnip) using your plaitneil phonics teaching content, while the control group will learn in the usual miy. 
2 
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厂 Procedures of the Study at School ] 
Here is a flow-chart showing what I will do at school: 
, ‘ D E C 04 
( S t e p 1: Briefing with Teachers and Class Selection \ 
• Explain to and discuss with the panel teacher and the teachers involved about the study design; 
• Class selection: sclcct at least TWO classes (with similar English academic ability) in primary 4 
to participate in the study: 
S m Group I ( f ^ 
i ^ l l ^ l S v f (Control Group: with ^ U l ) ^ Group 2 (TBP) 
] ^ ^ t I pre-test & post-test) M \•，（E x p e r i m e n t a l Group: 
M k ^ m with pre-test & post-test) I 
I 1 r ： • • • ： • • • ； ； 
丨 X ‘ JAN OS V 
/ Step 2: The Study Begins - Pre-test (before the learning takes place) \ 
3 F � . “ - 臂 ( F r o m Januaty 2005 to Mid-April 2005) 
F y F f V i) Learners are invited to take a short reading aloud test at the 
I f ^ ' ^ ^ f J ^ n multi-media language centre (MMLC); 
I ii) They are also invited to fill in a questionnaire to see their ^ 
attitude towards phonics learning; 
iii) Teachers of the 2 classes are also invited to fill in a 
questionnaire and attenc^a very short interview. ^ ^ y U ^ 
/ ^ "^ep 3: The Teaching and Learning Begins 
The phonics lesson will be held once a week in the reading lessons of the 2 groups. 
The learning content and the number of lessons of both groups is primarily the same. 
I
; C • 丁he control groups: (Class 1) . ^^ The expevimental groups: (Class 2) 
Leam without going through j ^ ' f e Leam with task-based approach: 
the 3 task stages (or the usual A learners are asked to perform some 
Tfir'^^^ 11 way o f phonics learning at your i J L r ^ i i ^ kinds of tasks by going through the 3 
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r ± T '；' ： 
丨丨 / step 6: The End of Programme Test (Post-test) J S - \ 
j 
i ® � " i n • Rigl" before the Easter break, both groups will take the 
i. ^ after-programme reading aloud test at the M M LC, ^ ^ 
II followed by filling in the self-report questionnaires. 
c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r y ^ • Selected students will be invited for a short interview i T iJ 
j during recess/ lunch break 2 school days after the test. ^ ^ 嚴 盧 
I Group 1 
Group 2 
j 
I. The icacliers concerned will be invited to fill in a questionnaire for the 2"^ ' time, 一 德 
I； and to have an informal sharing about the teaching experience with the V V ^ ^ y 
^ i _ 
广 Apr ‘ ‘ 
: I Step 7: Extended Post-test 
I • The 2 groups are invited to take the FINAL reading aloud test one I R 
I month afterwards. ^Ifiii^^^fci 
[ • Purpose: to see whether the results remain stable after finishing the learning for a month. 
• There will be an informal chat with the tcachcrs on the learning attitudes of phonics in April 
I 2005. 
1 i “ 
I THE END 
FAQ ^^^ 
, OM- sohtduit IS. very tight.. CfliA, it； bs 
Cy^i: Our leachtYS art busy. c;h'‘. ytu cWA^^'^tck to a-^. «fter-scho!•；I or .saturd^w 
tdflCKi it yiPuvseLf? e/.trc.-curncuLc>.r p> oo]rc>.mme？ 
A: Yes, certainly, I can come to the school A: Yes, we can arrange a special programme 
and teach the phonics lessons. like these. 
^ r —d 
i , , , N f SH： w a l we be i^otljled residte bw tMe � 
I (S3: wlLL w(�Lt Ice tkv the cLflssro抓 whgM^  � 
I � . ^ . - , of the sturfu? 
I . . . . �.’ . , A: Yes, you can access to the result of the 
I A: We can negotiate when we meet. 
I study, but we may keep the results of 
— ^ individual students confidential. 
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I 二嫌;u^HMij ffl wHiwwwmiiwmwiri, 't y'fwawuaaatii iWfffiiVWwwii'iMfifi 丨 mm\ _ m. r i Tiwiuii.mmjj msm 
r - Let's Participate in the Study 
,厂 丨 ——^ 
I It is very much appreciated if you participate in the study. 
Not only the teachers and learners can be benefited, but also the 
English language teaching in Hong Kong. 
I Let's foster the cooperative teaching and learning culture by joining 
the study and see the effectiveness of task-based phonics learning, 
and the exploration on education can be continued. 
EAperiencing task-based phonics. 
Learning becomes more energetic. 
IA boil t the research er 
I TSOI Chun-ho is a research student (candidate o f Master o f 
Phi losophy in Applied English Linguistics) in the Department o f : 
Engl ish at The Chinese University o f Hong Kong (CUHK). 
Graduated from the B.Ed (Primary) programme at the Hong Kong M M y | H H | 
Institute o f Education (HKIEd) in 2003，Chun-ho has registered as a , r ^ H F 
teacher’ and he was major in English and minor in Chinese l a n g u a g e � 
and information technology. He has three years o f teaching practice 
I experience at the HKIEd and three years part-time primary school 
grammar c lass teaching since 2002. His research interests are in the 
f ie ld o f task-based learning, material design and teaching Chinese 
literature to upper primary students. 
If your school is interested in the study, you are most welcome to contact Chun-ho: 
Postal address: Room 322, Department of English, Fung King Hey Building, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong. 
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~~~‘―SS^ ~^~“••， .rzrrag^ •；•w.flg.nti'ALjajaffli-^ staggg-raf, <t TW^ .afcsaai.'aBW.ln••mft^ if-.''.JM A«'at»>JI>wibmi: ,vi|Win.,i»�^ aaMiaaL_»:;-waBMEK»B«w<n»"rT»^ :r!gg:mror>?-;aci 
Tsoi Chun Ho (Mr.) 
Room 322. Department of English. 
3/F" Fung King Hey Building., 
, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
Sliatin. New Territories, Hong Kong 
15"" November 2004 
Dear parents/ guardians, 
I Primary 4 English Phonics Lcarnirm Study 
Your child is cordially invited to participate in a study on phonics learning, and the primary aim of the study 
is to sec whether positive effects can be found after leamers have leamt phonics in a task-based way from January 
to April 2005. 
The new Primary English language cuiriculum guide released in October suggested that 'task-based 
learning' remains the primary teaching and learning approaches in this decade. Our study is motivated by the 
curiosity of whether the experience of task-based phonics can help learners do better in reading aloud test in terms 
or accuracy, and whether their attitudes towards phonics learning can be enhanced. 
The study will be conducted at school in normal Knglish lessons. While the children are learning phonics 
once a week, they will also do three reading aloud tests and two questionnaires for the evaluation of this learning 
methi)d, and ihe results will no! do any harm to their academic resiills. Participation in the study is voluntary but I 
hope you will agree that your child's participation can contribute to the development of English language teaching 
in Hong Kong. 
More details of the study are included on the information sheet (Annex 1) enclosed, and it would be a 
considerable pleasure if you can let your child to join the study by returning the reply slip lo your English teacher 
on or before 19"" December 2004. Thank you. 
Yours faithfully, 
Tsoi Chun Ho 
(M.Phil Candidate, 
I Department of Engl ish, 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong) 
REPLY SLIP 
Dear researcher, 
I allow/ do not allow* my child, (name) o f P . 4 一 (Class) to 
participate into the comparat ive study o f learning phonics in a task-based way. 
Regards, 
(Signature) 
( N a m e ) 
Date: 
* Delete the inappropriate choice. 
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‘ Annex 1 
Information about the study 
；A. Purposes of the investigation 
The study aims at investigating the effects of an alternative approach to phonics learning -
lask-based phonics - on learners': 
• accuracy in reading aloud short paragraphs and individual words; 
參 confidcnce in arriving at pronunciation of unfamiliar words; and 
• attitudes towards phonics learning. 
B. The procedures 
i The study compares two classes of students who will leam phonics in two different ways from 
； January to April 2005. All the students have 3 short reading aloud tests (tape-recorded) in English 
！ (they will NOT a fleet or be counted in the school report card) before, during and after the tryoul. 
‘ During the period, they will have weekly and bi-weekly phonics lessons. The learners will also be 
invited to fill in 2 questionnaires reporting their attitudes towards their phonics learning experience. 
C. Possible risks and benefits 
There is a possible risk that, as they need to do three reading aloud tests and two questionnaires, 
learners may have some psychological stress. However, learners of the task-based phonics group can 
； have an experience of learning phonics in another manner, and students of both groups may have 
free assessment in which they and the parents/guardians can know (in request) their performance in 
I reading written texts. 
D. Confidentiality 
The test results and the questionnaire results gathered will be used by the researcher only. Although 
the audio-tapes and the questionnaires will be numbered, they are for comparing the results and 
attitudes towards phonics learning of each individual only, and the results of children's performance 
will not go to the hand of teachers so they will not affect their school results. The personal 
information gathered will be disposed of 3 months after the study has been finished. 
E. Participation is voluntary 
I Although you are strongly invited to participate in the study, it is a voluntary activity in which you 
are free to decline to participate, before or during the learning process. 
F. Contacts ot the rcscarcher 
Should you have any inquiry or want more information about the study, please feel iree to contact 
Mr. Tsoi Chun Ho, the researcher, at: 
E-mail: cluiii(tir-:cuhk.eclii.hk 
Address: Room 322, Department of English, Fung King Hey Building, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong, Shatin, New Territories, Hong Kong. 
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' m m I •月出版的《小學英語課程指引》中，大力倡議推行課業爲本教學法爲主流的教學方法： 
水探究的总念办緣JiU於此’是以JTI探究的1=]的在於探討：讓學童透過課業爲本教帮法舉習語拼音, 
ted丨能搵高i)舉生在英fflffl讀的丨fw度和丨i)對英語拼音學習的正间潘法。 
此项探究將於二 解五年一 j : �至四月W問，於學生平曰在校的英 .交中進行“賫平女將 










二零容四年十一 j j十五曰 
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I^ Lij """""*••""• nil"! I 1 II I f r r f m i — n i l n__議witfii'inrir-m…"ii iiii ii mi ..! 
M l f c 
探究簡介 
| - 、 探 究 目 的 
I 本研究旨在探討「課業爲本英語拼音學習法」對學生下列各項的成效： 
I • 視讀一段英語短文和個別字詞時的發音準確度： 
•嘗試拼讀生字時的信心；及 
• 學生對拼音學習的看法’> 
二 、 探 究 步 驟 



















辦公室地址：香港新界沙田香港中文大學瑪景禧樓3樓英文系3 2 2室 
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.^TV'：.. •••••-'「'.广y•7TT^ ?••l••:?'T^ ,*!*ffl','wil，l|�ffi'[|；W1•W1ff.?Tfl^ TW^ f'.';•v**•.^ •.!^ •jlifTA^ 1?p;^ VJf^ 1OT^ ft,f•ff實wflff||"iT^ HWff^ l^ l�ilurj'TffiTfff-ffiff'iiTPtffw^ ^ 












課程詳細內容可向英文科科主任举老師(學校電話• ^ ^ H)或課程導師蔡老師（電話： 
9 8 7 2 - 8 4 3 0 )查詢。 
専此，並頌 
‘ ^ 中 學 翻 組 
二零零五年一月六曰 
回條 
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i INTERNAL USE ONLY ； 
^ ^ M s e c o n d 順 sc 園 r 二 
ENGLISH DIVISION 
!1. Course Title: 
Engl i sh Phon ic s for Secondary 1 
2. Course Type: 
P h o n i c s 
3. Subject Area: 
E n g l i s h 
4. Target Learners: 
S e c o n d a r y I 
5. Pre-requisite Course: 
Nil 
6. Course Coordinator: 
- 叙 、 丨 > 
7. Course Tutor: 
Mr. Tsoi Chun H o ( C U H K ) 
8. Course Synopsis; 
Thi s c o u r s e d e v e l o p s learners' ski l ls in arriving al an approximate pronunciat ion o f 
unfami l iar real words . It prov ides learners expl ic i t k n o w l e d g e in ident i fy ing c o m m o n 
genera l i sa t ion o f sound- let ter relationship. T h e course b e g i n s with eas i ly c o n f u s e d 
o n s e t s for }3re-intermediale Engl i sh lenrners, f o l l o w e d by a w a y to g u e s s the number o f 
s y l l a b l e s in a w o r d and an introcluclion to long and short v o w e l s . The course ends with 
s o m e c o m m o n l y m i s p r o n o u n c e d word-end consonants a m o n g H o n g K o n g EFL learners. 
T h i s c o u r s e l inks up with vocabulary d e v e l o p m e n t in that it a lso provides opportunit ies 
for learning, spe l l ing and m e m o r i s i n g c o m m o n coincnt words that arc found in the 
s e n t e n c e s . 
9. Aim; 
T o he lp learners d e v e l o p basic ski l l s in sound ing out iinfainiliar Engl i sh words as vvell 
as a bank o f k n o w n content words , s o that they can have c o n f i d e n c e in reading a loud 
short texts in the d i scourse level . 
10. Course Objectives: 
I To enable learners to: 
I a . p r o n o u n c e w o r d s w i th onse t s thai crcalc prob lems to H o n g K o n g EFL learners; 
I b . d i s t inguish s e l e c t e d c o m m o n l y c o n f u s e d consonants ; 
c . attempt p r o n o u n c i n g w o r d s wi th varied v o w e l sounds; a n d 
Affective Objectives: 
画 d . be c o n f i d e n c e in arriving at approx imate pronunciat ions o f unfamil iar words . 
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Course Outline 
Page 2 of2 \ 
ip-—~~t-mti^ t'wflwf Iiiwirwi»im„i wtwwuwwHiMwiwi, Uaassem 
11. Course Content: 
a. Entrance test (Reading aloud test and questionnaire); 
b. Onsets: -
• It/ and /I/ 
• sp, spr, si, sir, sc, sk, squ 
• gh, th, ph, ch, sh 
c. Number of syllables: 
d. Vowels: 
I • Long and short vowels 
I • Magic ‘e, 
e. Word ends 
• Contractions and Inflectional Endings 
I • Endings of regular past tense verbs 
f. Exit test (Reading aloud test and questionnaire); 
Total: 10 Hours 
12. Teaching Methods: 
Class 1A& IB (Exp): Leam with contexts, lecture, guided practice, doing tasks 
Class IC & 1D (Con): Learn without contexts, lecture, guided practice, doing exercise 
13. Assessment: 
a. Exit test - Reading aloud 
b. Exit test - Questionnaire 
14. Required Exercises: 
Nil 
15. Other Information (If any): 
a. There is an entrance and exii test for this course. 
1 b. Attendance will be recorded 




a) PowerPoint Slides Used in the Pre-test Session 
P a g e 1 o f 3 
E n g l i s h P h o n i c s f o r S . 1 、 ^ course introduction.,..s) 
。 2. Class Rules (5 rnins) 
2004-2005 Term 2 
3. Reading aloud test - using the 
equipments (Ppt) (5 mins) 
4. Reading aloud test (15 mins) 
T e a c h e r : Mr . T s o i 5. Questionnaire (20mins) 
V j 6. Something about the Next lesson (2 mms) 
V J 
1. Course Introduction \ 1. Course Introduction (con't) 
Objectives: 
(By the end of the course, you will be able to:) 
— . , . , . . ,M, . 1. pronounce words with onsets that create 
• To help you develop basic skills in problems to Hong Kong EFL learners; 
sounding out un fami l ia r English words distinguish selected commonly confused 
• confident in reading aloud s h o r t consonants; 
t e x t s in d i s c o u r s e level 3. attempt pronouncing words with varied vowel 
• develop a bank of known con ten t words sounds; and 
4. be confidence in arriving at approximate 
pronunciations of unfamiliar words. 
V J V J 
— — ~ N, 
1. Course Introduction (con,t) I 2. Class Rules \ 
A . . A 
Date" Ar 抑 Content 湧 A 知 , 
2 1 1 1 ~ i n t r y Test Reading aloud, questionnaire ^ ^ ^ ^ 緩 6 
" U T " Consonants Consonanrciusiiers: sl^  st/'sk/sir/spf � 
4 I 3 Digraphs: gh/ th I ph/ sh _ _ — 
11 / 3 Syllables Reading long words ^ ^ 
1 8 / 3 Long & Short vowels: a e i o u -"> ^ ^ 
Magice — — j j f ^ � % ^ 
w o r d ends Contractions (E.g.: ni. h e U she's) S « f ^ 
I 22/4 Past tense (-ed) J I ^ ^ ^ W W ^ ^ i 
6 1 5 Exit Test Reading aloud, questionnaire J J 
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a) PowerPoint Slides Used in the Pre-test Session 
Page 2 o f 3 
丨：S.Entr纖丁est - us丨一ePCs 嘴 誕 ^ 
Use the computer and log-in feStS^叙數徵IB.’, 。1 
V J 谷 
U • „ ’,雞一 ；.,• . EBBFSiBEE^ 
S t O p ^ V ^ i l r l ^ H --•——•••-.....————--._."”•".— 'iE! 
^ •眺?..一 一 一 一 
un.mr S J ^ S S 一 必 SL.，，”" 一 "^二 
^ J^、销‘ I 11 —IIIIIIII t^  
—.f 1 iHjKtS nf^ a^ Tiu^ uj ^ • ........•..,..I 
^ f e f L , 。 職 … ！ ， " H . * ' 1 
>- ~-•、、 ；i ‘ 丨 ^ 
J • 辭 J ( 二 、 1 i � ;巧仏 . ‘ I 
i i r r — i l i r : 、 悬二f • 赫 t ^ | 
student 於 
•JIO'O,^ , - ：：^…一…-”— �Bhf I -J) 0 T-i t-i ^  …i ：咖”、 
• iMWHMi JLJ If II mmm'^ .^mmsssrnBiiu '-iN'iSMun p c s n — ； 产 
匪 r ! 二 ： t ^ l R ^ B 二 工 丄 . 丄 使 丄 2 — — 一 — — — — — ] 
b。！！歹 s 导 ^ g i i l ^ i M r ] — ： — - 1 ] — 涵 — ] — U - ] 
I iriiii"-' ' ，,:.m ^ ™ - 郊 
/-{^leBmsmm .-.^mnn- 似供， , , , , , , , 
:!;;r •"“ _ j _1 _ j _ j _ j _ j 
J v • ” ? M H： s>f 
j P J J J J � 
‘JT、 Ur,v« Ll^ rv 
VSfKxt i - - 在….1 
f%-mt-. 1, •二-j^ i�•二:•.vr'‘…-‘ ii . M, ,j 
m m n m i i i n i i i i i i i i m i i m i m p m B H i »r ！^*!?：! 
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a) PowerPoint S l ides U s e d in the Pre-test Session 
Page 3 o f 3 
KgewMMBwiMMWMMMiiMiiiaiiiMiiMiiiMiMMMWMiiiMBaiiwiwwi—B—i^aac—aaiBBacp——lasffiici 
； ^ ^ { 文 \ 
L ^ l U M I r J • ‘ G r o u p 2 泛二 
rffiJiM： 檔 名 ： 學 生 編 號 
^ f c a K J - 例 ： 1 5 0 9 
ffMi.n [ic^ iisr^ 'nTT-'' 3 一 *：： « . „ . ] . 
hhhhihhhhhihibhihhhhhhhhmhhmhhoti 
* r：^  " I w ‘••• I I脚丨 s如 • ” - r t r ^一,节丨「:“：.,• … � I :>ntr�*." 
3. Entrance Test 一 Using the PCs 、 4. Reading aloud 
Ask the teacher(s) if you need help in 
saving the files G e t t h e s h o r t p a s s a g e n o w ! 
— ] 5 T i m e : 1 0 - 1 5 m i n u t e s 
‘ ^ ^ f f i j ^ S i f ^ ^ ^ r — . j R e m e m b e r t o S A V E t h e 
s o u n d f i l e . 
V ' I P P l || I jaaiFTlii ^ ^ 
•s 
5. Questionnaire \ 6. Next lesson: 
,• ———————^——-――~ ‘ 
1. Shut down the computer； 1 .Venue: Mr. Lee will tell you later 
m 2 . Get a questionnaire 2.Date: 28 January 2004 
3. Write your STUDENT NUMBER S.Content： M and /I/ 
4. Do the questionnaire PART by 
PART together 
5. Submit the questionnaire 




Appendix 8 (con,f) 
b) Instructions for the Reading Aloud tests 
r ^ 
Phonics Programme 
Reading Aloud Test 朗讀測驗 
Instruction: 
I Read the following passage. Use two minutes to read the passage 
I once, then record your reading into the computer. If you don，t 
know how to pronounce a particular word, try to guess the 
pronunciation. You have 10 minutes to read the text. 
If you have any problems when you want to save the file, please 







Student 於 Mmlcfile(l:) -> Class • Phonics > Group 2 
儲檔名稱:(學生編號，如：丨509) 
1 
j * DO NOT TAKE THESE SHEETS AWAY * 
* 請 勿 摘 朗 讚 紙 離 場 * 
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b) Instructions for the Reading Aloud tests 
^^^錄音軟件 Usinp the recording software •• '''' ‘ ' ' ' 1 
V R s t a n d a r d Se t f -Leaming E S ， 
Start recording 
錄 音 鍵 
3 
* DO NOT TAKE THESE SHEETS AWAY * 
* 誚 勿 攜 朗 讚 紙 離 場 * 
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c) Pre-test Reading Aloud Passage 
A day in the Jungle 
Last week we went on holiday to an island. In the 
morning the weather was sunny and hot, but every 
afternoon it rained. One day we went into the jungle. We 
‘went up the river by boat. There were some very tall 
• trees. There were parrots and monkeys in the trees. We 
saw some beautiful flowers and plants. We saw a lot of 
animals: frogs, spiders, crocodiles, and a snake. When I 
丨 saw the snake, I was surprised but it didn't hurt us. At 





* DO NOT TAKE THESE SHEETS AWAY * 
* 請 勿 攜 朗 讚 紙 離 場 * 
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d) Post-test Reading Aloud Passage 
Sailing on the River 
Last Sunday Mom, Daisy and Fred walked to the river. 
They didn't take their coats because it was a sunny day. 
They took a boat and sailed down the river. Daisy took 
some photos and then Mom said, “Look at those black 
clouds!" It started to pour and they all get wet. They 
stopped at some trees and climbed out. They ate their 
sandwiches under the trees. Then Fred shouted, "Oh no! 
The boat is sailing down the river." Mum quickly took off 
her high heels and jumped in the river. She caught the 
boat and swam with it to the children. "Now you are very 
wet； said Daisy, and they all laughed. 
A . 
i J H L i ^ ^ ^ O NOT TAKE THESE SHEETS AWAY * 
i * 請 勿 攔 朗 讀 紙 離 場 * 
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a) Questionnaire (Pre-test) r ———~ 
k 
Learners' Attitude to Phonics Learning 
學 1 對 拼 音 學 習 的 看 法 
：丨 
Date 日期： - -2005 
Collection of the Questionnaire 趙&的裙捶 
； This set of questionnaires will be returned to the researcher. Your teachers will NOT read them. All 
• t 
information will be disposed of after August 2005. 
彳 問卷將 1 4 ^研究员親 _ ^ 1 1集’而你的老師亦不會看你的冏卷“所有冏卷內容將於 2 0 0 5年 8月後銷毀。 
i • 
Purpose of the Survey星次脑泊自泊 
The purpose is to collect your views on phonics learning, and we will see if there is any room to improve the 
丨） teaching and learning of phonics in Hong Kong ESL classroom. 
i! 通過蒐齊你對拼音學習的骑法’我們會探討香港英語課室內的拼音舉習’是否有改進的空問。 
M 
Importance of the Sunyev達次教盗的璽哲駐 




Instructions 答菌指弓1 1 •“ “ 




1 ! ；( 
；I Questionnaire No.趙巷睡號 
I Please write down your class and class number: 
S 請壞上你的班別和學號： $.1— ( ) 
I 
I Reasons for writing your class and class number StUS班别初费號的原因： 
\ 
i This is for comparing the results with the reading aloud and another questionnaire you'll fill in. 
I丨丨彳作與英語朗台和你將會頌寫的另一份問卷比較。 
I 




Appendix 9 (con't) 
a) Quest ionnaire (Pre-test) …'‘•:.-.•>.'-：； 
�•iKaKaKfflc:jaaE;»30isssasaa3»0raaf3SsnBB3B3EEt^ OT!235Sa2;sscc:3tBt!S3asa:;3cati3si3SSK33KKMcrcWK3;3asasKSEeH3Qsr3sswaK!»®sji IKSS’ 
I ^ Page 2 o f 6 j 一 
Let's express your view on English Phonics. | 
i 大 家 一 起 發 表 你 對 英 語 併 音 的 看 法 兒 / • r 
I Part A. Rank Your Order of Preference 
I甲郯、徘序 
I Se/ow are six things you have to learn in English lessons. Please rank your order of preference. 
1(1 = I like it least; 7= I like it best), 
msmtd墓IB，為F到6項趋語課的驾習內容挑次序o (1=我最不喜歡：7=我最喜歡) 
Speaking Grammar Reading Phonics Listening Vocabulary Writing 
說話 _ _ 語 法 __閱丨丨讀 _ 拼 音 _ _ 胎 聽 _ _ 詞 語 _ _ _ _ 寫 作 、 _ _ _ 
I Part B. Open-ended Questions 
I乙部、開坟民問題 
I In this part, you are free to express your written opinion on phonics learning. You can give your answer in 
I Chinese or English. 
茌请部Pf，艾骂隨意衷達你對讲音驾習的意見“你可選闲中艾或转艾S寫0 
1. P lease write s o m e words to tell your fee l ing about phonics learning at school . 
試寫出一些詞語形容你在學校學習英語拼音的感覺。 




^ ‘ / 




- 1 - I P . T . O . 轉 下 頁 〉 
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a) Questionnaire (Pre-test) 一 - ^ ^ ^ - ^ — ^ 
'' Ui.'.- icaarryjg： aniKyun-.!. vay淋 JiirtWB�!^ 蘭 MaflMw,«tt.r:,,rwaiatt:j-.i“-j„-:ij»�•.‘•maggea Page 3 Of 6 
Part B. Circle the number ， 
L部、丨已数字图出 
77;c numbers I to 4 refer to the level you agree with the statements that are best describe you now. 
(^Jrd^the most appropriate answer next 1o each statement, according to your personal feeling. 
哲句音港的1-a衷;^你握这對7^列句4的^^^°胞據你個人的冒活’ §^^最適-的答窝。 
1: strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Agree 4. Strongly agree 
(+frF同意) (不同意) (同意) (+f1 同意) 
/•；.i'. 1 am happy now\ / 2 3 ( 4 ] 
例 麵 磁 m <‘ 
© -> © 
1. I like having English phonics lessons. 
我 喜 歡 i : 英 語 拼 音 課 。 1 2 3 4 
2 . 丨 enjoy attempting to pronounce a word I am not sure about its pronunciation. 
间 對 我 不 清 楚 讀 音 的 英 文 字 時 ’ 我 樂 意 嘗 試 把 他 發 聲 誚 出 。 1 2 3 4 
3. I don't feel embarrassed to read aloud an English short story that contains a few new words 
in class. 1 2 3 4 
要 我 在 班 L 讚 出 一 裔 印 有 數 個 英 文 生 詞 的 短 篇 故 事 ’ 我 會 覺 得 難 爲 情 “ 
4. I will encourage people to leam English phonics. 
我 會 鼓 勵 其 他 人 學 習 英 語 拼 音 。 1 2 3 4 
5. There is no point in learning English phonics. 
蠻 習 英 文 拼 咅 並 沒 有 用 處 。 1 2 3 4 
6. I am afraid of pronouncing words I do not know their pronunciation, 
我 吉 怕 讚 出 己 不 清 楚 發 f f 的 英 文 字 。 1 2 3 4 
7. I discourage people around me to learn English phonics if they intend to do so. 
如 果 我 身 邊 的 人 想 學 英 語 拼 音 ， 我 不 會 贊 同 。 1 2 3 4 
8. I do not afraid of phonics lessons. 
我 不 害 怕 上 拼 音 課 。 1 2 3 4 
9. Learning English phonics help me arrive at a possible pronunciation of an unfamiliar word. 
學 習 英 文 拼 音 ’ 有 助 我 試 拼 誠 出 不 熟 悉 的 英 文 字 。 1 2 3 4 
10. When I have to read a paragraph with words whose pronunciation I don't know, I feel 
embarrassed. 1 2 3 4 
段 落 中 有 數 個 不 懂 它 讀 音 的 英 文 字 ， 而 要 我 在 別 人 要 讚 出 來 時 ， 我 感 到 尶 舱 。 “ 
- 2 - I P . T . O .轉下頁 
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a) Questionnaire (Pre-test) sMwmff7r，-.s:jrv;T~—~ 
I will invite my friends to have phonics lessons with me. p 
1 1 ’ 我 會 邀 請 朋 友 和 我 一 起 學 英 文 拼 音 。 1 2 3 4 
12. I feel uneasy to sound out words I am not familiar with. 
當 我 要 發 聲 隐 出 不 熟 悉 的 英 文 字 ， 我 感 到 很 不 自 在 。 1 2 3 4 
13. Phonics is important in my English learning. 
英 文 拼 音 對 我 舉 習 英 文 是 重 要 的 。 1 2 3 4 
14. Phonics lessons make me happy. 
拼 音 課 堂 使 我 快 樂 。 1 2 3 4 
15. When 1 read aloud a passage with some words I have not seen before to other people, I 
don't feel uneasy. 1 2 3 4 
我 當 眾 朗 讀 一 篇 文 章 ， 而 文 中 有 一 些 我 未 遇 見 過 的 英 文 字 ’ 我 不 覺 得 難 堪 。 -
Part C. My English Learning Experience 
t ^ ) 部 、 我 其 他 的 英 文 等 智 經 歷 
y Pleast^^^jrci^he most appropriate answers that now clescrihe you best next to each sentence. 
講在F到句 的右港’把你現賠覺楫最貼tf]的答镇“ 
j l . 丨 have leamt English phonics outside school b e f o r e . 我以前曾在校外學過英語拼音• 
1 Y e s 是 N o 否 
I (Go to question no.2 忭•第 2 题） (Go to question no.3 往第 3 
12. I have learnt phonics f o r : 我 學 習 拼 音 的 時 間 已 有 ： 
I Less than 3 months 少 於 3 個用 3-6 months 3-6 {岡月 
7 -12 months 7 -12 似丨月 More than a year 多於.一年 
(Go to question no.3 往第 3 題） 
13. 1 have m y o w n English story books at h o m e . 我 家 裡 有 屬 於 我 的 英 文 故 事 書 。 
Y e s 畏 N o 否 
(Go to question no.4 往第 4 题） （Go lo question no.5 往第 5 题） 
14. I have the fo l l owing number o f English b o o k s : 我家有下列數量的故事書： 
I L e s s than 5 i tems 少於 5 本 6 -10 i tems 6 -10 本 
I 11-15 items 11-15 本 More than 15 items 冬於 15 本 
I (Go to question no.3 往第 5 題） 
I ^ 碰 
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a) Quest ionnaire (Pre-test) 
、vt;_L<i>，》.『._-_i广.杯 v").!- ' M ' T m r i ' T ' � r � 代 . • ， 態 w m m i r r n n f f i r M m w v 刊 m m f i t m T O f W B Page 5 Of 6 “ 
5. M y f a m i l y m e m b e r s do speak English with m e . 我 家 人 會 對 我 說 英 語 。 F 
Y e s 显 N o 否 
1 (Go to question 110.6 件第 6 題） (Go to question no.7 往第 7 题 ） 
I 
1 6 . T h e frequency they s peak to m e in English i s : 他 們 對 我 說 英 語 的 多 少 是 ： 
I A l w a y s 總 常 Often 頗 多 S o m e t i m e s 有 時 Rare 很 少 
I (Go to question no.7 往第 7 题） 
I III number 7-10, (he numbers I to 4 refer to the level you a^ree with the statements that are best describe you 
L now.(Or^the most appropriate answer next to cach stutement, according to your jmsonal feding. 
題中,哲司音谨的1-u害呆你琚茌對！^列句马的同意程度0胞據你個人的圓活,m^^mm 
卜 雜 。 
： 1 : strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Agree 4. Strongly agree 
I ( + f r F同意) (不同意) (同意) (+Pf同意) 
© ^ © 
7. The English language is a stupid language. 
英 語 很 不 知 所 謂 。 1 2 3 4 
1 8 . I enjoy having English lessons. 
我 喜 歡 上 英 文 課 。 1 2 3 4 
9. Learning English makes me happy. 
學 習 英 文 使 我 高 興 。 1 2 3 4 
10. The English language makes me frustrated. 
英 語 使 我 小 知 所 措 。 1 2 3 4 
Part E. Other Information 
； ^ 郃 、 其 他 資 _ 
Is there anyth ing e l s e about phonics learning you w o u l d l ike to say? (Optional) 
對力•令拼音學習，你還有甚麼意見？（選擇性回答） 
I - 4 - 丨 P J Q : : 邏 下 
1 6 7 
Appendix 9 (con,t) 
a) Questionnaire (Pre-test) 
i Part F. My Information 
；己部、我的資枓 
l / “ — � 
[ l . M y age 我的年齡 _ _ _ _ _ ： ： 、 
2. Gender 性 別 ： M.男/ F 女.： 
3. Place of birth 出生地點 _ _ _ 
• . . .. . . . . . . ... / . . . ： . . 
I 4. Home district . 居住地區 . ： 
： 5. Parents job 家 人 的 職 業 ： (i) Dad ^ (iiyMum S ： • 
(m)Older sib丨ings 兄姊: 乂 J 
� T H E E N D � 
〜問卷完〜 
i * Thank you for filling in this questionnaire 
I 謝謝塡畢此問卷 * 
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b) Questionnaire (Post-test: Control Group) 
[The cover page and Part A-B are same as the pre-test] ： 甚 ― , ^ ^ ^ ^ 评 〒 . � ] 
Part C. Circle the number \ |j 
I而部、：！已数字图出 
；T h e numbers 1 to 4 refer to the level you agree or disagree with the statements that are best describe you now. 
； ( Q i n i ^ t h e most appropriate answer next to each statement, according to your personal feeling. 
哲司音逮的i-a衷你握m對F列匈g的圔SMM°胞據你涸人的冒活，^^最適當的答察。 
1: strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Agree 4. Strongly agree 
( 十 同 窸 ) (不同意) (同意) 意) 
E.^. ] am happy now. 12 3 ^^ 
例 mummm ‘ 
© © 
1. I like having English phonics lessons. 
我喜歡上英語拼音課。 1 2 3 4 
2. 1 enjoy attempting to pronounce a word when I am not sure about its pronunciation. 
面對我不清楚讀音的英文字時’我樂意嘗試把他發聲讚出。 1 2 3 4 
3. 1 don't feel embarrassed to read aloud an English short story that contains a few new words 
in class. 1 2 3 4 
I 要我在班上讀出一•篇印有數個英文生詞的短篇故事’我會覺得難爲情。 ‘ 
4. I will encourage people to learn English phonics. 
我會鼓勵其他人學習英語拼音。 1 2 3 4 
- . - . … - • — -
5. The English language is a stupid language. 
英語很不知所謂。 1 2 3 4 
6. There is no point in learning English phonics. 
舉習英文拼音並沒有用處。 1 2 3 4 
7. I am afraid of pronouncing words when I do not know their pronunciation. 
我害怕讀出自己不清楚發音的英文字。 1 2 3 4 
8. I discourage people around me to learn English phonics if they intend to do so, 
如果我身邊的人想學英語拼音’我不會贊同。 1 2 3 4 
9. I am not afraid of phonics lessons. 
我不害怕上拼音課。 1 2 3 4 
10. I enjoy having English lessons. 
我喜歡上英文課。 1 2 3 4 
I -2- I P . T . O . 轉 下 頁 〉 
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Appendix 9 (con't) 
b) Questionnaire (Post-test: Control Group) 1 
Page 2 o f 3 | r> . . r . i i w I I I ) I I 现 : 遍 • 丨 i ,旧 ^ 
Learning English phonics help me arrive at a possible pronunciation of an u n l E i l ^ ^ ^ “~~ 
舉？^英文拼宵•有助我試拼lit出不熟悉的英文字。 1 2 3 4 
12. When I have to read a paragraph with words whose pronunciation 1 don't know, I feel 
embarrassed. \ 2 3 4 段落屮數個不懂它識音的英文字，而要我在別人要讀出來時，我感到爐逾。 • 
I will invite my friends to have phonics lessons with me. 
13’我會邀請朋友和我一起學英文拼音" 1 2 3 4 
…… ... ... 
14. I feel uneasy to sound out words I am not familiar with. 
當我要發聲隐出不熟悉的英文字’我感到很不自在。 1 2 3 4 
!
15. Learning English makes me happy. 
學智英文使我高興。 1 2 3 4 
16. Phonics is important in my English learning. 
英文拼音對我學習英文是重要的。 1 2 3 4 
17. Phonics lessons make me happy. 
拼音課觉使我快樂。 1 2 3 4 
1
18. When 丨 read aloud a passage with some words I have not seen before to other people, I 
don't feel uneasy. 1 2 3 4 
我當眾朗諧一篇文章，而文中有一些我未遇見過的英文字，我不覺得難堪。 ~ 
19. The English language makes me frustrated. 
英語使我不知所措。 1 2 3 4 
Part D. Other Information 
丁郃、其他資科 
Is there anything e l se about phonics learning you would like to say? (Optional) 
對於拼音舉習，你還有甚麼意見？（選擇性回答） 
I - 3 - P . T . O . 轉 下 頁 ) 
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Appendix 9 (con't) 
b) Questionnaire (Post-test: Control Group) 
I.. i lilti.____i_|_li._ii_|l__i| P S ^ C 3 O f 3 | 
Part E. My Information f 
成 部 、 我 的 資 科 
^ — - _ _ � 
L M y a g e 我 的 年 齡 _ _ _ _ _ _ • ] 
2.: Gender 性 別 . . M 男 / F 女 . : : : 
3. Place o f birth 出 生 地 點 ： _ _ _ _ _ 
4. H o m e district 居 住 地 區 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
5. Parents j o b 家 人 的 職 業 （i) Dad 父 (ii) Mum M : : 
(iii) Older siblings 兄 姊 ^ 
I � T H E E N D � 
* Thank you for filling in this questionnaire 
謝 謝 壤 舉 此 問 卷 * 
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c) Questionnaire (Post-test: Experimental Group) 
[The cover page and Part A-B are same as the pre-test] 
『谓•’ . L : . 爾靡纖擺卿 , , Page 1 o f 3 L 
P a r t C . C i r c l e t h e n u m b e r p 
而 部 、 丨 己 数 字 图 出 
The numbers 1 to 4 refer to the level you agree or disagree with the statements that are best describe you now. 
(Qi^the 
most appropriate answer next to each statement, according to your personal feeling, 
m司音溏的j-a衷呆你握迄對T^列司g的圔MEM�胞據你個人的s活’ ^^蜃適當的答禁。 
1: strongly disagree 2. Disagree 3. Agree 4. Strongly agree 
(H-fi'Fmm) (不同意) (同窸) (+fimm) 
H.g. I am happy now. / 2 ( j 
5 例 m/iitmrn -
— 
© ^ © 
1. I like having English phonics lessons. 
我喜歡 k英 f i f i拼苦課。 1 2 3 4 
2. I enjoy attempting to pronounce a word I am not sure about its pronunciation. 
面對我不淸姥讀音的英文字時，我樂意嘗試把他發膝讚出》 1 2 3 4 
— — - -
3. I don't feel embarrassed to read aloud an English short story that contains a few new words in class, 
我在班上激出一箭印打數個英文屯詞的短篇故事，我愈覺得難爲情。 1 2 3 4 
4. I will encourage people to leam English phonics. 
我會鼓勵其他人舉習英語拼音。 1 2 3 4 
5. The English language is a stupid language. 
英語很不知所謂。 1 2 3 4 
6. There is no point in learning English phonics. 
學 英 文 拼 f f 並 沒 有 用 處 。 — 1 2 3 4 
7 . 丨 am afraid of pronouncing words I do not know their pronunciation. 
我怕 i l K 出白己不清楚發宵的英文字。 3 4 
8. I discourage people around me to learn English phonics if they intend to do so. 
如 果 我 邊 的 人 想 學 英 語 拼 音 ’ 我 不 會 赞 同 ， 1 2 3 4 
9. I do not afraid of phonics lessons. 
我“^，上拼：—。— 1 2 3 4 
10. I enjoy having English lessons. 
我 咨 歡 上 炎 文 課 。 1 2 3 4 
11. Learning English phonics help me arrive at a possible pronunciation of an unfamiliar word. 
學習英文讲舒’有助我試讲讚出不熟悉的英文字。 1 2 3 4 
When 1 have to read a paragraph with words whose pronunciation I don't know, I feel 
12. embarrassed. 1 2 3 4 
段落中有數個不懂它 i i i f t晋的英文字，而耍我祀�|]人要誠出來時，我感到遮舱。 一 
13. I will invite my friends to have phonics lessons with me. 
我 會 邀 請 朋 友 和 我 一 起 英 文 併 音 。 1 2 3 4 
14. I feel uneasy to sound out words I am not familiar with. 
常我要發聲丨念出不熟悉的英文字’我感到很不 _在。 1 2 ？ 4 
- 2 - I P . T . O . 轉 下 頁 〉 
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c) Questionnaire (Post-test: Experimental Group) 一 
Page 2 of 3 i 
；r； ^；：""'"^'**'"'' I'" V _ •'."III I' »'iiii 1  i  I .luiiiiir；!iIM.,,1.1�mumMamxixaismeamaMimmmmmmmmcmmmmm»m i 
15. I am happy with English learning. ™ 
我高興能學^^？英語。 1 2 3 4 
16. Phonics is important in my English learning, 
英文拱晋對我學習英文是盥要的。 1 2 3 4 
17. Phonics lessons make me happy. 
拼宵骒堂使我快樂。 1 2 3 4 
18. When I read aloud a passage with some words I have not seen before to other people, 1 don't feel 
uneasy. 1 2 3 4 
我 常 眾 朗 篇 名 章 ’ 而 文 中 直 一 H 丧 邏 恳 過 的 英 ， • 攒 難 媒 。 
19. The English language makes me frustrated, 
英語使我不知所扔“ 1 2 3 4 
20. I know there is a context in each lesson. 
我知道毎節拼音,深也有…個情境。 1 2 3 4 
21. Having a clear purpose in applying the sounds 丨 have learnt is useful. 
清晰的拱音運 f f l t；^勺射助我-習拼音。 1 2 3 4 
22. Using language items I've learnt helps me remember the sound-letter relationship better. 
述 f f l我神臂過的語言稱我更容易記起字母和音的關係。 1 2 3 4 
23. I know I need to think and do in order to finish the task(s) in the lesson. 
我明白我丨；^?要思考和做才能完成課堂的任務。 1 2 3 4 
24. Working towards tasks in phonics lessons is useful. ， 
丫 I :拼 &观完成仟務是有用的。 __ 1 2 3 4 
25. I, in general, have less difficulty in pronouncing consonants accurately. ， 
人致 i M a ’ 我減 ^ ^ 1 正確殘宜跑丨 _難 � 1 ^ 3 4 
26. Vowels are easy to learn. , 
元杏 l l M J i .薩呈殖 : 1 2. 3 丄 
27. To me, guessing the number of syllables is an easy job. 。 
對我來說’猜一個卞宵多少個音節是件易事。 1 2 3 4 
28. The purpose helps me remember better the sounds taught in the lesson. 
任 j i M的使我記得毎節所學的拼宵“ 1—2 _ 3 4 
29. Using the language items I've learnt previously and in the lesson is useful to phonics learning, 
述用過去及課堂所學的語文頃因’對拼音學習是有用處的。 1—..2 3 4 
30. The process of thinking and doing helps me remember better the sounds learnt. 
「忍考與工作」的過程辩我更容易記起所變.的字音。 
31. I know I have to finish a task in each lesson. 
. 我 知 i l l P l r 課 要 壳 f c 個 任 遊 .....„.........—........ L i 3 4 
32. I am good in learning consonants. 
我 麵 ± t 時 霸 齊 輕 厘 — — - — — _ — ： — 
33. I am not bad in learning vowels. 1 2 3 4 
我學射元音（鄉音）並不遜色。 ..‘ 
34. I usually read words with the correct number of syllables. 1 ? 3 4 
我通常能讀出一個英文字的正確數目的音節。 - ‘ 
一 〜 产 * I * * ‘ .,. ... - - - - -
35. The context helps me remember better the sounds taught in the lesson. 
那堂學習惜境有助我記得侮節所學的拼音。 3 4 
36. I know I am learning about English language in the lesson. 1 ) 3 4 
我知道我正於課堂澳學習英語。 “‘ 
37. Thinking and doing is useful for phonics learning. 1 ) 3 4 
「思考與工作」柯助拼學習。 i -...... 
r \ 
- 3 - P . T . O . 轉 下 頁 〉 
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c) Questionnaire (Post-test: Experimental Group) p ^ g 3 � f 3 | 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmHmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmBmmmmmmmmmm ini) 
38. The product helps me recognise better the sound-letter relationship. 
課 節 任 務 侧 我 看 到 字 廻 熊 猜 到 • 音 。 — i — — 丨 1 — t 二 
39. Consonants are easy to learn. 
P 脊 • 梦 易 學 l ^ J ： — — 1 \ — 3 4 
40. I, in general, found that reading words with the right vowel sounds is difficult. 
我 覺 得 耍 準 確 地 _ 出 字 的 元 音 是 甚 有 難 度 的 — —3 4 
41. It is not difficult for me to learn how many syllables are there when I see a word, 
當我看見一倜夹客里室麼 g確 I S :查； ^個M L : . . .對 1厘靈並不困難。 . . .....„„„.„....................1..........i 3 4 
42. Having a context in phonics lessons is useful. 
每 堂 的 情 境 巧 我 ， 纟 薛 也 有 M 助 。 _ 1 2 3 4 
43. I know the purpose of using the sound I have learned in each lesson. 
我知道我在每節課 所學拼童迫屋篮：： — ......—..........._ 
Part D. Other Information 
丁 部 、 其 他 資 抖 
Is there anything else about phonics learning you would like to say? 
對 於 拼 音 學 習 ， 你 還 有 甚 麼 意 見 ？ 
Part E. My Information 
成 部 、 我 的 資 料 
1 . M y a g e : 我的年齡 . . . . . : . 
2. G e n d e r 性別 M 男 / F 女 
3. Place o f b h t h : 出生地點 _ _ _ _ _ 
4. H o m e district 居 往 地 區 _ _ _ ‘ 
5. Parents job 家 人 的 職 業 ：（i) D a d :父 _ _ _ _ _ (ii) Mtim 併 . : .：： . :： . . .： 
. . • • ‘ ‘ • • • • . . • • . ‘ 
V fiiil Older siblings ：：: / 
. - ‘ • � . • . ‘ ‘ .. • . . . ••• ::.. .乂 
� T H E E N D � 
〜問卷完〜 
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